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ABSTRACT 

Conventional simulation environments and languages do not provide a unified approach to 

system decomposition and modelling. Also noticeably lacking Is the support for model reuse. In 

this time of constrained resources - people. time. money - it is imperative that the new 

methodologies present in parallel computing. software engineering. and artifICial intelligence be 

applied to the modelling and simulation domain. Additionally modelling and simulation must move 

from one time modelling efforts in isolation to an integrated multifaceted system modelling 

approach maximizing model reuse and optimizing the constrained resources. 

This dissertation reviews the concepts of Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) 

formalism and its associated abstract simulator concepts. the Ada programming language. and the 

conservative and optimistic distributed simulation paradigms. Then requirements for a distributed 

modelling and simulation environment which incorporate the new methodologies present in 

parallel computing. software engineering and artificial Intelligence are proposed. 

A hierarchical optimistiC distributed modelling and simulation erivironment Is implemented in 

Ada. The environment combines the DEVS formalism and its associated abstract simulators with 

the Time Warp optimistic distributed simulation paradigm. The implemented modelling and 

simulation environment (DEVS-Ada) is then examined with respect to how it meets the 

requirements for a distributed modelling and simulation environment. 

A simulation study Is conducted measuring the performance of the non-dlstributed versus 

distributed implementations of DEVS-Ada using the replicative validation of a Single Server 

Without Queue model. Additional studies are conducted examining the effect of model to 

processor mappings. and the use of flat versus hierarchical models. 
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Discrete-event simulation studies based upon realistic models are becoming increasingly 

necessary as the expense and complexity of developing and fielding new systems increase. The 

modelling and Simulation technologies currently in use however, are limited by their inability to 

represent large-scale systems efficiently and/or their slow execution time. Other crippling factors 

are: the lack of a standard specification language fur describing models, inability to manage a 

model repository (if one exists), and the inability to reuse models (Bennet and Statz 1989). 

These factors place severe constraints on the use and portability of conventional modelling and 

simulation methodologies. 

1.1 Motivation 

Discrete-event simulations are acknowledged to be one of the most computationally 

expensive tasks. In many cases sequential execution of large simulations such as engin~ering, 

computer science, economics or military applications may take days or months of processor time. 

Further, if the simulation is a probabilistic model; it will require many runs to determine the output 

distributions and confidence levels (Jefferson, Beckman et aI. 1987; Law and Kelton 1990). 

Even though it is expensive to execut~ large scale simulations it is still cheaper, and safer than 

experimenting with the real systems. Therefore, any means of speeding up Simulations is of great 

economic importance and interest. 

The research represented by this dissertation was also motivated by a need first 

acknowledged in 1984 at the U.S. Army Signal Center at Fort Gordon, Georgia while I was serving 

as an instructor. While teaching at the Signal Center it became increasingly obvious that funds 

were not available to support field training exercises to provide student training in the 

management of large communications networks (Sherman and Christensen 1986). It was at this 
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time a need for a simulation was recognized. It was soon discovered however that the appropriate 

technology to construct such a simulator was not available. Thus begun the search to find the 

necessary technology to support large scale distributed simulation, which led to this dissertation. 

1.2 Goals 

The goals of this dissertation are multiple. The primary goal was to develop a hierarchical 

optimistic distributed simulation environment which couid support large scale simulation. Included 

in the primary goal were several sub-goals: a) the migration of DEVS-Scheme (Zeigler 1990) to 

Classic-Ada (DEVS-Ada); b) implementation of the time warp mechanism (Jefferson, Beckman et 

at. 19B7; Jefferson 1985) in Ada; c) testing the feasibility of performing model validation in a 

distributed environment; and d) measuring the potential speed-up that could be achieved by 

using a distributed implementation of DEVS-Ada versus the sequential implementation of DEVS

Ada. 

1.3 Approach 

The concepts of the Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) formalism and its 

associated abstract simulators are presented in the first section of this dissertation (Zeigler 1976; 

Zeigler 1984; Zeigler 1990). This discussion shows that DEVS has the capability to represent 

systems in a modular hierarchical manner and provides explicit identification of the inherent 

parallelism in the system being modelled. 

Then the Ada programming language and an object-oriented extension of Ada, Classic

Ada (Software Productivity Solutions 1989) are introduced. Since Ada was designed for large 

scale software systems it is a natural candidate for implementing a simulation environment With 

the object-oriented capabilities provided by Classic-Ada it is now possible to implement the DEVS 

formalism and its associated abstract simulators using Ada as Chapter 6 shows. 
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The commercially available simulation languages today, as mentioned earlier, are 

hampered by their slow execution time. There has been an extensive amount of research 

conducted trying to develop distributed simulation mechanisms which will capitalize on the 

development of multiprocessor computer systems. Distributed Simulation, sometimes referred to 

as parallel discrete-event simulation, is the execution of a single discrete-event simulation 

program on a parallel computer (Fujimoto 1990). Distributed simulation mechanisms are 

classified by two broad categories: conservative and optimistic. These mechanisms are 

introduced and discussed. 

We then propose requirements for a distributed modelling and simulation environment, 

these requirements form the basis for the distributed implementation of DEVS-Ada shown in 

Chapter 6. The distributed Implementation of DEVS-Ada is a combination of the DEVS formalism 

and its associated abstract simulators with the Time Warp mechanism. This combination forms an 

optimistic hierarchical distributed simulation environment. 

The use and performance of the environment will be presented by developing a 

distributed validation model and comparing the performance of the sequential and distributed 

implementation of DEVS-Ada. Also the ability to flexibly map models to processors in the 

distributed environment will be illustrated. 

1.4 Organization of the Dissertation 

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) 

formalism and its abstract simulator concepts (Zeigler 1976; Zeigler 1984; Zeigler 1990) which 

form the theoretical basis for DEVS-Ada. The ability of the DEVS formalism to specify the existing 

parallelism within a model is discussed. In Chapter 3, an overview of the Ada programming 

language is presented. The design goals of Ada are presented. A brief review of object-oriented 

programming concepts is presented. Chapter 3 concludes by introducing and discussing Classic-
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Ada (Software Productivity Solutions 1989). Classic-Ada is an object-oriented oxtension of the 

Ada programming language and is the implementation language for DEVS-Ada. Chapter 4, 

introduces the concept of distributed simulation. An overview of the conservative and optimistic 

distributed simulation paradigms is presented. This is followed by a discussion of the Time Warp 

Operating System (TWOS). (Jefferson, Bockman et al. 1987; Jefferson 1985). TWOS 

implements the time warp mechanism which will be implemented in DEVS-Ada. Chapter 4 

concludes by comparing the memory requirements and potential for speed up of the 

conservative and optimistic approaches to distributed simulation. In Chapter 5, a set of 

requirements for a distributed Simulation environment is proposed. Chapter 6 discusses some of 

the implementation details of DEVS-Ada The primary focus of Chapter 6 is the implementation of 

the time warp mechanism in combination with the DEVS formalism. Chapter 7 examines in greater 

detail how the DEVS-Ada implementation satisfies the requirements established for a distributed 

simulation environment. Chapter 8 discusses performance of experimental simulation studies 

using DEVS-Ada. Chapter 9 concludes the dissertation by summarizing the results, showing the 

main contributions and suggesting areas for further research. The Appendix contains the details 

for construction of a Simulation USing DEVS-Ada. 

1.5 Contributions 

The results of this dissertation contribute to the field of distributed discrete-event 

simulation. Significant contrilutions are summarized as follows: 

a Implementation of DEVS Tme Warp Hybrid in Ada - Previous work in distributed 

simulation has either focussed on the optimistic or conservative approaches to 

simulation. This work combines the conservative and optimistic approaches and 

further provides a sound basis for mapping models to processors. this is the first 

known distributed simution environment that has been implemented in Ada. 
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b. Support for distributed Model Validation - There has not existed any capability to 

support distributed model validation until the distributed OEVS-Ada environment 

was completed. The ability to support distributed model validation is provided by 

the use of the OEVS formalism, and its abstract simulators in combination with the 

Time Warp mechanism. 

c. Implementation of the Time Warp Mechanism at the application program level to 

allow greater portability and use - The current focus in optimistic distributed 

simulation has been on the development of the Time Warp mechanism as an 

operating system. This dissertation has moved the implementation to the 

application level away from the hardware to provide more portability and use at a 

more affordable price. 

d. Use of tasking with object-oriented programming - No known attempts to 

encapsulate objects within tasks for distributed processing prior to doing so when 

implementing OEVS-Ada. 
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CHAPTER 2.0 

DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATION FORMALISM 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a brief overview of the Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS) 

formalism which is the theoretical foundation of DEVS-Ada. The chapter also discusses the 

inherent ability of DEVS to identify the parallelism in the system being modelled. 

2.2 DEVS Formalism 

The Discrete Event System Specification Formalism provides methods for specifying systems 

in a modular and hierarchical manner (Zeigler 1976; Zeigler 1984; Zeigler 1987; Zeigler 1990). 

The DEVS formalism has been implemented using PC-Scheme (a LISP dialect) and SCOOPS, 

which is the object-oriented superset of Scheme (Kim 1988; Zeigler 1987; Zeigler 1989; Zeigler 

1990) which runs IBM compatible microcomputers using MS-DOS and the TI Explorer II LISP 

machine. 

The foundation of DEVS is based upon the existence of three basic objects (Zeigler 1984; 

Zeigler 1990): 

the real system, in existence or proposed, which is regarded fundamentally as a source 
of data; 

the model, which is a set of instructions for generating data comparable to the data 
observable in the real system (the structure of the model is its set of instructions, and the 
behavior of the model is the set of possible data that can be generated by executing the 
model instructions faithfully); 

the computer, or simulator, which executes the model instructions to generate the 
model data. 

The structure of the model may be expressed in a mathematical language or a formalism. The 

DEVS formalism, which represents the semantics of discrete-event simulation languages, 

focuses on the changes of variable values and generates time segments which are piecewise 
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continuous. An event is a change in a variable value which occurs instantaneously. Thus, in 

essence the formalism defines how to generate new variable values and the times the new values 

should be generated. A critical aspect of the formalism is that the time intervals between event 

occurrences are variable (in contrast to discrete time where the time step is fixed). 

The specification of modular discrete-event models requires the adoption of a different view 

than that propagated by traditional simulation languages. As with modular specifications in 

general, the model must be viewed as possessing input and output ports through which all 

Interactions with its environment must pass. In the discrete-event case, events determine the 

values which appear on the ports. To be more specific, when external events arising outside the 

model, are received on its input ports; the system specifICation must define how it responds to 

them. Additionally, internal events arising within the model change its state, as well as manifest 

themselves as events on the output ports to be transmitted to other model components. 

The OEVS formalism requires the specification of (1) basic models from which larger ones are 

built, and (2) how these models are to be coupled together In a hierarchical manner. 

2.3 OEVS Model Specification 

The basic model in OEVS, called -Atomic-Model·, requires the specification of the following 

(Zeigler 1984; Zeigler 1990): 

• the set of input ports through which external events are received; 

• the set of output ports through which external events are sent; 

• the set of state variables: two state variables are usually present-phase and sigma (In the 
absence of external events the model stays in the current phase for the time given by 
sigma); 

• the internal transition function, which specifies the next state to which the system will 
transit after the time given by sigma has elapsed; 

• the external transition function, which specifies how the system changes state when an 
input is received - the effect Is to place the system in a new phase and sigma, thus 
scheduling it for its next internal transition. 
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• the output function which generates an external output just prior to an occurrence of an 

internal transition; 

• the time advance function which controls the timing of internal transitions-when the 
sigma state variable is present, this function just returns the value of sigma. 

Atomic-Models may be coupled in the oevs fonnalism to form multicomponent models called 

·Coupled-Models". The formalism is closed under coupling - which means a Coupled-Model can 

be expressed as an equivalent Atomic-Model. Tho Coupled-Model may itself be employed in a 

larger multicomponent model leading to hierarchical model construction. A Coupled-Model 

requires the specification of the following (Zeigler 1984; Zeigler 1990): 

• the set of input ports through which external events are received; 

• the set of output ports through which external events are sent; 

• the external input coupling which connects the input ports of the coupled model to one 
or more input ports of the components- this directs the inputs received by the coupled 
model to designated component models; 

• the external output coupling which connects output ports of components to output ports 
of the 'coupled-modeHhus when an output is generated by a component it may be sent 
to a designated output port of the coupled model and thus be transmitted externally; 

• the internal coupling which connects output ports of component to input ports of other 
components-when an output is generated by a component it may be sent to the input 
ports of designated components (in addition to being sent to an output port of the 
coupled model); 

• the select function which embodies the rules employed to choose from the imminent 
components (those having equal minimum time-of-next-event's), the component that is 
allowed to carry out its next event. 

There are further specializations of the Atomic-Models and Coupled Models classes which 

have bgen implemented in OEVS-Scheme as shown in Agure 2.1. The complete description of 

these classes is contained in (Zeigler 1990). 
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Figure 2.1. OEVS Model Classes in OEVS-Scheme 

2.4 OEVS Event Types 

There are two fundamental types of events recognized by a OEVS system model: external 

and internal. An external event results from an input from outside the model which occurs at 

unpredictable times. By contrast an internal event is scheduled by the model itself. Both event 

types mayor may not cause a change in the model state. It also should be noted that in the OEVS 

formalism an output will only be produced by an internal event. The output produced by a OEVS 

model is then be passed to other OEVS models as an external event. The external event in turn 

may cause them to schedule internal events, and eventually produce outputs, and so on. 

The OEVS formalism reveals the model's inherent parallelism through the identification of 

external events. A single internal event in a model may produce an output which may be sent as 

an external event simultaneously to one or more model components as shown in Figure 2.2. 



Model Component 
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Figure 2.2. External Event Parallelism 
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The arriving external events may then be processed in parallel if the models are each assigned to 

physically distinct processors. The hierarchiCal and modular construction characteristics of DEVS 

identifies the parallelism in a natural and explicit manner. 

In the best case, as a hierarchical model is decomposed, the parallelism that Is identified In this 

manner may grow exponentially with each hierarchical level (Zhang and Zeigler 1989). 

2.5 OEVS Abstract Simulators 

The simulation of DEVS models Is based upon the abstract simulator concepts developed as 

a part of the DEVS theory (Zeigler 1976). The abstract simulator concepts are implemented by 

three specialized classes of processors: Simulators, Co-ordinators, and Root-co-ordlnators, as 

shown In FlQure 2.3. The Root-co-ordinator Is the manager of the overall simulation process and 

Is linked to the Co-ordinator of the highest level coupled-model. Simulators and Co-ordinators are 

used to handle the atomic-models and coupled-models respectively. The simulation process is 

managed by passing messages between the specialized processors. The messages carry Inter-
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nal event, external event, and synchronization information. The messages are one of four 

different types: done-message, *-message, x-message, or y-message. 

Processors 

t I Simulators I 
Root-Co-Ordinators Co-Ordinators 

Figure 2.3. Abstract Simulator Classes 

The done-message indicates a state transition has been completed and also provides the 

new time-of-next-event. The *-message arriving at a processor indicates that the next internal 

event is to be carried out within its scope. The done-message and *-message can be further 

subclassified as Simulator control or synchronization messages. These control messages are 

record structures having slots for the source model and time. 

A x-message represents the arrival of an external event to a processor's model. A y-message 

represents the output of a model. X-messages and y-messages carry the actual model inputs 

and outputs respectively. Thus the x-messages and y-messages may be subclassified as data 

messages. These data messages are record structures with the following slots: source model, 

time, destination name, destination port, and data value. A y-message is generated by evaluating 

the model component's output function. X-messages are translated copies of y-messages. The 
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translation occurs in the determination of the actual message destination by the sender's parent 

Co-ordinator. The Co-ordinator searches its model coupling map based upon the source model, 

destination name, and destination port. It will then become the message source and replaces the 

destination name and destination port with the destination narne and destination port contained in 

its coupling map. The Co-ordinator then forwards the message as a x-message if its destination is 

a subordinate atomic-model. If the destination is at a higher level in the hierarchical structure th\~ 

message is forwarded as a v-message and the translation process is repeated at the higher level 

Co-ordinator. This translation process is repeated until the message is delivered to the 

appropriate atomic-model. 

As mentioned earlier, OEVS provides explicit means of identifying the external event 

parallelism present within the system being modelled. However, the implementation of the 

OEVS abstract simulator concept does not allow exPloitation of all parallelism due to its conser-

vative approach (Jefferson 1985). To illustrate the conservative nature of the OEVS abstract 

simulators, the simple OEVS model and its associated abstract simulators shown in FlQures 2.4a 

and 2.4b will be used. 

Coupled Model AB 
Out ~ \ In 

'~In Out -
Model A -In Out .... Model B 

Out In 

Figure 2.4a. DEVS Model 
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Root-Co-Ordinator R:AB 

Figure 2.4b. Abstract simulator structure 

The simulation process is initiated by initializing the states of atomic-models A and B, thereby 

also determining their next-event-times. These times are sent to Co-ordinator C:AB by done

messages originating from simulators S:A and S:B respectively. If the next-event-times for S:A 

and S:B are equal, the Co-ordinator C:AB must use its select function (defined by the modeler) to 

determine the imminent model. Co-ordinator C:AB then sends a done-message to Root-co-or

dinator R:AB with the imminent (minimum) next-event-time. Thus a path has been set up from the 

Root-co-ordinator to the Simulator with the smallest next-event-time. Upon receipt of the done

message from Co-ordinator C:AB, the Root-co-ordinator responds with a *-message bearing its 

next-event-time. This starts the simulation, since the *-message will be sent down the path lead

ing to the Imminent Simulator. This results in an upward flow of y-messages, a downward flow of x

messages and an upward flow of done-messages, the last of which, transmitted to the Root-co

ordinator R:AB, initiates the next round of simulation (processing of the next internal event). 

Sequential procesSing is introduced by the Root-co-ordinator. The Root-co-ordinator will not 

issue a *-message until it receives a done-message which carries the smallest next-event-time. 

Thus a *-message c~n be sent to only one Simulator at a time thereby forcing sequential 
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execution of the simulation. In summary, the OEVS abstract simulator concept facilitates the 

exploitation of external event parallelism but does not allow the exploitation of internal event paral-

lelism. 

2.6 Summary 

This chapter has provided a brief overview of the OEVS formalism. The formal properties of 

the OEVS formalism and their importance for model-based simulations are summarized as (Zeigler 

1991): 

• Modularity: model specifications are self-contained and have input and output ports 
through which all interaction with the external world must take place. Ports provide a level 
of delayed binding which needs to be resolved only when models are coupled together. 

• Closure under Coupling: models may be connected together by coupling input and 
output ports to create larger, coupled models, having the same interface properties as the 
components. 

• Hierarchical Construction: follows as a consequence of modularity and closure 
under coupling, successively more complex models can be built by using as building 
blocks the coupled models already constructed. 

• Stand-alone and Bottom-up Testability: due to input/output modularity, models 
are independently verifiable at every stage of hierarchical construction. The fosters 
secure and incrementally bottom-up synthesis of complex models. 

• Experimental Frame/Model Separation: experimental frames are independently 
realized as models of special kinds: generators, transducers, acceptors. Having 
input/output ports, they can be coupled to models to which they are applicable. 
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CHAPTER 3.0 

The Ada Programming Language 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a brief introduction to the Ada programming language and its 

design philosophy. The concepts of object-oriented programming are briefly reviewed. The 

chapter concludes by discussing Classic-Ada™ which is an object oriented extension of Ada and 

the implementation language for DEVS-Ada. 

3.2 Ada Design Goals 

The Ada programming language, which was developed for the Department of Defense in 

the late 1970s and early 1980s, was designed to enhance the design, implementation and 

maintenance of massive software-Intensive systems. Although the primary focus of the software 

systems Ada was designed to support was embedded computer systems, I believe that the 

language will support equally well the design, implementation, and maintenance of simulat,ions of 

those systems. Embedded applications have the following general characteristics: 1) Large 

systems, usually consisting of thousands to millions of lines of code; 2) Long-lived, with a typical 

life-span of 10 to 15 years; 3) Changing continuously due to changing requirements; 4) Subject 

to physical constraints due to target hardware, time and space; and 5) Should be highly reliable 

and fault tolerant (Booch 1987b). In general these characteristics can be said to be true of 

simulations. Probably the least critical characteristics for simulation in some eyes would be 

reliability and fautt tolerance. However I believe they are just as inportant in the simulation domain 

when the cost of running the simulation Is considered. 

The cost of running Simulations must include more than the cost of computer processing 

time for the actual simulation study. The cost also includes the design and Implementation of the 

models of the system being simulated, as well as the validation of these models. A large 
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simulation model may require several man-years of effort for the design, implementation and 

validation. The validated model may then be used "safely" in a simulation study. However, if the 

reliability of the model is "suspect" then the credibility of the simulation study results which use 

that model are also "suspect". 

The fault tolerant aspect becomes very critical in simulations which require large amounts 

of processing time. In a large Simulation using a language such as FORTRAN or C, the amount of 

memory used may cause a memory overflow problem or there may be other situations that arise. 

FORTRAN or C do not provide any facilities for a graceful degradation, rather the program will 

abort. The aborting of the simulation would require rerunning the simulation over from the 

beginning which could be very time consuming. The exception facilities of Ada allow the 

programmer to provide a graceful exit from the simulation program or to recover from the 

"problem- and to continue executing the simulation. Thus if the exception facilities of Ada are 

used the simulation would not have to be executed again unless the actual problem is a result of a 

logical error In the models. A logical error would require correcting the problem, validating the 

corrected models and rerunning the simulation with whatever language is being used. 

Another significant factor which makes Ada to be the ideal language for the development 

of models and simulations are its design goals, videlicet: 1) support high program reliability and 

maintainability; 2) support programming as a human activity; 3) achieve run time effICiency (Booch 

1987b). In large scale simulations there will be many people working to implement the models. 

Also in most cases there will be large a tumover in personnel from the time the design begins until 

the system is fielded. In thesa cases the design goals of Ada will allow the rapid training of new 

personnel so that they can be come productive members of the simulation effort. 

Additional factors that make Ada an excellent candidate for mplementing a modelling and 

simulation environment are portability and reusability. Portability is a strong requirement since 

there are many diverse computer systems which are being used for simulation. If the simulation 
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environment is not portable then considerable effort will have to be expended to develop 

separate and distinct simulation environments for each of the computer systems being used. This 

is a duplication of effort and increases the cost of simulation. Reusability addresses the 

duplication of effort from another direction. The generic lacilities of Ada allow many basic data 

structures to be developed, tested and put into a software library or repository. These data 

structures may then be used in many different programs. A generic need only be instantiated to 

be used. The details for the instantiation and use of a generic are contained in the generic 

specification. 

This is not to say that Ada is a perfect language, but it does have the basic ingredients 

and design philosophy that can be used to develop a simulation environment. The 

implementation of the. DEVS formalism and its associated abstract simulators using object

oriented techniques, requires the addition of some object-oriented constructs to the Ada 

language. 

3.3 Object-Oriented Concepts 

The Ada programming language as specified by the Department of Defense has some of 

the facilities required to support object-oriented programming concepts (Bach 1989; Booch 

"i987a; Booch 1987b; Kovarik and Nies; Meyer 1988; Simonian and Crone 1988; Simonian and 

Crone 1989). Booch says that Ada supports object-oriented techniques and can be used as the 

design language as well as the implementation language (Booch 1987b). However an in-depth 

analysis reveals that the Ada language as specified by 000 does not satisfy all of the criteria 

required for an object-oriented language (Bach 1989; Booch 1987a; Kovarik and Nies; Meyer 

1988; Simonian and Crone 1988; Simonian and Crone 1989). To be considered object-oriented 

a language must support as a minimum the following features: information hiding; data 

abstraction; dynamic binding; and inheritance (Pascoe 1986). Meyer, however, defines seven 
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conditions that must all be satisfied for a language to be considered object-oriented. The seven 

conditions are as follows: 1. Object-based modular structure; 2. Data abstraction; 3. Automatic 

memory management; 4. Classes; 5. Inheritance; 6. Polymorphism and dynamic binding; 1. 

Multiple and repeated inheritance (Meyer 1988). I think it is also pertinent to point out that 

languages may be defined on a continum that indicates relative support of object-oriented 

programming. The languages on the continuum range from Smalltalk 80 which could be 

considered the ·ultimate· object-oriented language to FORTRAN which does not possess any 

object-oriented features (Simonian and Crone 1989). Ada fully supports information hiding and 

data abstraction. However, Ada does not support dynamic binding or "true· inheritance, although 

a case could be made that generics provide a limited form of inheritance. 

3.3.1 Information Hiding 

Information hiding facilitates the modularization of software. Modularlzation is 

decomposition of the program being developed into small subcomponents or modules. The 

modules may be procedures, functions, subprograms or objects. The concept of information 

hiding allows the implementation details of a particular operation or object to be hidden from the 

user of that operation or object. Thus the focus of attention for the use of the particular operation 

or object is upon its interface and not its implementation. The user does not need to be 

concerned with the internal implementation of the operation or object. Additionally, once the 

details for the interfaco to a module are defined the implementation of the module and itS users 

can be done concurrently. 

Information hiding also facilitates the maintenance of software. Since only the interfaces 

are of concern to users, internal representations in an object or operation may be changed 

without affecting their use. A change in the user interface to an operation or object, however, 

requires mocfJfication of all users of that operation or abject. 
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3.3.2 Data Abstraction 

Abstraction is a method of managing complexity that is used in almost everything that we 

do. For example if we are given an assignment to write a paper the first thing we might do is 

develop an outline. The outline is a level of abstruction that allows us to concentrate on the main 

points of the paper without being concerned about the specific details. A second layer of 

abstraction would be the addition of subpoints to each main point in the outline. This process 

could continue in an Iterative fashion until the paper was written. The idea of data abstraction is 

merely applying abstraction to the representation of data types. This allows the definition of the 

permissible operations that are applicable to the data types without initially being concerned 

about their Implementation. Of course, at some level in our implementation we will have to be 

concerned about the details. However, these details may be deferred until we reduce the 

number of entitles and complexity of the problem. Thus data abstraction allows decomposition of 

a problem Into smaller and smaller pieces until we are able to handle the complexity and solve 

problem. 

3.3.3 Dynamic Binding and Polymorphism 

Dynamic binding Is sometime referred to as delayed binding. In conventional languages, 

such as FORTRAN for example, the recipients of function calls or procedure calls are determined 

at compile time and are static during execution of the program code. A language that allows 

dynamic binding does not determine the actual recipient for a function call or procedure call until 

the program Is executing. The actual recipients may change during the course of execution. 

Polymorphism allows different classes of objects to respond to respond to the same 

protocols or messages even though they may perform different actions based upon the 

message. 
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3.3.4 Inheritance 

Inheritance is the implementation of specialization in the definition of object classes. 

Through the use of inheritance, classes may be defined in terms of other classes with some minor 

changes; these changes may be additions or restrictions. The class serving as the basis for the 

definition is said to be the parent and the derived class is a child. Through the use of inheritance 

the child class possesses all the attributes of the parent class in addition to its internally defined 

attributes. Inheritance may be implemented as either single or multiple. Single inheritance 

means that a class may have a maximum of one parent whereas multiple inheritance allows a class 

may have more than one parent. 

Detailed discussions of the concepts of object-oriented programming may be found 

elsewhere (Bach 1989; Cox 1986; Goldberg and Robson 1983; Keene 1989; Meyer 1988; 

Pascoe 1986; Stefik and Bobrow 1986; Stroustrup 1988). 

3.5 Classic-Ada 

Classic-Ada is an object-oriented extension of Ada. It provides full support of all the Ada 

language constructs defined in the Ada Language Reference Manual (ALRM), Ada Programming 

Language, and ANSIIMIL-STD-1815A (Software Productivity Solutions 1989). Classic-Ada 

provides the Ada programming language with the ability to support inheritance, message passing, 

and dynamic binding. These features in addition to the data abstraction and information hiding 

features already present, creates a complete object-oriented programming environment (Bach 

1989; Cox 1986; Software Productivity Solutions 1989; Stroustrup 1988). 

Classic-Ada may be best described as a high-level description language and supporting 

toolset that incorporates both dynamic binding and Inheritance. Classic-Ada incorporates the 
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semantics and syntax of Ada and adds the necessary language constructs to support dynamic 

binding and single inheritance. The Classic-Ada toolset consists of five components- Classic

Ada Processor, Classic-Ada Database, Executive Generator, Database Maintenance and Report 

Tools, and Classic-Executive Package (Bach 1989; Software Productivity Solutions 1989). The 

interaction of these components is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The output of the Classic-Ada 

language processor is standard Ada which may be complied using any validated Ada compiler. It 

should be noted here that an Ada compiler on a SUN series 3 Workstation, and an Ada compiler 

on a VAX have been used to compile the code generated by the Classic-Ada Processor without 

having to change any of the code. 

Classic-Ada defines additional reserved words to support dynamic binding and inheritance. 

These reserved words are as follows: class, method, instance, superclass, send, se", super, 

instantiate, and destroy (Software Productivity Solutions 1989). 

Employing the concepts of information hiding present in Ada, classes have a specifICation 

and a body. The class specification defines the class's superclass (parent class) if it has one, and 

its interfaces and the methods belonging to the class. A class may have both class and Instance 

methods. Instance and class variables are not declared in the class specification. All variables that 

are declared in a class specification are visible outside of the class. 

The class body defines the actual implementation of the methods that were declared in 

the class specification. Additlon?Jly class and Instance variables are declared in the class body. 

Class method";, irn:tMce methods, class variables, and instance variables are all inherited by 

subclasses of the class defining them. The inherited class and instance methods, and class and 

instance variables are directly visible and accessible In the inheriting class and may be used 

without qualification. 
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Messages are sent to objects In Classic-Ada using the Send statement. The send 

statement caJls the Classic-Ada executive to detennine the method that should be used to handle 

the message. The actual determination of the method to handle a message is done at run time 

thus providing dynamic binding. 

The reserved words Se", Super, and Instantiate are pseudo-functions. Se" is used in 

class and Instance method bodies to send a message to the current object, i.e., Itself. Super 

provides the ability to send messages to the SupercJass and also to gain visibility of methods that 

have been overridden by the current class. Instantiate is used to create new instances of a class. 

These pseudo-functions may only be used in class method or instance method bodies in a class 

body. 
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The destroy statement provides a means of removing instance objects from memory. 

Destroy may only be used in the body of an instance method. A complete description of Classic

Ada is in the Classic-Ada Users Manual (Software Productivity Solutions 1989). 

Figure's 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate the declaration and implementation of a parent class and a 

child class in Classic-Ada. Figures 3.2a and 3.2b are an implementation of the Entity class of 

DEVS-Ada and Figures 3.3a and 3.3b are an Implementation of the Processor class of DEVS-

Ada. 

- Entity Class Specification 

WITH Strlng40; - Provides visibility to Package Strlng40 which Is an Instantiation of a generic 
- string package providing various string handling functions 

CLASS Entity IS - Declaration of the Class 

- Create a new object 

METHOD Cr~ate (New_Entity : OUT ObjecLId; - Class Method 
New_Entlty_Name : IN Strlng40.StrlnQ...Type); 

- Delete the object 
INSTANCE METHOD Delete; 

- Initialize a new object 
INSTANCE METHOD Initialize (Entity_Name: IN Strlng40.strln9-.Type); 

- Other Instance methods 

INSTANCE METHOD SeLName ( Name_Set: IN String40.Strin9.-Type); 
INSTANCE METHOD GeLName ( Name_Get: OUT Strlng40.Strln9-. Type); 

END Entity; 

Figure 3.2a. Entity Class Specification 



- Entity Class Body 

WITH Strlng40; 

CLASS BODY Entity IS 

- Instance Variable declaration 

Name: INSTANCE Strlng40.Strlng_Type; 

- Create a new object 

METHOD Create (New_Entity : OUT ObjecUd; 
New_Entity_Name: IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type) IS 

BEGIN 
New_Entity := Instantiate; 
SEND( New_Entity, Inltlallze,Entity_Name => New_Entlty_Name); 

END Create; 

- Delete the object 

INSTANCE METHOD Delete IS 
BEGIN 

DESTROY; - If a class has super class then send 
- delete message to superclass 

END Delete; 

- Initialize a new object 

INSTANCE METHOD Initialize (Entity_Name: IN Strlng40.Strlng_Type) IS 
BEGIN 

Strlng40.Asslgn(Target => Name, Source => Entity_Name); - Procedure call that 
- that copies a string from an Input 
- source to the target variable 

END Initialize; 

- Other Instance methods 

INSTANCE METHOD SeLName (Name_Set: IN Strtng40.Strln9-Type) IS 
BEGIN 

Strlng40.Asslgn(Target => Name, Source => Name_Set); 
END SeLName; 

INSTANCE METHOD GeLName (Name_Get: OUT Strlng40.Strln9-Type) IS 
BEGIN 

Strlng40.Asslgn(Target => Name_Get, Source => Name); 
END GeLName; 

END Entity; 

Figure 3.2b. Entity Class Body 
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- Processor Class Specification 
WITH Strlng40; 
WITH Devs_Numerlc_Deflnltlons; - Ada package containing Type definitions for numbers 
USE Devs_Numeric_Deflnltlons; - Provides visibility without using package name qualifier 

CLASS Processor IS 

SUPERCLASS Entity; - Processor Is a subclass of Entity 

- Create a new object 

METHOD Create (New_Processor : OUT ObjecUd; 
New_ProcessocName: IN Strlng40.Strln!LType); 

•• Delete the object 

INSTANCE METHOD Delete; 

- Initialize a new object 

INSTANCE METHOD Initialize (ProcessocName: IN Strlng40.StrlnQ..Type); 

- Other Instance methods 

INSTANCE METHOD SeLDevs_ComponenUd (D_ComponenUd : IN ObjectJd); 
INSTANCE METHOD GeLDevs_ComponenUd (D_ComponenUd: OUT ObjectJd); 

INSTANCE METHOD SeLDevs_ComponenLName (D_ComponenLName: IN 
Strlng40.StrlnQ.. Type); 

INSTANCE METHOD GeLDevs_ComponenLName ( D_ComponenLName : OUT 
Strlng40.StrlnQ.. Type); 

INSTANCE METHOD SeLParent (My-Parent: IN ObjecUd); 
INSTANCE METHOD GeLParent (My_Parent : OUT ObjecUd); 

INSTANCE METHOD SeLTlme_Of_NexLEvent (Tlme_N_Event : IN Simulation_Time); 
INSTANCE METHOD GeLTlme_Of_NexLEvent (Tlme...N_Event: OUT Simulation_Time); 

INSTANCE METHOD SeLTlme_OCLasLEvent (Tlme_L_Event : IN Simulation_Time); 
INSTANCE METHOD GeLTlme_OU.asLEvent (Tlme_L_Event : OUT Simulation_Time); 

END Processor; 

Figure 3.3a. Processor Class Specification 
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- Processor Class Body 

WITH Strlng40; 
WITH Devs_Numerlc_Deflnltions; 
USE Devs_Numeric_Deflnltions; 
WITH Calendar; 
USE calendar; 

CLASS BODY Processor IS 

- Instance Variable declarations 
Tlme_OCLasLEvent 
Tlme_OLNexLEvent 
Devs_ComponentJJame 
Devs_ComponenUd 
Parent 

- Create a new object 

: INSTANCE 
: INSTANCE 
: INSTANCE 
: INSTANCE 
: INSTANCE 

Simulation_Time; 
Simulation_Time; 
Strlng40.Strlng_Type; 
ObjecUd; 
ObjecUd; 

METHOD Create (New_Processor: OUT ObjecUd; 
New_ProcessoCName: IN Strlng40.Strtn9-Type) IS 

BEGIN 
New_Processor := Instantiate; 
SEND( New_Processor, Inltiallze,ProcessocName => New_ProcessocName); 

END Create; 

- Delete the object 

INSTANCE METHOD Delete IS 
BEGIN 

SEND (SUPER, Delete); - Deletes Instance variable copy In Super class 
DESmOY; 

END Delete; 

-Initialize a new object 

INSTANCE METHOD Initialize ( ProcessocName : IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type) IS 
BEGIN 

Strlng40.Asslgn(Target => Name, Source => ProcessocName); 
END Initialize; . 
- Instance methods to set and get Instance Variables 

INSTANCE METHOD SeLDevs_ComponenUd (D_ComponenUd : IN ObJecUd) IS 
BEGIN 
Devs_ComponenUd := D_ComponenUd; 

END SeLDevs_ComponenUd; 

INSTANCE METHOD GeLDevs_ComponenUd (D_ComponenUd : OUT ObjecUd) IS 
BEGIN 

D_ComponenUd := Devs_ComponenUd; 
END GeLDevs_ComponenUd; 

- Continued on the Next Page 
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INSTANCE METHOD SeLDevs_ComponenLName (D_ComponenLName : IN 
Strlng40.Strlng_Type) IS 

BEGIN 
Strlng40.Asslgn(Target => Devs_ComponenLName, Source => D_ComponenLName ); 

END SeLDevs_ComponenLName; 

INSTANCE METHOD GeLDevs_ComponenLName ( D_ComponenLName: OUT 
Strlng40.Strlng_Type) IS 

BEGIN 
Strlng40.Assign(Target=> D_ComponenLName, Source => Devs_ComponenLName); 

END GeLDevs_ComponenLName; 

INSTANCE METHOD SeLParent 
BEGIN 

(My_Parent : IN ObjecUd) IS 

Parent := My_Parent; 
END SeLParent; 

INSTANCE METHOD GeL Parent 
BEGIN 

My_Parent := Parent; 
END GeLParent; 

OUT ObjectJd) IS 

INSTANCE METHOD SeLTime_Of_NexLEvent (TIme_N_Event: IN Simulation_Time) IS 
BEGIN 

Time_Of_Next_Event := Time_N_Event; 
END SeLTime_Of_NexCEvent; 

INSTANCE METHOD GeCTime_Of_NexCEvent (TIme_N_Event: OUT Simulation_Time) IS 
BEGIN 

Time_N_Event := Time_Of_NexLEvent; 
END GeLTime_Of_NexCEvent; 

INSTANCE METHOD SeLTime_Of_LasCEvent (TIme_L_Event : IN Simulation_Time) IS 
BEGIN 

Time_Of_Last_Event := Time_L_Event; 
END SeLTime_Of_LaSCEvent; 

INSTANCE METHOD GeLTime_Of_Last_Event (Time_L_Event : OUT Simulation_Time) IS 
BEGIN 

Time_L_Event := Time_Of_Last_Event; 
END GeLTime_Of_LasCEvent; 

END Processor; 

Figure S.3b. Processor Class Body 
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3.6 Summary 

Ada was selected as the language for implementation due to maintenance. reusability and 

portability concerns. Classic-Ada was selected due to its commercial availability and the need for 

an object-oriented language to implement the DEVS formalism and its associated abstract 

simulators. This chapter has provided a brief overview of the Ada language design goals. object

oriented programming concepts and Classic-Ada. 
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CHAPTER 4.0 

DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION 

4.1 Introduction 

Distributed simulation, sometimes referred to as parallel discrete-event simulation, Is the 

execution of a single discrete-event simulation program on a parallel computer (Fujimoto 1990). 

Discrete-event simulations are acknowledged to be one of the most computationally expensive 

tasks. In many cases sequential execution of large simulations such as engineering, computer 

science, economics or military applications may take days or months of processor time. Further, if 

the simulation is a probabilistic model; It will require many runs to determine the output dis

tributions and confidence levels (Jefferson, Beckman et aI. 1987; Law and Kelton 1990). Even 

though it is expensive to execute large scale simulations It is stili cheaper, and safer than 

experimenting with the real systems. Therefore, any means of speeding up simulations is of great 

economic importance and interest. Distributed simulation mechanisms are classified by tw.o broad 

categories: conservative and optimistic. 

This chapter provides an overview of the conservative and optimistic distributed 

simulation approaches. The conservative approach is illustrated by the Chandy-Misra-Bryant 

(eMB) mechanism and the optimistic approach is Illustrated by the Tme Warp mechanism. 

4.2 The Distributed Simulation Problem 

At first glance, discrete-event simulation seems an ideal candidate for execution in a 

parallel environment. Not only do large simulations require immense amounts of execution time 

on sequential machines. but the systems that are being modelled in most cases inherently 

contain significant amounts of parallelism. The problem is two fold: 1) the parallelism must be 

identified by the modeler in an explicit manner, and 2) the modelling and simulation environment 
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used by the modeler must be able to exploit the paralletism identified. As we saw earlier the DEVS 

formalism provides a formal method of identifying the inherent parallelism in the system being 

modelled. However, current implementations of the DEVS formalism and its associated abstract 

simulators do not allow full exploitation of the identified parallelism. Specifically the internal event 

parallelism cannot be exploited. 

The exploitation of identified parallelism poses a very difticult and significant problem. 

The problem is one of synchronization (Fujimoto 1989b). The reason the synchronization 

problem is so difficult becomes readily apparent by examining a sequential simulator. A 

sequential simulation mechanism consists of three data structures: (1) the state variables that 

describe the state of the system; (2) some form of an event list containing all pending events that 

have been scheduled, but have not yet taken effect; and (3) a global simulation clock variable 

which indicates how far the Simulation has progressed (Fujimoto 1990). Each event in the event 

list contains a timestamp Indicating the time at which the event Is to be executed. The event list is 

maintained in a strict timestamp order. The simulator usually has a "main loop· that selects the 

event with the lowest timestamp from the list for execution. The global clock variable Is advanced 

as the processed event's timestamps increase. The processing of an event will effect an 

appropriate change In the model state variables and will also result in the scheduling of zero or 

more new events. It Is critical that the simulator always select the event with the minimum 

timestamp. If the minimum timestamped event Is not selected for execution then the simulator 

would be simulating a system in which the future could affect the pastl This is a violation of 

causality. 

Using the simple sequential simulation mechanism as a basis, consider a parallel 

implementation. The gain from parallelism results procesSing events on physically different 

processors. Let's assume that we have a problem that can be structured into three different 

logical processes or objects (01, 02, 03) that can reside on three distinct physical processors. 
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Let's also assume that 01, 02 and 03 have timestamps T1, T2 and T3; such that T1 < T2 < T3. 

Now if 01, 02, and 03 have no interaction the actual sequence of execution does not matter. 

However, if 01 interacts with 02 and 02 interacts with 03 then there must be some mechanism 

to ensure that the order of execution is 01, 02, and 03 even though they reside on physically 

distinct processors. Global causality is defined to be the proper ordering of event execution for 

all logical processes. Local causality, on the other hand, is the proper ordering of event execution 

in a single logical process. Thus the correct execution of a distributed simulation must satisfy both 

global and local causality constraints. If global causality constraints can be satisfied it is a simple 

matter to meet local causality constraints. The distributed simulation mechanisms used to 

preserve global causality are classified into the two broad categories: conservative and optimistic. 

The conservative and optimistic distributed simulation strategies each view the simulation 

as a set of logical processes that interact by exchanging timestarnped messages. USing this 

logical process paradigm, it is a Simple matter to ensure local causality Since in essence each 

logical process is a sequential simulator. However, as we have seen it is a far more difficult 

problem to maintain global causality. 

4.3 Conservative Distributed Simulation 

The first approach to distributed simulation was the conservative strategy developed 

independently by Chandy and Misra (Chandy and Misra 1981) and Bryant (Bryant 19n; Bryant 

1979). The focus of the conservative strategy was to determine when it was "safe- to execute an 

event and not to identify the parallelism inherent in the system being modelled. The problem is to 

ensure that no unexecuted events with timestamps less than the timestamp of the current 

executing event are in the system thus ensuring global causality. Thus if a logical process can 

determine that it is Impossible for it to receive another event with a timestamp less than it's next 
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available event it Is ·safe" to execute the next event. However, if the logical process cannot 

decide this safety condition it must wait or block; which could lead to a deadlock situation. 

The conservative algorithms required that the modeler statically specify the links between 

logical processes to indicate the interaction b6lween processes. To enable the determination of 

when it was safe to execute. an event; all event messages must be sent in a strictly non

decreasing timestamp order. this allows a logical process to compute a lower bound on the time 

for each incoming link, thereby enabling the logical process to detennine when it is safe to 

execute its next event. 

The events in the logical process for each link are maintained in FIFO order. The link 

having an event with the lowest timestamp Is always selected for execution in a manner similar to a 

sequential simulator. In fact each logical process Is a sequential simulator. Since events are 

. processed in a strictly non-decreasing timestamp order local causality for the logical processor Is 

maintained. 

The conservative strategy, however, as mentioned earlier, is very susceptible to 

deadlock conditions. A deadlock condition may result from a cycle of empty queues with small 

clock times that in turn causes each logical process in the cycle to block. The general case for 

having a deadlock situation Is when there are a small number of unprocessed event messages as 

compared to the number of links in the simulation network, or if the unprocessed event messages 

are all clustered in a very small portion of the network (Fujimoto 1990). Much of the research on 

the conservative strategy has dealt with the problem of deadlock avoidance, and deadlock 

detection and recovery (Bain and Scott 1988; Bryant 1977; Bryant 1979; Chandy and Misra 

1981; Fujimoto 1988; Fujimoto 1990; Lin, Lazowska et al. 1990; Liu and Tropper 1990; 

Lubachevsky 1989; Madlsetti, WaJrand et aI. 1990; Reed and Maloney 1988; Su and Seitz 1988; 

Wagner, Lazowska et aI. 1989) which will not be discussed here. 
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4.4 Optimistic Distributed Simulation 

The optimistic strategy for distributed simulation is based upon the virtual time paradigm 

and its implementation called the time warp mechanism. The virtual time paradigm is a means of 

organizing distributed systems by imposing upon them a temporal coordinate system that is more 

meaningful than real time. User-visible notions of synchronization and timing are then defined in 

terms of the temporal coordinate system (Jefferson 1985). The virtual time paradigm is based 

upon Lamport's Clock Conditions (Lamport 1978). The Time Warp mechanism implements the 

virtual time paradigm for distributed computation. 

The time warp mechanism, rather than relying upon a blocking strategy to preserve 

synchronization (global causality) among logical processes, uses the concept of general 

lookaheadlrollback as its fundamental synchronization mechanism. This means that each logical 

process executes its available events without regard to the current state or time of other logical 

processes. If after execution of an event a conflict is discovered, the logical process(es) will 

rollback to the time just prior to the erroneous event execution. The rolled back process(es) will 

then proceed to execute forward in time using the MprOper" events. 

The logical processes communicate by exchanging messages. The messages have four 

slots in' addition to the actual data/information being carried. The four slots are: name of sender; 

the virtual send time; name of receiver; and the virtual receive time. The virtual send time is the 

time of the logical process at the time it sends the message. Likewise the virtual receive time is 

the time that a logical process is to receive the message. These times (timestamps) are used to 

ensure events are processed in the proper order. The events arriving at a destination process will 

be placed in a buffer in receive timestamp order and will await execution at the time indicated by 

the receive timestamp. The receive timestamp is necessary in the system since events may not 

arrive in the order in which they are to be executed. The send time is used by the time warp 

operating system to give priority to messages with the lowest send timestamp. 
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Time warp has two major components: a local control mechanism and global control 

mechanism. The local control mechanism is concerned with ensuring that events are executed 

and messages are received in correct order. The global control mechanism is concerned with 

global issues such as space management, flow control, 110, error handling, and termination 

detection (Jefferson 1985). These control mechanisms will be discussed in terms of the Time 

Warp Operating System which implements the time warp mechanism. 

4.5 Time Warp Operating System 

Time Warp is an object-oriented distributed operating system that was first conceptualized 

by Jefferson and Sowizral (Jefferson, Beckman et a1. 1987; Jefferson 1985). The primary goal of 

the Time Warp Operating System is the concurrent execution of large, irregular discrete-event 

simulations at maximum speed (Jefferson, Beckman et a1. 1987). 

The main feature that differentiates the Time Warp Operating System (TWOS) from other 

distributed operating systems is its complete commitment to an optimistic style of execution and 

to process rollback for almost all synchronization. Most systems are either unable to handle 

process rollback or implement it in such a way that it is employed only for exception handling, 

deadlock breaking, transaction abortion, or fault recovery (Jefferson, Beckman et a1. 1987). 

TWOS is a single user system that supports distributed applications composed of 

processes that communicate by messages. There can be any number of processors in the 

system with multiple processes executing upon each processor. The number of processes that 

are executing on a processor is limited only by memory available on the processor. TWOS, as 

mentioned earlier, is an object-oriented distributed operating system and as such requires 

message passing for communications between objects. Implicit in TWOS is the assumption that 

the message communication system is reliable, however, there is no assumption that messages 
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will be delivered in the order sent (the datagram approach to communications) (Jefferson, 

Beckman et aI. 1987). 

TWOS has the same overall structure as conventional distributed operating systems. 

The primary areas of implementation in which TWOS differs from conventional systems are the 

following: Processor Scheduling, Message Queueing, Process Synchronization, Row Control 

and Commitment (Jefferson, Beckman et al. 1987). 

4.5.1 Processor Scheduling 

In most conventional distributed operating systems the processes on a single node 

execute in some time-sliced manner using a round-robin scheduling mechanism. There may be 

some form of multiple queues to distinguish between the different priorities of processes, as well 

as different time slices associated with the different queues. 

The TWOS scheduling algorithm is implemented as a pre-emptive lowest virtual time first 

discipline. The process with the lowest virtual time will exacUie first with an arbitrary choice being 

made in cases of a tie. A process with the lowest virtual time ori its assigned processor will 

continue to execute indefinitely until either it finishes or a rollback causes another process to have 

a lower virtual time. The first process will then be pre-empted and the second process will begin 

execution. 

In the general case a process is always eligible for execution as long as there are 

unprocessed messages in its arrival queue. When a process does not have any messages in its 

arrival queue, its time is set to +00. The only exception to this is the handling of query messages. 

When a process sends a query it is blocked. The process remains blocked until either an answer is 

received or another event or query message arrives with a lower virtual time. In the first case the 

process resumes execution; and in the second case, the process will rollback out of the blocked 

state to the appropriate virtual time (Jefferson, Beckman at aI. 1987). 
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4.5.2 Message Queueing 

The message handling protocol of most operating systems is FIFO. This particular 

protocol is very simple to implement, is fair, and preserves the message order that is required for 

many applications. The lWOS message handling protocol operates on a lowest virtual time order 

first. Therefore all message queues are ordered in an increasing virtual time order. Thus the older 

messages have higher priority than newer messages. Additionally flow control messages have a 

higher priority since in most cases they will either free memory or prevent wasted efforts at their 

destinations (Jefferson, Beckman at a1. 1987). 

4.5.3 Process Synchronization 

In the TWOS a process will block only if there are no unprocessed messages or if it is 

waiting for a reply from a query. It will perform a full rollback if it receives a message with a virtual 

time less than its current virtual time. Thus a process can rollback out of a blocked state, and then 

execute forward in virtual time and re-enter the blocked state (Jefferson, Beckman at aI. 1 ~7). 

4.5.4 Flow Control 

In conventional distributed operating systems, blocking mechanisms are used to control 

the flow between the various processors and processes. Thus if a receiver's memory is becoming 

full it can block all incoming messages until it has space available. 

The flow control mechanism in TWOS is more critical and difficult Since it must be 

concerned with both incoming and outgoing messages. TWOS requires that each sender keep a 

negative copy of all outgOing messages. Secondly there is no concept of channels in TWOS and 

a process can communicate with any other process. Thus flow control cannot be performed on a 

channel basis as in conventional distributed operating systems. Therefore, flow control must be 

implemented on a process or node basis. Third, most conventional systems delete a message 
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from the receive buffer once the receiver has read the message and thereby freeing memory. 

However, TWOS cannot do this because of the possibility of rollback which may require the 

message to be read again. Finally, since TWOS executes most effICiently when there are many 

back states and messages to support rollback, it attemptS to run with memory almost completely 

full. This places additional strains on the flow control and memory management mechanisms. By 

running with memory almost completely full TWOS is trying to take maximum advantage of the 

optimistic Simulation paradigm. The only way to recover memory is to have frequent commit 

events (discussed below) which adversely affects the speed of the simulation. The memory 

recovery operation is referred to as "fossil collection-. The following example illustrates this 

point. 

Assume that we have a system with three physical processors and three logical processes 

(LP1, LP2, and LP3). Let's also assume that LP1 influences LP2 and that LP2 influences LP3 at 

the receive times shown in Figure 4.1, and that fossil collection takes some finite amount of time 

Y. Finally, let's assume that it takes some amount of time X to execute an event, that there is one 

event per unit of time, and all processors start at time T = 0.0 and that the Simulation stop time is T 

= 71.0; If we are able to run this Simulation without having to perform any fossil collection the time 

for execution would be 71.0 * X plus the amount of time required to send an event message 

from LP1 to LP2 and from LP2 to LP3. In this case LP3 would have 71 old states, LP1 would 

have 30 old states and LP2 would have 70 old states (assuming LP1 and LP2 terminated after 

sending their event messages). Now assume that we have a memory limitation of 10 old states 

per processor. In this case the run time of the simulation would be T = 71.0 * X plus 

interprocessor communications time plus fossil collection time [I * Y). Thus, the smaller the 

memory the greater the frequency and overhead of fossil collection and the greater the frequency 

of cancelbacks (see below). 
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Figure 4.1. Three Logical Processes in a Time Warp System 

The primary method of flow control in TWOS is message sendback or cancelback. The 

basic premise of the flow control mechanism is that no effort will be made to manage flow control 

until a message input buffer becomes full. Then if space is needed for a new arriving message 

with virtual time t, find the message in the input buffer with highest virtual send time greater than t. 

This message is returned to its sender, or in the parlance of TWOS, unsent. The unsending of a 

message will cause the sender to rollback to the state prior to the sending of the message. The 

sender will then execute forward and might resend the message later if the same execution path 

is taken. The Idea of message send back is the communication equivalent to process rollback 

(Jefferson, Beckman et aI. 1987). 

4.5.5 Commitment 

Some types of activities such as output, destruction of an object, discarding old state 

messages, or termination are computationally irreversible. These activities require a commitment 

from the operating system before they are executed. Typically most operating systems do not 

require commitment and just execute the irreversible operations upon request by the user. 

TWOS requires a commitment such that no irreversible action can be committed until all 

events that might affect that action or cause its cancellation are complete. Thus TWOS 
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periodically calculates a global virtual time (GVT) which is defined to be the minimum virtual time of 

any uncompleted event or message transmission in the application. Once GVT is known to be 

greater than or equal to some time t, TWOS will commit all output requests at virtual time less than 

t. TWOS will clear all messages and state buffers with virtual time less than t. Finally TWOS will 

report to the user any error messages which are still outstanding from virtual time less than t 

(Jefferson 1985). 

Much of the research in the optimistic simulation strategy using time warp has been in 

message cancellation strategies, speeding up memory saving, rollbacks, and global virtual time 

calculation (Bellenot 1990; Fujimoto 1989a; Fujimoto 1989b; Fujimoto, Tsai et al. 1988a; 

Fujimoto, Tsai et al. 1988b; Lin and Lazowska 1989a; Lin and Lazowska 1989b; Lin and Lazowska 

1989c; Lin and Lazowska 1989d; Lin and Lazowska 1990; Madisetti, Watrand at at. 1988; Sokol, 

Briscoe et al. 1988; Sokol and Stucky 1990). The attempts to speed up memory saving and 

rollbacks has focussed upon hardware solutions (Fujimoto, Tsai et at. 1988a; Fujimoto, Tsai et al. 

1988b) and will not be discussed here. The attempts to speed up the global virtual time 

calculations seem to have little merit since a minimal amount of time is consumed calculating global 

virtual time (Bellenot 1990). The message cancellation strategies will be discussed since they are 

Implemented in software and do affect the performance of the simulation (Lin and Lazowska 

1989d; Reiher, Fujimoto et at. 1990). 

4.6 Message Cancellation Strategies 

The message cancellation strategies employed in the time warp mechanism are of two 

basic types: aggressive and lazy. The message cancellation strategies facilitate the correction of 

incorrect computatiOns. The simplest strategy is aggressive cancellation. 
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4.6.1 Aggressive Message Cancellation 

When using an aggressive message cancellation strategy a process which rolls back to a 

time T, will immediately send an anti-message (negative) message for all messages in its output 

buffer which have a send timestamp greater than T as illustrated in Figure 4.2. In Figure 4.2, LP2 

has output messages with send timestamps 5 -35 in its output buffer when it receives a message 

from LP1 at receive time 15. LP1 must now rollback to the last state with a time less than 15. LP1 

must also send the negative copy of the messages with send timestamps 15 - 35 to LP3. LP3 

mayor may not rollback depending upon its current local virtual time. If LP3 has a local virtual time 

less than 15 the negative messages sent by LP2 will merely cancel their positive equivalent in the 

input buffer of LP3. If LP3 has a local virtual time greater than or equal to 15, LP3 will rollback and 

send negative messages in the same manner as LP2. This sequence of actions will be 

performed by all logical processes that are indirectly or directly influenced by LP1, LP2, or LP3. 
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Figure 4.2. Aggressive Cancellation 
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4.6.2 Lazy Cancellation 

The lazy cancellation strategy is much more complex than the aggressive cancellation 

strategy. Lazy cancellation in a sense is a form of procrastination in that processes do not 

immediately send negative messages when they are rolled back. In lazy cancellation negative 

messages are not sent unless a message in the output buffer is erroneous. The lazy cancellation 

strategy conSists of three phases. Phase 1 is the Ymarking" of all messages in the output buffer 

with a timestamp greater than or equal to the rollback time T. Phase 2 is the rexecution of the 

events from time T to the time at which the rollback was received T1. All messages generated by 

the rexecution from time T to T1 are compared with the marked messages in the output buffer. If 

the regenerated message is equal (timestamp. destination. and content) with a message in the 

output buffer the new message is discarded and the "mark" is removed from the message in the 

output buffer. If an equivalent message is not found in the output buffer the newly generated 

message is sent to its proper destination. Phase 3 is initiated upon completion of the rexecution 

of events from time T to T1. In phase 3 all messages in the output buffer from time T to time T1 

are checked to see if any messages remain that were "marked" in phase 1. A negative message 

will be sent for each remaining Ymarked" message. Figure 4.3 illustrates the lazy cancellation 

strategy. In Figure 4.3. LP2 received a message causing LP2 to rollback. Upon completion of the 

rollback and rexecution only the message at timestamp 30 required cancellation and LP3 would 

only need to rollback if its local virtual time was greater than or equal to 30. Thus. lazy cancellation 

waits to be sure that work needs to be corrected before it sends a negative message whereas the 

aggressive cancellation strategy Immediately assumes a correction is required. A study comparing 

the performance of the aggressive and lazy cancellation strategies concluded that there was a 

minimal difference (less than 10010) in their general performance although lazy cancellation in 

general performed better than the aggressive cancellation (Reiher, Fujimoto et aI. 1990). 
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The objects within Time Warp have global visibility and are able to send messages to each 

other at any time by simply referring to the name of the receiver. As mentioned, messages must 

contain as a minimum the following four elements: sender's name;· virtual send time; receiver's 

name, and the virtual receive time. The communications paths are dynamic so there is no need 

for the modeler to declare statically which processes will communicate with each other. This 

provides flexibility for large-scale complex simulations (such as battlefield simulations) in which it 

would be difficult to predict which objects will need to interact with each other. 

Time Warp does not offer any formal means of decomposing a system to be simulated into 

objects. Time Warp considers an object to be composed of four logical parts: Initialization, 

EventMessage, QueryMessage, and Termination Sections. The Initialization section initializes 

the state variables and only executes at time - co. The Eventmessage section is called whenever 

an event message arrives, it may change the state of the object, and send one or more query or 

event messages. The Querymessage section is used to handle query messages. It is critical to 
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note that the Querymessage section may not change the state of the object or send any event 

messages, however, it may send query messages. When the simulation time reaches + 00, the 

Termination section is called to output the simulation statistics before execution is terminated. 

A complete description of TWOS may be found in (Hontalas, Jefferson et al. 1989; Jefferson, 

Beckman et aJ. 1987; Jefferson 1985). All events in Time Warp are considered to be external 

events since an object may only schedule itself for an event by sending itself a message through 

TWOS. 

4.8 Comparison of Distributed Simulation Paradigms 

There has been significant research comparing the overhead and performance of the 

optimistic and conservative paradigms (Fujimoto 1988; Fujimoto 1989a; Fujimoto 1990; Jefferson 

1989; Lin and Lazowska 1989a; Lin, Lazowska et aJ. 1989; Lin, Lazowska et al. 1990; Nicol 1988; 

Reed and Fujimoto 1987; Reed and Maloney 1988; Reiher and Jefferson 1990; Sokol, Briscoe et 

al. 1988; Sokol and Stucky 1990). Here we will present a summary of the research conc!usions 

regarding memory consumption and speed up as compared to a sequential simulation 

environment. It should be noted that neither paradigm can optimize both memory (space) and 

speed up (time) simultaneously. 

4.8.1 Memory Requirements 

For the purpose of this discussion the amount of memory required to execute a Simulation in a 

sequential environment will be considered optimal. Chandy claimed (but did not prove) that the 

conservative paradigm memory consumption was bounded and required no more memory than 

was required in sequential simulation and hence was optimal (Chandy and Misra 1981). 

Jefferson, however, claimed and demonstrated that the asynchronous conservative paradigms 

including all variants of the eMB are not space optimal (Jefferson 1989). Jefferson proved if a 
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sequential simulation required O(n + k) space that in the worst case a parallel simulation run on n 

processors using CMS might require O(nk) memory (Jefferson 1989). The memory requirements 

for the CMS and its variants are fairly simple to determine. Memory consumption is determined by 

the memory required for the state variables in the logical processes, and the size of the message 

buffers present in each logical process. Since the number and size of state variables in a parallel 

CMS simulation and the sequential simulation are equivalent, the space differential lies in the 

amount of space required for the message buffers. 

The determination of the space requirements for the optimistic paradigm (time warp) is not 

nearly as simple. In the time warp case each logical process must maintain a certain number of old 

states to support the rollback process. Additionally each logical process must maintain a copy of 

every output message and a copy of every input event. Thus depending upon the frequency of 

fossil collection a considerable amount of memory may be consumed storing old states and 

copies of messages. From the first glance it would then seem that time warp requires much more 

memory than a sequential simulation. Jefferson, however, proves and presents an algorithm 

(Cancelback ProtocoQ that allows time warp to complete a simulation in the same amount of mem

ory as required for a sequential simulation (Jefferson 1989). 

The cost of trying to minimize the amount of memory used by the conservative or optimistic 

implementations is a severe reduction in the potential speed up. In the CMS case if message 

buffers are limited in size considerable deadlocking will occur. In the time warp case a large 

amount of time is expended in managing memory. However, for the large part memory should not 

be a primary consideration for evaluating performance. Memory is becoming less expensive and 

the address space of computers is rapidly growing. The primary evaluation point should be the 

potential for speed up. In either paradigm the execution of the parallel implementation on a single 

processor is considerable slower than the sequential implementation. 
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4.8.2 Speed up Potential 

Fujimoto and others have done extensive research comparing the speed up potential of the 

conservative and optimistic paradigms as compared to a sequential Simulation (Fujimoto 1988; 

Fujimoto 1989a; Fujimoto 1990; Lin and Lazowska 1989a; Lin and Lazowska 1989b; Lin and 

Lazowska 1989c; Lin, Lazowska et aJ. 1989; Reed and Maloney 1988; Wagner, Lazowska et aJ. 

1989). The evaluation of the speed up potential is extremely difficult since it relies upon many 

factors and upon the problem being studied. A large majority of the research has investigated 

performance using some form of a first come first serve (FCFS) queuing network. The studies 

cited above have in general all concluded that there is some amount of speedup obtained by 

using either approach. These studies show general trends but cannot be used be used to state 

definitively that the conservative or the optimistic approach is superior. Since each study is 

dependent upon the particular experiment being performed and its implementation. 

Lin and Lazowska prove that for every feed forward network time warp will always perform 

better than CMB. For feedback networks without lookahead, time warp will in general perform 

better than CMB even assuming deadlock detection/recovery can be done in zero time (Lin and 

Lazowska 1989c). Fujimoto concludes "that optimistic methods such as time warp offer the 

greatest potential for general purpose simulation and that conservative methods may be of use for 

specialized classes of problems" (Fujimoto 1990). 

The primary stumbling block to speed up using CMB is the deadlock detection/recovery 

problem. The potential for speed up in time warp is limited by the state saving overhead. The 

conservative nor optimistic paradigms can exploit the parallelism and hence achieve speed up if 

the parallelism is not explicitly identified. 
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4.9 Summary 

This chapter has provided the motivation for distributed simulation and a brief overview 

and comparison of the conservative (eMS) and optimistic (time warp) distributed simulation 

paradigms. 
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CHAPTER 5.0 

Requirements for a Distributed Modelling and Simulation Environment 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter defines a set of requirements that should be satisfied to have a robust 

general purpose distributed simulation environment. The conservative and optimistic approaches 

to distributed simulation discussed in the last chapter provides a means for parallel execution of 

logical processes. However they do not offer the modeler any support for identifying parallelism. 

Further the current approaches to distributed simulation do not provide a theoretical basis for 

describing the system to be modelled. The requirements for a distributed simulation environment 

or for that matter any simulation environment. should be as follows: theoretical basis for model 

development; statistical capabilities; support of model validation; model reusability; environment 

portability. Some final requirements applicable only to distributed environments are: flexible 

mapping of models to physical processors. and distributed/sequential simulation environment 

transparency. 

5.2 Theoretical Basis for Model Development 

The development of models for simulation should be approached in the sarne manner as 

the design and construction of the real system that is being modelled. Just as if we were 

designing an aircraft we would base the aircraft design upon the theoretical principles of 

aerodynarrlics and mechanics. we should also have a formal basis for our simulation design. In 

most of the modelling and simulation environments commercially available today modelling is 

approached in an ad hoc manner. For small modelling and simulation projects the ad hoc 

approach may be sufficient; however for large scale projects there is a clear need for a formal 

methodology. A formal methodology provides a basis for evaluating the correctness of the 
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models being developed. In the same manner that structured software engineering techniques 

lend cohesiveness to software design projects a formal modelling methodology will provide 

cohesiveness in the model design effort. The modelling activity should be viewed as three 

activities: Model Structure Specification; Model Behavior Specification; and Synthesis of the 

Simulation Model (Kim 1988). 

5.2.1 Model Structure Specification 

Formal specification of model structure provides the capability to view the model at 

different levels of decomposition (subcomponents) and to define the coupling of the 

subcomponents to reconstitute the original system (Zeigler 1990). In the currently available 

simulation languages both in the sequential and parallel environments there is no formal method 

of identifying the structure of the simulation model. This inability also limits the ability of the 

modeler to identify the parallelism that may be exploited in a distributed envirorment. Additionally 

there must be a means of representing taxonomic knowledge about the system. Taxonomic 

knowledge is the permissible component variants and their specializations (Zeigler 1990). Thus, 

in essence we have defined a requirement for a structural knowledge base. 

5.2.2 Model Behavior Specification 

Formal speCification of model behavior provides the ability to represent the input/output 

behavior of a system (Zeigler 1990). The input/output behavior of the models should be defined 

in terms of 110 ports. All interaction between models must be through the interface defined by the 

110 ports. The use of the 110 ports as an interface provides modularity and information hiding. The 

validated models may be easily reused. To reuse the model a modeler need only be concerned 

with the 110 ports and not the internal Implementation of the model. From the perspective of the 
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Ada programming language the 110 ports of a model is its package specification. Once a model is 

validated it should be stored in a model base for reuse. 

5.2.3 Synthesis of a Simulation Model 

Simulation model synthesis provides the capability to use the structural and behavioral 

knowledge described above to construct a model for Simulation. The ability to synthesize 

simulation models from structural and behavior knowledge supports a multifaceted approach to 

simulation. The idea of multifaceted simulation is to organize a family of partial models in such a 

manner that they are coherent and represent the whole system being modelled (Zeigler 1990). 

Further the multifaceted approach recognizes that there may be different modelling objectives, 

for which the models are developed. Through the use of the structural and behavior knowledge 

bases; models to meet the new objectives may be more rapidly synthesized. To provide 

maximum support to the modeler automatic synthesis of simulation models based upon the 

modelling objectives should be provided. 

5.3 Statistical Capabilities 

Statistical capabilities are required since most systems are stochastic in nature. and 

hence models of the system must also be stochastic. The environment must support various 

probability distributions and the random generator must have multiple streams to facilitate the 

evaluation of various design alternatives (Law and Kelton 1990). 

5.4 Model Validation 

Model validation support is becoming increasingly Important as it is recognized that the 

credibility of the simulation model is the basis for any recommendations or conclusions based 

upon the simulation study. In many cases today we are building more complex systems than we 
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are able to verify will work (Zeigler and Christensen 1990). The validity of a model consists of 

three types: replicative, predictive, and structural (Zeigler and Christensen 1990). 

replicative: 

predictive: 

structural: 

110 behavior of model in frame agrees with that of the real 
frame 

system in 

model can be initialized to state corresponding with real system so that 
subsequent I/O behaviors agree 

morphism between structures of real system and model 

A model is considered to be valid if it satisfies the three types of validity identified above 

within some goodness-of-fit metric. The determination of the validity of a model using these three 

types, forms a hierarchy of increasing difficulty (Zeigler 1984). Additionally, it should be 

recognized that there is an infinite set of model and system 110 pairs and a test plan for validation 

can only deal with a finite subset of these. Obviously the larger the subset of behaviors tested the 

more confidence may be had that the results would be the same for the Infinite set. However, to 

execute even a small test plan is computationally intensive. The simulation environment must 

support model validation as an Integral part of the modelling and simulation process. 

5.5 Model Reusability 

Model reusability is extremely critical in view of the validation requirement identified 

above. A model that has been validated should be placed in a repository for reuse and will not 

need to be revalidated for the same real system counterpart unless it is modified. As the number 

of simulation studies increases, there will be many cases in which Moff-the-shelf validated models 

will be available from the repository. This will decreaSe the amount of time required to complete 

simulation studies. 
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5.6 Portability 

Portability is the ability of the simulation environment to execute on a wide variety of 

computer systems. Limiting the environment to a specific computer architecture violates the 

requirements of model validation and model reusability. Porting the environment from one 

computer architecture to another will entail changes in the environment to meet the specific com

puter architecture requirements of the new system. Then each model will have to be "revalidated

to ensure that changes made in the environment for the new hardware and operating system did 

not affect the validity of the models. Additionally if portability is maintained then models may be 

reused across organizations irrespective of the particular computer architectures. 

5.7 Flexible Mapping of Models to Physical Processors 

The modelling and simulation environment must have the ability to be configured to 

support any number of processors. Some people have envisioned scenarios, such as a 

battlefield simulation where each tank, plane, etc., will be mapped to its own individual 

microprocessor (Anthes 1987). However, for the largest part the number of processors available 

will be much smaller than the number of system model components. In many cases, even though 

parallelism exists the cost to exploit the parallelism is higher than the gain realized. The cost in 

exploiting parallelism is the Interprocessor communication time and the additional support 

required to support distributed simulation. The ability to flexibly map models to processors does 

not Imply a requirement to write large or small models but rather the ability to support hierarchical 

construction of models. The ability to support the hierarchical construction of models implies that 

each physical processor will have a single logical process containing the model structure. This 

requirement is then dependent upon the requirement stated earlier of the ability to specify the 

model structure. 
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5.8 Distributed/Sequential Simulation Environment Transparency 

The specification and implementation of model behaviors should not depend upon 

whether the simulation will be executed sequentially or in a distributed environment. This means 

that a model should be developed and validated for either environment. The actual decision to 

use a sequential or distributed simulation environment should not be made until model synthesis 

time. The ability to execute in a sequential and a distributed environment supports the 

requirement for flexible mapping of models to physical processors stated above. 

5.9 Summary 

This chapter has defined some of the critical requirements that must be satisfied in the 

design and development of a distributed modelling and simulation environment. The following 

chapters will discuss the design and implementation of a distributed simulation environment. The 

environment combines an object-oriented implementation of the oevs formalism and its 

associated abstract simulator concepts with the Time Warp mechanism. 
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CHAPTER 6.0 

THE DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT: DEVSrrw HYBRID 

6.1 Introduction 

The DEVS formalism as mentioned earlier provides a very powerful method of decomposing 

large-scale systems into hierarchical and modular components and Identifying parallelism inherent 

in the simulation models. However. the implementation of the DEVS abstract simulators does not 

provide the means to exploit all the parallelism during simulation. Time Warp' provides the 

mechanism for the parallel execution of sinulations. However. the time warp mechanism does not 

offer the modeler any support in decomposing a system Into the required logical processes nor 

for identifying the parallelism in the system. This raises the question of how to assign objects to 

processors In a tine optinal manner. 111e hierarchical. modular advantages of the DEVS formalism 

provides a basis for Investigating this. and related. problems. As already indicated. decomposition 

of a large model into a coupled model can expose external events that appear as Internal events 

within the large model. Parallelism that arises due to simultaneous external events. may. or may 

not. be worth exploiting depending on the additional overhead required to do so. All events in 

Time Warp are treated as external events. indicating the approach to predicting optimality of 

asslgrvnents given by (Zeigler and Zhang 1990) may be directly applicable. 

6.2 Implementation Considerations for the DEVSnw Hybrid 

The Individual advantages of the DEVS formalism and Time Warp suggests an approach that 

combines the DEVS formalism with the optimistic Simulation strategy of Time Warp. 111e hybrid 

uses the DEVS fOrmalism for hierarchical. modular model specification and the DEVS abstract 

simulator concepts for simulation management on the physically distinct processors. The Time 
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Warp mechanism implemented using Ada tasking, manages the global distributed simulation pro

cess involving communications and synchronization among the DEVS slrrrulators. 

In somewhat more detail, a hierarchical DEVS model Is decomposed at the top level with each 

of its components being assigned to a distinct physical processor. Each such component Is 

managed by a hierarchical simulator in the same manner as implemented in DEVS-Scheme (Kim 

1988; Zeigler 1987; Zeigler 1990; Zeigler, Hu et aI. 1989). Such simulators require modification to 

support the Time Warp mechanism, especially its rollback process. The Atomic-model class must 

be modified to save its state at every transaction. 

The Root-co-ordinators, which control the simulation process on each physical processor, 

must be interfaced with the Time Warp manager to execute the distributed optimistic strategy. To 

interface with Time-Warp, the Root-co-ordinator must be able to receive inputs from, and send 

outputs, to other Root-co-ordinators. The modified Root-co-ordinator will be referred to as a 

-Distributed-Coordinator". The external events in the Distributed-coordinator are of three types

(1) receipt of an external message from another Distributed-coordinator; (2) receipt of an external 

event message from another Dlstributed.-coordlnator which causes a rollback; and (3) receipt of a 

request for fossil collection. We shall discuss external event handling in Section 6.3.4.2. The 

Distributed-coordinator requires the capability to send and receive messages from other 

Distributed-coordinators. The ability to send and receive a message between Distributed

coordinators requires the use of message buffers which will be discussed in Section 6.4.1. 

6.2.1 Internal Event Handling 

The Distributed-coordinator additionally must be able to handle internal events that are 

scheduled when the Distributed-coordinator receives a done-message containing the next

event-time from its subordinate abstract simulator. In the sequential Implementation of the DEVS 

abstract simulators, the done-message arriving at the Root-co-ordinator triggers the next event to 
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be executed. In the distributed Implementation of the DeVS abstract simulators the internally 

scheduled event (indicated by receipt of a done-message) mayor may not be the next event to 

be executed, since there may be an external event waiting that has a smaller timestamp. If the 

done-message arriving at the Distributed-coordinator carries a timestamp which is equal to the last 

event that was executed. It might be assumed that it would be safe to execute the event 

scheduled by the done-message, however, that is not always the case. For example, an external 

event may be waiting that has a timestamp less than the current executing event which will cause a 

rollback. It can be argued that since rollback is supported there is no hann done in executjng all 

-internal- events which have equal event times. In this case the Distributed-coordinator could 

function in the same manner as the Root-co-ordinator to handle internal events with equal time 

stamps. However, whether or not the Distributed-coordinator is allowed to have internal events, 

there must be a mechanism that allows it to determine H any external events are waiting to be 

executed. The mechanism must also ensure H an external message exists with an earlier 

timestamp than the done-message timestamp that it will be executed first. Alternatively the 

Distributed-coordinator could be designed so that it does not have any true internal events, which 

means all internal events are handled in a manner similar to external events. 

The advantage of having internal events is that all DeVS messages for a particular event-time 

will be processed without any context switching. Context switching will only occur if an output is 

generated sending an external message to another Distributed-coordinator. Context switching by 

the operating system occurs when messages are exchanged between tasks and more than one 

task resides on a processor. It should be noted, the message passing in the DeVS structure, 

subordinate to the Distributed-coordinator does not require context switching. These DeVS 

messages are internal to a task and are managed by Classic-Ada 

The disadvantage of allowing Internal events, is the potential large delay in the initiation of a 

rollback request. For example, If there were multiple subordinate models that have equal next-
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event-times, a rollback would not begin until all of the subordinate models have completed their 

state transitions. The rollback would be delayed until a new next-event-time is received by the 

Oistributed-coordinator which increments local-virtual-time. The potential for rollback delay 

increases as the size of the OEVS structure managed by a Oistributed-coordinator increases. The 

rollback delay could have a cascading effect since rollback delay could possibly be experienced 

by every Oistributed-coordinator in the simulation environment. 

An additional disadvantage of having internal events is the potential delay of fossil collection. 

Fossil collection does not affect the model's last event or next event times but will release 

memory. The delay of Fossil Collection could increase the memory requirements to execute the 

simulatiorn or cause memory overflow exceptions. 

6.2.2 Using Hierarchical or Flat OEVS 

Using the hierarchical structure of OEVS implies that, from the viewpoint of the Time Warp 

mechanism, the only objects that exist are the Oistributed-coordinators. An alternative viewpoint 

would be to give all OEVS models global visibility by creating a flat OEVS (Zeigler 1990). 

Implementing the Tme Warp mechanism as a flat OEVS would more than likely cause a larger 

number of rollback messages than a hierarchical OEVS implementation. A flat OEVS 

implementation would also have a larger number of operating system context switches. 

Additionally, it is highly unlikely that a realistic large-scale distributed simulation will be able to enjoy 

a one-to-one mapping of models to processors. Lacking enough processors we still have to 

determine the optimum grouping of models on processors. Also, even though there may be suf

ficient processors, to allow a one-to-one mapping of models to processors, the interprocessor 

communications delay may dictate that multiple models be assigned to a single processor to 

achieve optimum perfonnance. The hierarchical OEVS approach facilitates experimentation with 

model-to-processor assignments to achieve optimum performance (Zeigler and Zhang 1990; 
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Zhang and Zeigler 1989). The experimentation may be done in a uniprocessor or multiprocessor 

environment. 

6.3 Implementation Details of the DEVSrrw Hybrid 

The implementation of the OeVSfTW hybrid was done in two phases. Phase 1 was an 

implementation of a limited set of oevs model classes and the oevs abstract simulator classes in 

Classic Ada. Phase 2 entailed modification of the classes implemented in Phase 1, addition of 

new classes, and then adding the necessary facilities to support the optimistic distributed 

simulation strategy. The implementation of the DeVS formalism in CI~ic·Ada was fairly straight 

forward so we will focus only on the modifications required in the basic oevs classes. The oevs 

classes that are currently implemented in Classic-Ada are shown in Figure 6.1. The support of the 

Time Warp rollback mechanism and fossil collection are Implemented within the abstract 

processor and model classes in a manner such that it is transparent to the modeler. Methods 

were added to the Simulator, Coordinator and Distributed-Coordinator classes to man~ge the 

rollback requests, and fossil collection (memory recovery) (Fujimoto 1990; Jefferson 1989) as ex

ternal events. The entity, Model, and Processor classes did not require any modification to 

support time warp. The Simulator and Co-ordinator classes only required addition of simple 

methods to support the passing of rollback and fossil collection messages. The classes which 

were most significantly affected by the time warp mechanism were the Atomic-model and Root-co

ordinator classes. The Root-co-ordlnator class, as mentioned earlier, was modified to become the 

Oistributed-coordlnator class. 
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Figure 6.1. DEVS/TW Hybrid Classes 

6.3.1 Map-Model Class 
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The Map-model class implemented in Ada performs the same function as the Digraph-Model 

class in DEVS-Scheme. The only difference is that the Map-model class uses the map data 

structure to store model couplings rather than storing the them in a directed graph (Booch 

1987a). The map data structure provides a mapping from one domain to a range, similar to the 

mapping concept in mathematics. In this case, the mapping is from a model's name (domaln) to a 

list containing Its Internal, external-output, or external-input couplings (range). This In essence 

forms a collection of ordered pairs (model_name, modeLcouplings). The map structure provides 

access to any model coupling based on a hash of the sending model's name in constant retrieval 

time. The retrieval time for couplings stored in a digraph is linear in the number of model 
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couplings. To reduce hashing collisions, a prefix is added to the model names to indicate 

whether an internal, external-input, or external-output coupling is being stored or retrieved. The 

addition of the prefix is internal to the Coupling Methods of the Map-Model class and is 

transparent to the modeler. 

6.3.2 Atomic Model Class 

The Atomic-model class was modified by adding state variables and methods to support state 

saving and fossil coUectian. State variables were added to allow the storage of a state history, and 

to store the local virtual time (L VT) of the Atomic model. Methods were added to support: a) state 

saving upon the completion of all external and internal events (Un and Lazowska 1989b); b) 

rollback requests, and c) fossil collection. At first glance, It may seem that a large amount of 

memory and tine will be consumed by saving the state of an Atomic-model after each internal and 

external event, however, this is not the case. From the viewpoint of an object in the conventional 

Time Warp Operating System, the state of an Atomic-rnodel only represents a small portion of the 

Tme Warp Object state. Thus, in actuality we are saving only a partial state upon completion of an 

external or internal event. The collection of all Atomic-model states represents the total state of 

the model. When a rollback is received by an Atomic-model, it will rollback to the first state in its 

state history with a L VT strictly less than the rollback time. The Atomic-model then sets it's L VT to 

the rollback time, restores its state to the history state, and calculates a new sigma (time remaining 

until the next Internal event). The new sigma is calculated by determining the difference between 

the rollback time and the restored state time; and then subtracting that difference from the 

restored state's sigma to yield the new sigma. The simulator associated with the Atomic-rnodel will 

then be notified and compute the new next-eve nt-time in the usual manner. The simulator will 

then send the new next-event-time in a done message to its parent. 
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The support of fossil collection is handled in a similar manner, although in this case the next

event-times do not change. When an Atomic-Model receives a request for fossil collection it will 

search its state history list until it comes to a state with a timestamp less than the fossil collection 

time (GVT). The Atomic-Model will then remove all states from the state history list with timestamp 

less than the fossil collection time. 

The support of state saving in the Atomic-model class requires the implementation of a state 

structure. The state structure must not only facilitate rapid saving of the total model state but also 

rapid ,saving and retrieval of a single state variable. Since an Atomic-model can experience 

rollbacks each individual state variable must be saved when it is changed, in addition to the total 

model state as mentioned earlier. To further compound the problem the set of state variables may 

vary. Thus the structure used to store the individual state variables must be dynamic in nature. 

The data structure used to support the storage and retrieval of the individual state variables is 

the map data structure with 26 buckets. The model state map provides a mapping from the state 

variable name to the state variable content. A hash function based upon the first letter of the state 

variable name is then used for access to the state variable content in the Atomic-model state map. 

However names are not restricted, as long as the variable names are chosen so that the first letter 

is not repeated, access to any state is constant. When the first letter of names are repeated 

access to the repeated states will be 0(1 + N/2), where N is the number of states repeating a 

specific letter. 

The model state history is maintained as a doubly linked list of records consisting of model 

state maps and their associated timestamps. A linked list is not a particularly efficient structure for 

searching for a particular Item. However, the primary consideration was that storage should fairly 

efficient. The amount of search time required is based upon the length of the state history list to 

be searched. The length of the list will be determined by the depth of the rollback or the 

frequency of fossil collection. 
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As mentioned earlier it is somewhat expensive to save model state history. In many cases the 

saving of the model state history is useless since the model may never suffer a rollback. To 

reduce the overhead cost of state history saving the modeler can determine at run time whether 

or not a particular model will be provided rollback support and hence state history saving. If 

rollback support is turned off the Individual state variables are saved in the model state structure 

but a state history is not saved. This turns off fossil collection in that model as well. 

6.3.3 Buffered-Atomic-Model Class 

In addition to the Atomic-model class modifications an additional class was added to allow the 

buffering of output events. This class, called the Buffered-Atomic-Model class, was implemented 

to handle file I/O and screen I/O and is a subclass of the Atomic-model class as shown in Figure 

6.1. 

In the Atomic-model class, output is produced prior to the execution of an internal event. 

Thus H an Atomic-model suffers rollbacks it may produce numerous outputs with the same output 

time. Only the last output produced would be guaranteed to be correct. The Buffered-Atomic

Model class in addition to the output function defined by the Atomic-model class has a Buffered- _ 

output function. The Buffered-output function is called by the fossil collection method of the 

Buffered-Atomic-model when the fossil collection time is greater than the output time. Cyclical 

outputs may be produced since the Buffered-Atomic-model has instance variables for the number 

of outputs and the cycle time between outputs. For each fossil time greater than the product of 

the number of outputs and cycle tine, a call to the Buffered-output function will be made. 

To produce the correct output (the same output that would be produced in a sequential 

execution) the state of the Buffered-Atomic-model must be restored to the most recent state with 

a time strictly less than the desired output time. The state time must be strictly less than the 

desired output time Since an output occurs prior to an Internal event and states are saved after 
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internal events. Upon completion of the buffered-output the state of the Buffered-Atomic-model 

is restored to its original state (the state it was in when it received the fossil collection message) so 

that it continues to collect states that may eventually generate outputs. The fossil collection then 

proceeds in the same manner as for the Atomic-Model class. 

6.3.4 Distributed-Coordinator Class 

The Distributed-coordinator class is a hybrid of the Co-ordinator and Root-co-ordinator 

classes. A Distributed-coordinator, as mentioned earlier, must be able to receive external events 

and send output to other Distributed-coordinators as well as support rollback and fossil collection. 

The external events in the Distributed-coordinator as indicated earlier, include 3 types- (1) 

receipt of an external message from another Distributed-coordinator; (2) receipt of an external 

event message from another Distributed-coordinator which causes a rollback; (3) receipt of a 

request for fossil collection. A fourth external message type was added to handle DEVS internal 

events. These are events scheduled as a result of a done-message baing received by the 

Distributed-coordinator. The fourth message type is called a self-schedule event. The self

schedule event is the equivalent of an internal event in the sequential DEVS abstract simulator 

implementation. 

6.3.4.1 Handling Self-Schedule Events (DEVS Internal Events) 

The Dlstributed-coordinator is not allowed to have any internal events since, as discussed 

earlier, to do so could potentially cause severe delays In processing rollbacks, or fossil collection. 

The delay in fossil collection is significant, for large models, If memory is almost full; the delay in 

fossil collection could cause the Simulation to run out of memory. 

Self-scheduling messages are generated by the Distributed-coordinator upon receipt of a 

done-rnessage from its child. They are stamped with the next-eve nt-time and sent to the 110 
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buffer associated with the Oistrlbuted-coordinator. A message priority system is used to allow self

scheduling messages to be placed in front of external messages with equal receive-time-stamps. 

The priority of messages is as follows from highest to lowest: FOSSil-Collection, Self-Scheduling, 

External-Event. Fossil-Collection is given the highest priority since it will recover memory. It also 

should be noted that the arrival of an external-event message to an I/O buffer may cancel an 

external-event message that is already in the I/O buffer, or may cause a rollback. In addition, It 

must be placed in the proper position in the input buffer to await processing. 

A self-scheduUng message will be placed in the I/O buffer. If 1) there are no external event 

messages in the 1/0 buffer with an earlier receive time than the self-scheduling message; or if 2) 

there is no fossil collection message in the I/O buffer. If an external event message exists with a 

receive time less than that of the self scheduling message, the self scheduling message is 

discarded, since upon completion of the external event a new self scheduling message will be 

generated. Also if a fossil collection message is in the I/O buffer the self-scheduling message is 

discarded since upon completion of fossil collection a new self-scheduling message will be 

generated with the same time as the discarded self-scheduling message. The execution of a 

fossil collection event does not affect the model's current state and hence the next-3vent-time. 

this, and other event cancellation mechanisms, are made possible by the fundamental OEVS dis

tinction between internal and external events. 

When the Oistributed-coordinator receives a done-message with timestamp infinity It will send 

a self-schedule message to the I/O buffer with timestamp infinity, this allows simulation 

termination. When a self-schedule message is put in the I/O buffer with timestamp infinity the L VT 

of that model Is set to infinity. Thus when the Global Virtual Tune (GVT) is calculated it may be 

infinity if all I/O buffers have a LVT of infinity. If self-schedule messages with timestamp of Infinity 

were prohibited the L VT would never exceed the timestamp of the last event. This could possibly 

prevent termination If all next events were Infinity and the termination time exceeded the last 
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event times. However when the Distributed-coordinator processes a self-schedule message with 

timestamp infinity It executes a null event; i.e., does nothing. This prevents needless rollbacks 

since the last event time is not changed for any of the models. Thus when the next "valid" event 

is received a rollback will occur only if its timestamp is less than the last "valid" event handled by 

the Dlstributed-coordinator. Events with timestamp infinity are considered to be -invalid" and 

events with timestamp less than infinity are considered to be -valid- events. Since the Distributed

coordinator does not pass any internal events with timestamp infinity to its subordinate processors 

no outputs (external event messages) will be produced with timestamp Infinity. 

6.3.4.2 External Event Handling 

The ports and coupling concepts In DEVS govern the passing of external messages 

between the Distributed-coordinators. Each Distributed-coordinator has a slot for an associated 

DEVS component Map-model In the same manner as each Coordinator has an associated DEVS 

component Map-model. The Map-model associated with the Dlstrlbuted-coordlnator ~ontains 

only external-output couplings. All external events received by a Dlstributed-coordinator are sent 

to Its immediate subordinate child which may be a simulator or a coordinator. The external-output 

coupling specifications asSOCiated with the model that is immediately superordinate to the 

Distributed-coordinator are distributed to each Distributed-coordinator (each one need only have 

the couplings involving its own component). When a Distributed-coordinator receives a y

message (output) from Its immediate subordinate child, It employs the coupling specification to 

send It to the appropriate Distributed-coordinator as an external-message. 

A Distributed-coordinator, upon receipt of a message from another Distrlbuted-coordinator (a 

x-message generated as a result of a y-message), wHI first determine whether the timestamp of the 

message is greater than the last-event-time. If the timestamp is greater than the last-event-tlme 

the Distributed-coordinator simply sends the message to Its Child. If the timestamp of the 
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message Is less than the last-event-time the Distributed-coordinator will initiate a rollback for it's 

DEVS substructure. Upon completion of the rollback the Distribllted-coordinator will send the 

message to Its child. 

The Distributed-coordinator when it receives a request for fossil collection or rollback simply 

forwards the request to its child. 

6.3.4.3 Comparison of Distributed-Coordinators and Root-Co-ordinators 

Figure 6.2 illustrates the structure of a model employing Distributed-coordinators and its 

equivalent (non-optimistic) hierarchical form employing a Root-co-ordinator. The Distributed

coordinator distributes the work of the top level DEVS Root-co-ordinator and Its subordinate Co

ordinator that would be employed in a (non-optimistic) hierarchical simulator. 

The work of the Root-co-ordinator is primarily to trigger the next event message (*-message) 

to be sent to its child. Thus for every internal event the Root-co-ordinator must send a message 

initiating that event. This creates a bottleneck since even when internal events can occur in 

parallel they can only be executed sequentially upon receipt of a next event message initiated by 

the Root-co-ordinator. The Dlstributed-Coordinator functions in a manner similar to the Root-co

ordinator with respect to triggering the next event message. However I since there may be 

multiple Distributed-Coordinators multiple next event messages can be sent concurrently. The 

number of next event messages sent by each Dlstributed-coordinator in FlQure 6.2 Is exactly 1/2 

of the next event messages sent by the Root-co-ordinator. The number of next event messages 

sent by a Distributed-Coordinator decreases as 1/N, where N Is the number of Distributed

coordinators. Further since the depth of the hierarchical structure Is reduced the number of 

intermediate retransmissions of the next event message Is reduced. 

The reduction in the amount of work by the Co-ordinator results from the decrease in the 

size of the hierarchical structure subordinate to the Co-ordinator. The decrease in size affects 
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the Co-ordinator in two ways: 1) Reduction in the number of next event messages; 2) 

Reduction in number of external events. The reduction in the number of next event messages 

occurs for the same reasons as given above. The reduction in the number of external events 

results from fewer models being managed the Co-ordinator. As shown In Figure 6.2{b) Co

ordinator C:AB must handle all of the external events generated by Component Models A and 

B. However, as shown in Figure 6.2{a) Distributed-coordinator A handles the external events 

for Component Model A and Distributed-coordinator B handles the external events for 

Component Model B. Thus the workload handled by each Distributed-Coordinator is 

significantly less than that handled by the Co-ordinator. 
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Figure 6.2. Equivalent Optimistic OEVS and Conservative OEVS Models 
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Figure 6.3. DEVS-Ada Tasking Structure for a 2 Physical Processor System 

To allow Distributed-coordinators to have asynchronous execution they and their subordinate 

DEVS substructures are encapsulated within an Ada Task. Distributed-coordlnators, with their 

DEVS substructures, encapsulated in an Ada task are as shown in Fagure 6.3. A minimum of one 

Distributed-coordinator is assigned to each physical processor allocated to the distributed 

simulation. The arrows in Figure 6.3 illustrate the calling (or controlling) direction. The size of the 

DEVS structure which is managed by a Distributed-coordinator is completely arbitrary ranging from 
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a single Atomic-model to large hierarchical structures consisting of multiple coupled models. This 

facilitates the study of optimal model-ta-processor mappings as mentioned earlier. 

6.4 DEVSnw Hybrid Time Warp Mechanism 

The time warp mechanism in the DEVS/TW hybrid is implemented using Ada tasking. Figure 

6.3 illustrates the tasks and task types used to implement the time warp mechanism to support 

optimistic distributed simulation. The primary task components implementing the time warp 

mechanism are: 1/0 buffers, a GlobaLVirtuaLTime_Task, a Communications_Manager, and 

Messenger_AgenCTasks. In addition to these tasks there Is a procedure called 

Simulation_Control which provides an interface between the 1/0 buffer and the Distributed

coordinator. 

6.4.1 I/O Buffer Implementation 

The 1/0 buffers are Implemented as task types as shown in Rgure 6.4. An 1/0 buffer is 

associated with each Distributed-coordinator in the simulation. The Distributed-coordinator has a 

slot for its associated 1/0 buffer. All communications between the Distributed-coordinators is via 

the 110 buffers. The 1/0 buffers contain three message buffers; one message buffer for output 

messages; and two message buffers for Input messages. The two input message buffers are: 

future events buffer (FEB) and past events buffer (PEB). The pair of input message buffers is 

needed to support the rollback mechanisms. The output buffer stores output messages as they 

are generated so that they can be cancelled later H necessary. The 110 buffers have six entry 

points for access during the simulation and one entry point for activation as shown in FlQure 6.4. 

Two of the six entry points are with the GlobaLVlrtuaLTme_Task. Three more entry points are 

with Its associated Distributed-coordinator and the remaining entry point is with the 

Messenger_Agent_Tasks. ~e aggressive and lazy message cancellation strategies are both 
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supported and are user selectable at run time. The implementation of the aggressive and lazy 

cancellation strategies will be discussed In a separate section. 

WITH devs_type_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_type_deflnltlons; 
WITH devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
WITH Strlng40; 

PACKAGE 10_Buffer IS 

TASKTYPE IO_BuffecTask IS 
ENTRY SeUO_BuffecName (IO_BuffecName : IN Strlng40.Strln9.-Type; 

Future_EvenLBuffecLength : IN Medium_Integer; 
Maximum_lead_Tlme: IN Simulation_TIme; 
RollbacicMethod: IN Rollback_Type; 
Slmulatlon_Stop_TIme: IN Simulation_Time); 

ENTRY SeLGVT ( New_GVT: IN Simulation_Time); 
ENTRY Calculate_GVT (My_LVT: OUT Simulation_Time); 
ENTRY Schedule_SeH (SeH_Message: IN SeH_Schedule_Message_Type); 
ENTRY ExtemaLEvent (EvenLMessage : IN I_O_BuffecMessage); 
ENTRY GeLNext.Event (EvenL,Message : IN OUT I_O_BuffecMessage); 
ENTRY Send_Message (EvenLMessage: IN LO_Buffer..Message); 

END IO_Buffer_Task; 

TYPE IO_BuffecTask_Ptr IS ACCESS IO_BuffecTask; 

END 10_Buffer; 

Figure 6.4. 1/0 Buffer Task Type Specification 

5.4.1.1 

Entry SeCIO_BuffecName Is called to activate and Initialize the I/O Buffer. The parameters 

required for Initialization are as shown in Figure 6.4. The use of the parameters are self 

explanatory except for Future_EvenCBuffeclength and the Maximum_lead_ Time. The 

Future_Event_Buffer_length defines the maximum Size of the FEB and Is used to support the 

implementation of the Cancel back Protocol which will be discussed later. The 

Maximum_lead_Time establishes a maxinnm amount of tine that lVT may exceed GVT. ThIs is 

an adaptation of the Moving Time Window (Sokol, Briscoe et al. 1988; Sokol and Stucky 1990). 
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The end result of establishing a Maximum_Lead_ Time is placing a limit on optimistic execution. 

This limit mayor may not reduce the number of cancelbacks and rollbacks depending upon the 

L VT dispersion between the slowest and fastest models and their interaction. 

6.4.1.2 The Entry Calculate_GlobaL VirtuaL Time 

The GlobaLVirtuaLTime_Task calls entry caJculate.-QlobaLvirtuaUime to obtain the LVT of 

an 110 buffer. The L VT of an 110 buffer is the minimum of the last event time and the timestamp of 

the first message in the FEB. The GVT is the minimum of aU 1/0 buffer L VTs and the 

communications task pool L VT. The timestamp of the first message in the FEB must be 

considered since it may be a rollback or cancelback message which will have a timestamp less 

than the last event time. The last event time is equal to the timestamp of the event being currently 

executed by the simulator. If the event Is an external event, the last event time is also equal to the 

first message in the PEB. 

6.6.1.3 The Entry SeCGlobaLVirtuaLTime 

The set.-9lobal_vlrtuaUime entry point Is called by the Global_Virtual_Time_Task and sets 

the GVT for the 110 buffer. Upon receipt of a new GVT a commit event message Is placed at the 

head of the FEB only if there is an increase in the GVT. Thus the commit events will be the next 

event to be executed by each of the Distributed-coordinators and their associated DEVS 

substructure. Commit events affect both the PEB and output message buffers. In both cases a 

commit event causes the fossil collection of all messages with a timestamp less than the 

timestamp of the commit event (Current GV1). 
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6.4.1.4 The Entry Schedule_Self 

The schedule_self entry is called by the procedure Simulation_Control. Upon receipt of a 

done-message which bears the next internal event time for the OEVS substructure the next

event-time is returned to Simulation_Control. Simulation_Control then calls the schedule_self 

entry of the 1/0 buffer. The self-schedule message is placed in the FEB if there are no messages 

with a timestamp less than the timestamp of the self-schedule message. If a message exists in the 

FEB with a timestamp less than the self-schedule message, the self-schedule message is 

discarded for the reasons mentioned earlier. 

6.4.1.5 The Entry External_Event 

The external event entry is called by MessengecAgent_ Tasks. The message carried by a 

Messenger_AgenCTask is either a cancelback message or an external event message. The 

external event message may be either a positive or negative message. A cancelback message is 

generated when an FEB exceeds its maximum allowable size which is set upon activation as 

mentioned earlier. Cancelback messages will always cause their recipient to rollback and resend 

the message that was cancelled. Cancelbacks are a form of flow control which punish processes 

which are furthermost in the future by making them repeat work. Further details concerning the 

implementation of the Cancelback protocol will discussed in conjunction with the input and output 

buffer Implementations. 

Positive external messages are carrying "true- events which are Intended to be executed by 

the destination OEVS structure. RFaiseR external messages are generated as the result of the 

receipt of a rollback by a OEVS structure. "FalseR messages will cancel their positive copy in the 

destination FEB or PEB. These messages will cause the destination OEVS structure to execute a 

rollback if the timestamp of the last "valid- event executed is greater than the timestamp of the 

negative message. 
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6.4.1.6 

The entry gecnexcevent is called by Simulation_Control to get the next event to be 

executed. The next event is one of five types: (1) Internal, (2) External_Event, (3) Rollback, (4) 

FossiLCollection, and (5) Cancelback. In the case of an Internal, External_Event, Rollback, or 

Cancelback the Last_Event_ Time of the I/O buffer is set equal to the event timestamp for use in 

the I/O buffer L VT calculation. The timestamp of the fossil collection event will not affect the L VT 

since It is strictly less than the simulation GVT. If the event is a positive external event a copy of It 

is put into the PEB. Copies of all positive external events are placed in the PEB as they are 

executed. The PEB is used to support rollbacks which will be discussed with the implementation 

of the cancellation strategies. Internal events need not be saved Since they will be regenerated 

by the rexecution of the positive event messages in the case of a rollback. 

Access to entry Get_Next_Event is blocked if the following conditions are true: 1) Length of 

the FEB is 0; or 2) the last executed event was at time greater than simulation_termination_time 

and the first message in the FEB has a tinestamp greater than simulation_termination_time; or 3) 

the Global_Virtual_Tme_Task is calculating GVT; or 4) the difference between GVT and LVT 

exceeds the Maximum_Lead_ Time. The Distributed-coordinator and its substructure do not 

consume processing resources while waiting at a blocked rendezvous. The calling task is put 

back in the ready state and hence can enter the running state when the block is removed. The 

blocking if there are no events to be executed is a safety measure and prevents an attempt to 

access a null list. By denying access when the last event executed was greater than 

simulation_termination_time and the next event in the FEB is also greater than 

simulation_termination_time prevents needless execution of events and hence consumption of 

computer resources. The blocking during GVT calculation ensures the Global_Virtual_Time_Task 

will have expedited access to the I/O Buffers to set the I/O Buffer GVTs since there will be no 
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contention from the Distributed-coordinators. The blocking when the Maximum_Lead_ Time is 

exceeded is the implementation of the MoVing Time Window concept as mentioned earlier. 

6.4.1.7 The Entry Send_Message 

The Send_Message entry is called by the Distributed-Coordinator whenever an output is 

generated that must be sent to another Distributed-Coordinator. Upon receipt of the message by 

the 110 buffer task a copy of the message is placed in the output buffer. The 1/0 buffer then calls 

the Communications_Manager to deliver the message. 

6.4.1.8 Input Buffer Implementation 

The Input Suffer, as mentioned above, consists of a pair of message buffers: PES and FEB. 

These buffers are implemented as doubly linked lists. The FEB is directly affected by four of the 

six entry points of the I/O buffer task. The entry pOints affecting the Input Buffer are: 

SeCGlobaLVirtuaLTime, Schedule_SeH, ExternaLEvent, and Get_Next_Event. 

A differentiation is made between those events with a timestamp less than infinity and those 

events with timestamp of infinity. The only events with timestamp Infinity are Internal events for 

the reason discussed earlier in the Distrlbuted-coordinator section. SeH-schedule messages with 

timestamp infinity must be placed in the FEB for proper tennination if there are no other events in 

the FEB. By differentiating between events with timestamp less than infinity and equal to infinity 

needless rollbacks can be prevented. For example a model can react to input from a large number 

of models within a time window W of L VT. Suppose that the difference in wall clock arrival times is 

large enough that the model is able to complete the time window and schedule and then execute 

an event at time infinity. If It later receives an Input within the time window It will then have to 

rollback. Not only does the model need to execute a rollback but also the FEB, PES, and output 

buffers must be rolled back. In many cases, without differentiation, the number of rollbacks, 
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suffered by the model and its associated FEB, PEB, and output buffers for N input models could 

be N - 1 for a single input from each of the SOlJ'C9 models. 

6.4.1.8.1 Message Cancellation Support 

The I/O Buffer supports both the aggressive and lazy message cancellation strategies which 

are selected by the modeler at runtime. The actual cancellation of messages has two cases: 

FutlJ'e Events or Past Events. Future events are cancelled when a negative message Is received 

by the I/O Buffer that has a timestamp greater than the tinestamp of the last executed event. Past 

events are cancelled when a negative message Is received by the I/O Buffer that has a timestamp 

that is less than or equal to the last executed event. In addition to negative messages the arrival of 

a positive message with a timestamp less than the last executed "valid- event will also cause a 

rollback and require message cancellation support. 

6.4.1.8.1.1 Aggressive Cancellation 

When a negative message is received by the I/O Buffer a determination Is made as to whether 

it requires futlI'e or past event cancellation. In the case of a futlJ'e event cancellation all messages 

in the FEB from the negative message originator with a time stamp greater than or equal to the 

negative message are discarded. The negative message is also discarded. 

The case of past event cancellation Is more complex. Rrst the FEB is purged of all messages 

which are originated by the sender of the negative event message. Then events In PEB which 

are not from the sender of the negative message and have a timestamp greater than or equal to 

the negative message are put back Into the FEB In timestamp order. All messages in the PEB 

whJch are from the sender of the negative event message and have a timestamp greater than the 

negative event message are discarded. When the Dlstrlbutec:k:oordinator receives first ·old

event messtJge it will execute a roUback and proceed as discussed earlier. 
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The arrival of a positive message with a timestamp less than the last "valid" executed event will 

also cause a past event cancellation. In this case however messages will not be discarded. All 

messages in the PEB with a timestamp greater than or equal to the positive message will be 

removed from the PEB and put back into the FEB in timestamp order. The positive message will 

then be placed in the FEB. The receipt of the positive event message by the Distributed

coordinator will cause a rollback as discussed earlier. 

6.4.1.8.1.2 Lazy Cancellation 

The lazy cancellation mechanism also has the same two cases. In the case of a future event 

cancellation only a single poSitive message from the sender with a timestamp and content equal to 

the negative event message is removed from the FEB. 

Lazy past event cancellation parallels the aggressive past event cancellation. Again only 

single message from the sender with a time stamp and content equal to the negative event 

message is removed from the PEB. All other past events are placed in the FEB. 

The arrival of a positive event message with a timestamp less than the last executed event is 

handled In the same manner as in the aggressive case. More discUSSion on cancellation follows 

under the Output Buffer Implementation. 

6.4.1.8.2 Cancelback Protocol Support 

The FEB is of finite length as specified by the Maximum_Future_Event_Length and if the 

speed of the processes associated with the buffers is not balanced at some point the buffers will 

overflow. To manage the flow between I/O buffers a form of the cancelback protocol is used 

(Jefferson 1989). Cancelback Protocol support is required in two different areas: Sending and 

Receiving. The I/O Buffer must be capable of originating and receiving cancelback messages. 
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6.4.1.8.2.1 Send Cancelback Messages 

The 1/0 Buffer will originate a cancelback message when it receives an event message which 

causes it's FEB to exceed its specified size. The sending of cancelback messages is as follows. 

The message in the FEB with a timestamp furthermost in the future is removed. This message is 

then returned the sender in the form of a cancelback message. This effectively is the same as 

never having received the message. 

6.4.1.8.2.2 Receiving Cancelback Messages 

The receipt of a cancelback message will always cause a past event cancellation. The 

handling of a cancelback message is different than handling a negative or positive external event 

message as outlined above in the aggressive and lazy cancellation strategies. In this case there is 

no message in t"e FEB to be cancelled. However. all events with a timestamp greater than or 

equal to the cancelback message timestamp must be removed from the PEB and put into the 

FEB. Then the cancelback message is placed in the FEB. The Oistributed-coordinator will then 

initiate a rolback upon receipt of the cancelback message. 

6.4.1.9 Output Buffer Implementation 

The Output Buffer is implemented as a double linked list. The output buffer maintains a copy 

of all messages sent in timestamp order. The output buffer is affected by the entries:' 

Set_GlobaL VirtuaL Time. Send_Message. and Get_Next_Event. SeCGlobaL Virtual_Time is 

called by the Global_ Virtual_ Tme_ Task and its effect is to remove all messages with a timestamp 

less than the GVT from the output buffer. i.e .• fossil collection. 

When a message is sent to the OEVS model associated with the I/O Buffer that causes the 

model to rollback a corresponding rollback occurs In the Output Buffer. 111e handling of a rollback 

as the result of a cancelback message is slightly different than handling rollbacks resulting from 
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negative or positive event messages. When a cancelback message is received by the I/O Buffer, 

in both the aggressive and lazy cancellation strategies, that message is immediately removed from 

the Output Buffer. However, the Output Buffer cannot be rolled back at that time. An output 

event can be still received from the associated oevs model with a timestamp greater than the 

cancelback message time. The consequences of an immediate rollback is that the output 

received will not be handled by either the aggressive or lazy cancellation strategies. Thus when 

the model completes itS rollback and executes forward again there will be a possible duplicate 

positive message sent which is erroneous. 

6.4.1.9.1 Aggressive Cancellation 

The aggressive message cancellation strategy is the simplest to implement in the Output 

Buffer. A usual implementation of the aggressive cancellation strategy causes each message in 

the Output Buffer with a time greater than or equal to the rollback time to be sent as a negative 

message. The sending of each negative message copy in the Output Buffer is expe~sive in 

terms of number of messages handled by the system. Using the knowledge of the aggressive 

cancellation strategy an -intelligent- aggressive cancellation strategy is implemented. 

With the -intelligent- aggressive cancellation strategy only a single negative message need 

be sent to anyone destination. The message sent Is the message with the oldest timestamp 

greater than or equal to the rollback time for each destination. The savings in the number of 

messages sent is more than offset by the additional processing time required to determine 

duplicate destinations. The reduction In the number of messages sent is directly related to the 

distance of the rollback and the number of different message destinations. For example if 30 

events were to be rolled back and all messages were destined for one recipient only 1 negative 

message need be sent instead of 30 negative messages. In either case all messages with 

timestamps greater than the rollback time are removed from the Output Buffer. 
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6.4.1.9.2 Lazy Cancellation 

The implementation of the lazy cancellation strategy is much more complex than the 

aggressive cancellation strategy. The lazy cancellation strategy is implemented in three phases: 

Marking Messages, Checking for Negative Messages, and Sending Negative Messages. 

6.4.1.9.2.1 Marking Messages 

When the Output Buffer receives a request for rollback, the timestamp of the last message 

sent is assigned to a variable called EncCRepeaCWork_Time. A flag called RepeaCWorlcAag is 

set to True. Then all messages in the Output Buffer with a timestamp greater than or equal to the 

rollback time are marked. The marking is the setting of the message sign too false. The model 

upon completion of its rollback begins to execute forward. Each -new· output message 

generated by the model is compared with the existing negative messages in the output buffer. If 

a "new· message is equivalent (timestamp, receiver, and content) with a message presently in the 

output buffer the new message is discarded. Then the sign of the message in the output buffer is 

set true. If an equivalent message is not found in the output buffer the "new· message is sent to 

its receiver as a positive message. This phase ends when the output buffer receives a message 

with a timestamp greater than End_Repeat_WorlcTllIle. The RepeaCWorIcFlag is then set to 

False. A rollback received while the RepeaCWork_Flag is True is handled in the same manner 

with the exception of setting the End_Repeat_Work_Time which remains unchanged. 
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6.4.1.9.2.2 Checking for Negative Messages 

The last message received by the output buffer (Timestamp greater than 

EncCRepeaCWoricTime) is placed in a temporary negative message buffer (as a true message) 

as well as placed in the Output Buffer. The Output Buffer is then checked to determine whether 

any negative messages remain. Any remaining negative messages in this case indicate possible 

erroneous messages. All messages (positive or negative) are considered to be possibly in error 

unless their timestamp is less than GVT. All negative messages are then put into the negative 

message buffer in timestamp order. 

6.4.1.9.2.3 Sending Negative Messages 

The last message is not sent immediately since there may exist negative messages in the 

Output Buffer which will have a timestamp less than the last message received. If the last 

message received is immediately sent and then negative messages are discovered, there is a 

potential for needless rollbacks to occur. For example say a message with timestamp 50 is sent to 

a model and later it is discovered that there exists a negative message with timestamp 30 destined 

for the same mode\. The model will have received the message with timestamp SO, and may have 

already executed it, by the time it receives the negative message with timestamp 30, thus the 

model will have to rollback. If the Output Buffer is checked for negative messages and all negative 

messages are sent in timestamp order, before the last received message (a positive message), is 

sent the potential for rollback is minimized. If a rollback does resuit from the sending of a negative 

message the distance of the rolback will be minimized. In the lazy cancellation case each negative 

message 'must be sent since only equivalent messages differing only in sign will cancel each 

other. 
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6.4.2 GlobaL VirtuaL Time_Task Implementation 

The GlobaLVirtuaLTime_Task has a single entry point for task initialization. The initialization, 

is with a list of the 110 buffers, the frequency of the GVT calculation and the simulation_stop_time 

as shown in Figure 6.5. The GlobaLVirtuaLTime_Task calls each 110 buffer and the 

Communications_Manager twice in a GVT calculation cycle. The first call is made to get the L VT of 

each 1/0 buffer and the Communications_Manager through the entry Calculate_GVT. When the 

GlobaLVirtuaLTime_Task gets an LVT it compares it with the minimum of the previously 

obtained LVTs for that cycle. The GVT is the minimum of all LVTs for a particular GVT calculation 

cycle. Once the GVT has been determined even though it may not have changed it is sent to all 

110 buffers and the Communications_Manager through the entry Set_GVT. This is required to set 

the GVT_Calculatlon_Flag In the I/O Buffers to False which in turn will allow the Distributed-

coordinators to rendezvous with the I/O Buffers. 

~11i IO_Buffer_Task_L~t 
~TH devs_numeric_definitlons; 
USE devs_numeric_definltlons; 

PACKAGE GlobaLVIrtuaLTime IS 

TASK GlobaLVIrtuaLTime_Task IS 
PRAGMA PRIORITY (90); 
ENTRY StarLSlmulatlon(GVT_Frequency: IN Medium_Integer; 

SIm_Stop_Time : IN Simulation_Time; 
Show_Slmulatlon_Clock : IN Character; 

BuffecLlst: IN IO_BuffecTask_LIstUst); 
END GlobaLVIrtuaLTime_Task; 

END Global_V1rtuaLTime; 

Figure 6.5. GlobaLVirtuaLTime_Task SpeCification 
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6.4.3 Communications_Manager 

The Communications_Manager provides a consistent single interface for the output of all 110 

buffers. AG its name suggests the Communications_Manager manages the flow of messages 

between the I/O buffers. The communications system consists of a pool of reusable 

MessengecAgent_ Tasks. The pool maximum size, is set by the user; a size of 16 is the default. 

The Communications_Manager has four entries that merit discussion: SeCDestination, 

Send_Message, Free, and OutpuCStatistlcs as shown in FIgure 6.6. 

USE deys_typ8_definitlons: 
WITH deys_numeric_deflnitlons: 
USE deys_numeric_deflnitlons: 
WITH IO_Buffer: 
WITH Communications_Map: 
WITH Strlng40: 

PACKAGE Communlcatlons_Task_PooIIS 

TASK Communications_Manager IS 

Entry SeLDestlnation (Destination_Name: IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type: 
Destinatlon_Ptr: IN IO_BuUer.lO_BuffecTask_Ptr): 

ENTRY Send_Message(OutpuLMessage : IN I_O_BuffecMessage): 
ENTRY Free (AgenLId : IN SmaIUnteger); 
ENTRY Caiculate_GVT (My-lVT : OUT Simulation_TIme); 
ENTRY SeLGVT (New_GVT : IN Simulatlon_llme); 
ENTRY OutpULStatlstics; 

END CommunlcatlonsJJlanager: 

PROCEDURE SeLMaximum_NumbecMessengecAgents(Ma>cAgents : IN SmaIUnteger): 

No_Agents_Are_Ayailable : Exception; 

END Communications Task Pool; 

Figure 6.6. Communications_Manager Specification 

6.4.3.1 The Entry Set_Destination 

The entry set_destination is used to initialize the Communications_Manager. It is called by 

each model task active in the simulation environment. Each model task informs the 
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Communications_Manager of its Distributed-coordinator name and associated I/O buffer pointer. 

The Communications_Manager then creates a mapping of the Distributed-coordinator name to 

its associated 110 Buffer pointer. This mapping provides the coupling between Distributed· 

coordinators. 

6.4.3.2 The Entry Send_Message 

Send message Is called by the 110 buffers when they have an output (either positive or 

negative), or a cancelback message. Upon receipt of a message, the Communications_Manager 

checks whether the receiver name Is in the address map. If the receiver is valid the 

Communications_Manager retrieves the pointer for the destination 110 Buffer. The message and 

destination pointer are given to a Messenger_Agent_Task for delivery, If one is free. If there are 

no free agents, but the number of active agents is less than the maximum permissible then a new 

agent is activated and message delivery proceeds. If all permissible agents are already In use an 

exception is raised reporting no agents available and the simulation will terminate. A simulation 

terminating because the exception NO_Agents_Are_Available is raised should be examined to 

ensure messages are able to be delivered. If the delivery conditions are correct, the maximum 

number of agents should be increased and the simulation rexecuted. The limit placed upon the 

number of MessengecAgent_Tasks is completely arbitrary and is primarily a safety precaution. If 

there were no limit the user may not become aware that messages are not being delivered 

properly until the simulation has run for a long time. The optimum maximum number of 

Messenger_Agent_Tasks is model dependent. For example If a model sends outputs to multiple 

receivers then the maximum permissible MessengecAgent_ Tasks should at least exceed the 

number of receivers to prevent the exception No_Agents_Are_Availabie being raised. It should 

be kept in mind though that memory consumed by the activation of a Messenger_Agent_Task 

cannot be recovered during runtime. 
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6.4.3.3 The Entry Free 

When a Messengerj.genCTask has completed delivery to an 1/0 buffer the agent is 

returned to the free pool of MessengecAgent_Tasks. All request to release agents will be 

accepted before any calls are made to send a message. This prevents a possible deadlock 

situation of trying to send a message and no agents are available but one is waiting to be 

released. The free pool is maintained as a list. 

6.4.3.4 The Entry Output_Statistic 

The Output_Statistic entry is called by the Global_Virtual_Time_Task when GVT is greater 

than simulation_termination_time. Upon receipt of a call to this entry the 

Communications_Manager will report the following statistics: Total number of event messages 

handled; Number of positiVe event messages; Number of negatiVe event messages, Number of 

cancelback messages; and the number of activated Messager_Agent_Tasks. These statistics 

are useful in the verification of the simulation models. Additionally analysis of these statistics can 

assist the user in determining the proper parameter values for the I/O Buffers and 

Simulation_Control. For example a large number of cancelback messages indicates that the 

Cancelback_Delay should be increased and that the Future_EvenCBuffecLength may need 

increasing or the that the Maximum_Lead_ Time should be reduced. Chapter 8 examines the 

effect of these parameters execution time for a Simulation. 

6.4.4 Messenger _Age nt_ Task 

The Messenger_Agent_Task is a task type as shown in Figure 6.7 which provides the 

asynchronous communications between the I/O Buffers. MessengecAgent_Tasks, as indicated 

earlier, are controlled by the Communication_Manager. They receive the message and its 

destination from the Communications_Manager. They then deliver the message to the 
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appropriate 1/0 Buffer, discard the message, and call entry Free of the Communications_Manager 

so that they may be released and reused. Messenger_AgenCTasks must be reused since if they 

are destroyed the memory consumed by their activation cannot be recovered. 

WITH devs_type_definltions; 
USE devs_type_definitlons; 
WITH devs_numeric_definltlons; 
USE devs_numeric_definltlons; 
WITH IO_Buffer. 

PACKAGE Messenger.-Agent IS 

TASK TYPE MessengecAgenLTask IS 
ENTRY DelivecMessage( Output_Message: IN LO_BuffecMessage; 

Destinatlon_BuffecPtr: IN IO_Buffer.IO_BuffecTask_ptr; 
AgenUd : IN SmalUnteger); 

END Messenger.-AgenLTask; 

TYPE Messenger.-AgenLPtr IS ACCESS Messenger_AgenLTask; 

TYPE Agent IS 
RECORD 

Receive_Time: Simulatlon_Tlme:= Slmulatlon_lnt, 
In_Use : BOOLEAN := FALSE; 
Id : SmalUnteger := 0; 
Ptr : MessengecAgenLPtr; 

END RECORD; 

END MessengecAgent; 

Figure 6.7. MessengecAgent_ Task Specification 

6.4.5 Simulation_Control 

Simulation_Control is a procedure as shown in Figure 6.8 that provides a consistent and 

narrow interface between the 1/0 buffers and the Distributed-coordinator. It is primarily a loop 

which handles the passing of event messages between the 1/0 buffer and the Distributed

coordinator. The procedure calls the entry GeCNexCEvent of the 110 buffer and then based 

upon the event type of the message returned calls the appropriate method of the Distributed-

coordinator. The Distributed-coordinator when it receives a done-message returns the next 
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internal event time to Simulation_Control. Simulation_Control then sends a self-schedule 

message to the I/O buffer. When Simulation_Control receives a Cancelback message it will send 

a rollback to the Distributed-Coordinator. After receiving the next event time from the Distributed

Coordinator. Simulation_Control then will delay. in seconds of wall clock time; the time specified 

by the input parameter CanceLBack_Delay. Upon completion of the delay Simulation_Control 

will then send the seH-schedule message to the 1/0 buffer. 

Upon receipt of a Commit message with a timestamp greater than sim_stop_time the loop of 

Simulation_Control will be exited. A report will then be provided of the number of cancelback 

messages received and executed by the Distributed-coordinator. This information is useful for 

load balancing. The receipt of cancelback messages indicates that the Distrlbuted-coordinator is 

executing the fastest and hence could support a larger DeVS substructure. Additionally the 

receipt of a large number of cancelback messages Indicates that the Cancelback_Delay should be 

increased as mentioned earlier. 



With devs_type_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_1ype_deflnitions; 
WITH devs_numerlc_definltions; 
USE devs_numerlc_definitions; 
WITH 10_Buffer; USE 10_Buffer; 
WITH Strlng40; 
WITH Clear_Records; 
WITH TexUo; 
WITH calendar; 
USE Calendar; 

PACKAGE Simulation_Driver IS 

Procedure Simulation_Control 
(DlstributecLCoord_ld : IN ObjecUd; 
Dlstributed_Coord_Name: IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
D_Coord_IO_Buffer: IN IO_BuffecTaslLPtr; 
D_Coord_IO_BuffeLName: IN String40.Strin9-Type; 
canceLBack_Delay : IN SmalUnteger; 
Slm_Stop_ Time: IN Simulation_Time); 

END Simulation_Driver; 

Figure 6.B. Simulation_Control Specification 

6.5 Summary 
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This chapter has discussed the implementation considerations, and implementation details of 

the oevs Models, oevs Abstract Simulators, and the Time Warp mechanism to form a 

hierarchical optimistic distributed simulation environment. The next chapter will examine how the 

environment satisfies the requirements for a distributed simulation environment outlined in 

Chapter 5. Subsequent Chapters will give evidence that the implementation is correct and 

efficient for distributed Simulation. 
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CHAPTER 7.0 

Evaluating the Hybrid DEVSfTW Modelling and Simulation Environment 

7.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses further features of the hierarchical optimistic distributed modelling 

and simulation environment that satisfy the requirements outlined in Chapter 5. These were not 

specifically addressed in the description of the implementation of the DEVSITW hybrid in Chapter 

6. The Theoretical Basis for Model Development, Model Reusability requirements are satisfied by 

using the DEVS formalism and will not be discussed further. Additionally the requirement for 

portability is satisfied by the use of Ada. Therefore this chapter will address how the environment 

meets the following requirements outlined in Chapter 5: Statistical Capabilities, Model Validation, 

Rexible Mapping of Models to Physical Processors, and the Distributed/Sequential Simulation 

Environment Transparency. 

7.2 Statistical Capabilities 

Support for stochastic processes is an integral part of the Atomic-Model class. 

Implemented within the Atomic-Model class is a prime modulus multiplicative linear congruential 

generator (Chandrasekaran and Sheppard 1986; Law and Kelton 1990). It should be noted that 

this generator is independent of the computer architecture and word size. The pseudo random 

generator provides 100 streams with seeds placed 100,000 apart. The seeds are stored in a class 

variable in the Atomic-Model. Instance methods are provided for setting and getting seeds. The 

seeds must lie between 1 and 2,147,483,647. The following distribution functions are 

supported: Uniform (0,1), Uniform (a, b), Exponential, Normal, Lognormal, and Poisson. Other 

distribution functions may be easily added to models as needed using the provided functions and 

inverse transform methods or other methods (Law and Kelton 1990). 
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The seed(s) used by subclasses of the Atomic-Moder and their instances are saved as a 

part of the individual model's state. This conserves seeds if there are frequent rollbacks but 

furthennore will ensure that the model states are repeatable whether or not rollbacks occur. 

7.3 Model Validation 

As discussed in (Zeigler and Christensen 1990), the concept of validation is a triadic relation: 

model M is valid with respect to real system R in experimental frame E. A further distinction is 

made between local and global validation procedures. A local validation procedure works only 

with a triple M, R, E. This is the classical concept of validation as discussed by (Sargent 1986), for 

example. A global validation procedure works not only with a single model, but potentially, with all 

the models in the model base that have been developed for the real system. It is therefore 

sensitive not only to a model's direct relationship to a real system but also to its consistency with 

the other models. Those models may have been previously validated for, perhaps many different 

facets of, the reaJ system. 

7.3.1 local Validation Procedures 

Recall, from Chapter 5, that there are three basic levels of validity: replicative, predictive and 

structural. The real system R is a source of data either given by a historical data base or by a 

potentiality to generate such data (under experimental observation) or both. For purposes of the 

following discussion R is replaced by a model B (for base model, a highly detailed model) that 

represents it. For historical data, this replacement merely supposes a means to -replay" time

indexed data records. For an existing technical system, it supposes a means by which the system 

can be connected to the Simulation on-line so that it appears to the latter as an internal model. 

Non-technical systems, such as ecosystems, that cannot be coupled on-line are excluded. With 

this assumption, validity concerns the holding of ternary relations: 
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M is (replicatively. predictively. structurally) valid wrt. B in frame E. 

Testing of replicative or predictive validity involves. in principle. generation and comparison of 

an infinite number of input/output pairs. An actual test plan can obviously deal with only a finite 

subset. Confidence that test plan is truly representative of an ideal test plan based on infinite full 

complement of behavior sets increases as this subset grows larger. 

The SES in Figure 7.1a represents a typical structure for replicative validation. Here an 

arbitrary number o! versions of M are individually coupled to copies of E (Rozenblit 1985). Such 

versions of M might be distinguished by their distinct initial states. as might be the case in a 

stochastic process where pseudo random number generator components of M are placed into 

different initial states (seeds). Similarly an arbitrary number of versions of B (perhaps due to initial 

seed assignment) are individually coupled with copies of E. Note that copying of model objects 

can be performed by the environment regardless of the complexity of the original (when such 

models are hierarchical compositions. the copies are also compositions of copies with appropriate 

hierarchically structured names). The outputs of the M-ES and B-ES component models are fed 

to a comparator. C. The comparator. does the actual computing of the gOodness-of-fit and a 

measure of confidence in the result of the test plan. 

Figure 7.1b portrays a simulation model in OEVS-Ada that would be created from the SES by 

the transform procedure. The obviously large amount of concurrency in such a model is readily 

exploited by the OEVS-Ada optimistic simulation approach. Indeed. all the model-frame 

experiments will be executed concurrently (given sufficient numbers of processors). The 

comparator now being the computation bottleneck (it too could be decomposed so as to Increase 

speed up). 
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Figure 7.1 a. Replicative Validation System Entity Structure 
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Figure 7.1b. Replicative Validation Simulation Configuration 
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Figures 7.2a and 7.2b provide an SES and transformed model for the case of predictive 

validity. Versions of the model M and base model B are paired together and receive the same 

input with their outputs compared for agreement. This is appropriate since predictive validity 

assumes that the model can be synclYonlzed to start in the ·same· initial state as the real system. 

Thus each pairing of M and B represents a different initial state assignment. The outputs of the 

individual comparators are then combined to yield an overall measure of the goodness-of-fit. 

Comments similar to those made in the case of replicative validity relating to potential speed-up 

are applicable here as well. 



Predictive Validation 

r-L, 
M-8-E-CS 

III 
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I 
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Figure 7.2a. Predictive Validation System Entity Structure 
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Figure 7.2b. Predictive Validation Simulation Configuration 
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7.3.2 Global Validation Procedures 

Local validation procedures may be severely limited in their application. For example, 

historical data does not exist In system design where the real system does not yet exist and more 

generally, where access to real system data is restricted. In such cases, local validation (to the 

extent it Is possible) should be supplemented with consistency checking of the new model with 

relevant models in the model base. For example, assumptions made in constructing the new 

model should not contradict those made In constructing other existing models. Also, while a 

system under design may not be in existence, many of its components may exist and have 

validated models in the model base. Such comparison of features of one model simultaneously 

with a (potentially, large) number of others, is once again a situation that lends itself to parallel 

processing. 

7.4 Flexible Mapping of Models to Physical Processors 

The modelling and Simulation environment supports hierarchical modular construction of 

models In two different modes: Sequential and Parallel. In the Sequential mode the particular 

model component will be executed sequentially on a single processor whether a single or multi

processor Is used. In the Parallel mode the particular model components may all be executed in 

parallel provided the number of physical processors Is equal to the number of model components. 

7.4.1 Construction of Models for Sequential Execution 

The sequential hierarchical modular construction· capabilities are provided by the portS 

and coupling concepts of the oevs formalism. The implementation of the Map-Model and 

Coordinator classes supports the development of large complex coupled models which may be 

executed sequentially on a single processor. Coupling In a sequential environment Is essential. 

Since the Interprocessor (or Inter task) communications time may be much greater than the gain 
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that could be realized by decomposing the model for parallel execution. The reusability of models 

at the sequential level is restricted to the reuse of Atomic-Models or Coupled Models as illustrated 

in Figure 7.3. 

Atomic-Model Coupled-Model 

Figure 7.3. Model Reusability at the Sequential Level 

7.4.2 Construction of Models for Parallel Execution 

The second mode of modular hierarchical construction is at the Ada task level which 

provides the capability to map models to processors In a flexible manner. The Ada task level 

support is facilitated by the Distributed-coordlnator abstract simulator, its associated Map-Model 

and I/O Buffer, Communications_Manager, and MessengecAgent_Tasks. The port and 

coupling concepts of the DEVS formalism have been extended to the Distributed-coordinator. 

The Distributed-coordinator when it receives a v-message checks itS external-output-coupling to 

determine the destination Distributed-coordinator. The coupling of the distributed-coordinators 

to form the complete simulation model is In essence very similar to the coupling of Atomic-Models 

to form coupled models. Each Distributed-coordinator has only its portion of the output-coupling 

map. A coupling map Identifying all distributed-coordinators Is maintained by the 

Communications_Manager as described in Chapter 6. 
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The ability to couple models together to form models of arbitrary size and complexity 

provides a degree of load balancing for the distributed simulation environment. In a distributed 

environment the ideal situation is to have all processors utilized equally or in other words have an 

equal amount of work. The assignment of work to processors so they are equally loaded is called 

load balancing. The load balancing currently provided is static in nature however, models can be 

rapidly reconfigured. The ability to rapidly reconfigure or map models to processors is facilitated 

by the hierarchical construction, port couplings and modularity conceptS of DEVS. In most cases 

the cost of dynamic load balancing may be prohibitive since many models are stochastic in nature 

their computational requirements are also stochastic. Further the migration of an object and its 

associated state history will be costly with respect to memory and time. In essence the object will 

have to exist in two different places until the GVT exceeds the time at which the object migration 

took place. The amount of processor time required to transport an Object and its state from one 

processor to another could become excessive. Since models can be individually tested and 

coupled together their computational complexity relative to other models In the simulation can be 

determined, prior to executing the whole Simulation, during model validation. 

The model structure identified for sequential execution may either be coupled to a root

coordinator or to a Distributed-coordinator. If the sequential model structure is gOing to be 

executed in parallel with other models such as the case in replicative validation the model must 

be coupled to a Distributed-coordinator and then enclosed in an Ada task type. The use of an 

Ada task type facilitates the creation of an arbitrary number of model copies without regard to the 

complexity or size of the model structure. 

Upon completion of model validation the model may be stored in a model base along with 

Its encapsulating Ada task type as shown in Figure 7.4. From the perspective of reusability, we 

can either reuse the individual model subcomponents as shown in Figure 7.3 or the Ada task 

type encapsulating the model subcomponents as shown in Figure 7.4. 
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Ada TaskITask Type Ada TaskITask Type 

Distributed-Coordinator Distributed-Coordinator 

I I 
Atomic-Model Coupled-Model 

Figure 7.4. Distributed Model Reusability 

The model contained by a task, as mentioned previously, may be arbitrarily complex 

ranging from a simple Atomic-Model to a large structure consisting of many levels of coupled 

models. The encapsulating of the DEVS structures by Ada taskS Is the logical equivalent to 

mapping the structures to physical processors. 

7.5 Distributed/Sequential Simulation Environment Transparency 

Models implemented using the distributed implementation of OEVS-Ada can be used on 

either a multiple or single processor computer without loss of model validity. The penalty of 

executing in a sequential environment Is the overhead of the code needed to support distributed 

execution. The overhead penalty Is somewhat lessened by the ability to tum off the saving of 

model state history at run tine. Model validity Is not affected, since no rollbacks will occur in a true 

sequential environment. However, rollbacks can occur between tasks even in the sequential 

envirorrnent. In this case rollback support can be provided on a task by task basis. 
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The mechanisms required to support execution in a distributed environment are 

implemented as instance methods in the abstract simulators and the Atomic-Model and Buffered

Output-Atomic-Model classes. These instance methods are inherited by all instances of the 

abstract simulators and subclasses of the Atomic-Model and Buffered-Output-Atomic-Model 

classes. These mechanisms are invisible to the modeler. 

The modeler must however ensure that individual state variables are retrieved from the 

model state map before use and then stored after use if changed. This requirement is imposed to 

support execution in the distributed environment but also to provide a simple means of setting 

and getting model state variables during model initialization. The Atomic-Model class provides 

specific instance methods for setting and getting Sigma and Phase instance variables. The 

Atomic-Model class also provides instance methods for setting and getting state variables by 

specifying the variable name and Its content structure. Were the state structure and instance 

methods not provided, the modeler would have to write an instance method for each state 

variable possessed by a model class to allow Initialization of model class Instances to ~ifferent 

states. A penalty is paid at execution time but the penalty is far less than the penalty for writing 

and verifying a large number of instance methods to set each state variable In a large number of 

models. The execution penalty results from having to access the state structure to retrieve and 

store state variable values even though a state history is not being maintained. 

The ability to support distributed/simulation environment transparency provides a high 

degree of model portability. Further since the execution environment is transparent as a model 

evolves and becomes too large to execute on a sequential machine the progresSion to a 

multiprocessor environment can be accomplished without having to reverify and revalidate 

models. 
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7.6 Summary 

This Chapter has discussed further details of the statistical capabilities, validation support, 

flexible mapping of models to processors, and distributed/sequential transparency of DEVS-Ada. 

These properties show that DEVS-Ada satisfies the requirements layed down in Chapter 5. 



CHAPTER 8.0 

Experimental Results 

8.1 Introduction 
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This chapter discusses the results of experimentation using the implemented DEVS-Ada 

environment. A comparison of the environment performance using flat and hierarchical models is 

made. The effect of the distributed environment parameters is examined using a fully distributed 

generator, transducer, and slngle-server-without-queue (SSWQ) models. The performance of 

the sequential and distributed environments Is compared using local replicative validation of a 

SSWQ. Finally a prediction of the potential speed-up using the distributed environment is made. 

8.2 Experimental Conditions 

The details of the model construction and simulation are contained in Appendix A. 

Separate models were developed for an optimized sequential implementation and for the 

distributed implementation. The difference in the models is that for the sequential version the 

instance state variables are not stored in a state structure. This means there is no time required for 

access to the state structure nor are state variables saved Into a structure when changed. A 

second difference which does not effect runtime is that separate Instance methods had to be 

written to initialize the instance variables in the sequential implementation versus using inherited 

methods In the distributed implementation of the models. The simulation was performed using 

the optimized sequential implementation of DEVS-Ada and the distributed Implementation of 

DEVS-Ada. All simulations were executed on SUN 3/60 workstations. A system entity structure 

des~lon of the variants possible in DEVS-Ada is shown in Figure 8.1. 
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DEVS-ADA 

~ 
I 

Sequential 

I 
Root-Coordinator 

Distributed 

~ 
-Jk No 

.--____ --:111 .......... , Rollback-Support 

Coordinator ~ 

I 

Rollback-Support 

I 
Distributed-Coordinators 

Simulator 

Root-Coordinator Distributed-Coordinators 

III 
Distributed-Coordinator 

I 
~ 

I 
Simulator Coordinator 

Figure 8.1. DEVS-Ada Processor Class System Entity Structure 

8.2.1 Description of the Model 

The model consisted of 4 Atomic-Model subclasses, and one subclass of the Buffered-

Output-Atomic-Model class as shown in Figure 8.2. The Generator produces a normally 

distributed output which is sent to the Acceptor, Transducer, and Processor as shown in FlQure 

8.3. The SSWQ has a normally distributed service time and jobs arrivirlg when the server is busy 

are lost. The server sends its output to the local transducer as shown In Figure 8.3. The local 
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transducer monitors for each job, the arrival and departure times, the number of new jobs, the 

number of jobs handled by the server, and the number of jobs lost. This local transducer also 

calculates; the average turn-around times, the standard deviation of the turn-around times, and 

the server throughput at user specified intervals. The global transducer receives the averaged 

turn-around times, and throughput from the local transducers. The global transducer then 

computes the estimate of the mean turn-around time, mea.n throughput, and confidence intervals 

for the statistics. 111e width of the confidence interval Is user selectable as either 0.05 or 0.10. 

I 
Normal-Random
Generator Class 

Atomic-Model Class 

I 
Acceptor-Model 

Class 

I 
Buffered-Output

Atomic-Model Class 

Global-Transducer-Model 
Class 

~ 
Local-Transducer-Model 

Class 
Single-Server-Without

Queue-Model Class 

Figure 8.2. Validation Model Classes 



Global Transducer 

Single Server Without 
Queue 

Figure 8.3. Job and Control Flow Between Models 

8.2.2 Validation Parameters 
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The parameters used for the models was the same in each environment. The generator 

produces jobs with a mean of 2.5 and a standard deviation of 0.0. The service time was 2.0 with a 

standard deviation of 0.2. The statistic observation interval was 200.0. The run time was 1000.1. 

The confidence level was 0.05. 

8.2.2.1 Sequential Environment Parameters 

In addition to the parameters mentioned above the user can also chose to have a 

message trace (useful in model verification). and display the simulation clock which displays the 

GVT for each GVT _Calculation cycle. 
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8.2.2.2 Distributed Environment Parameters 

There are many additional parameters which must be considered in the distributed 

environment including the ones mentioned in the sequential environment. The additional 

parameters are: GVT calculation frequency, Cancelback Delay, Message Cancellation Strategy, 

Length of Future Event Buffers, Size of Model Time Window, and Rollback Support. 

GVT frequency determines the time interval between determination of the Global Virtual 

Time and hence the frequency of fossil collection. 

Cancelback Delay is the amount of time a model will be delayed H it receives a cancelback 

message. The purpose of this delay is allow other models more processing time, since a delayed 

model is not consuming processing resources. Also H the model were not delayed it would again 

send messages to the model sending it the cancelback which will only make the receiving model 

slower yet. The literature suggests the cancelback Idea and that merely rolling back the receiver 

of the cancelback message will delay it sufficiently. However allowing the modeler to specHy an 

additional delay is useful In those situations where there is a great disparity between model 

speeds which cannot be reduced by load balancing techniques or by changing the model to 

processor mapping structure. 

The chOice of message cancellation techniques (Aggressive or Lazy) allows the modeler 

to experiment to find the best technique for the particular application. Although lazy cancellation 

is more complex in most cases it performs better than aggressive technique. 

The length of the Mure event buffers Is linked to the cancelback mechanism discussed 

in Chapter 6. The length of the buffers becomes very important when there is a speed disparity 

between models which cannot be determined a priorI. The definition of a buffer limit prevents a 

memory overflow exception. 

The size of the TlfTle Window Is an adaptation of the Moving Time Window which limits the 

optimistic execution of the models as mentioned earlier. The setting of this variable can be used 
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to reduce rollbacks to zero when perfonning replicative validation. The choice of the value for this 

parameter will also allow the user to specify a minimum future event buffer length which will not 

cause cancelbacks. The idea is that any model with a Local Virtual Time greater than the sum of 

Global Virtual Time and Time Window will be blocked. The blocking of the model will free 

resources for slower models. This feature is extremely critical in the Ada tasking environment 

since all tasks may not be treated fairly even though they require equivalent computing resources. 

The ability to specify on a processor to processor (task to task) basis tile need for rollback 

support is a feature not found in other implementations of Time Warp. The difference In requiring 

rollback support (saving a model state history) and not having rollback support is illustrated in the 

results below. 

An additional parameter which must be statically defined which had considerable impact 

upon execution time is the assignment of priorities to the Ada tasks shown in the results. 

8.3 Results 

To verify the correct operation of the optimistic distributed environment simulation 

results from the sequential environment were compared to the results from the distributed 

environment. The results of sequential execution of the single server without queue were 

compared to a distributed implementation shown in Figure 8.4. 
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Ada Task 
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Figure 8.4. Fully Distributed Generator, Transducer, Single Server 
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The output results using the same parameters discussed above were identical (i.e., equal 

turn-around time means, standard deviations, and throughputs) which Indicated the distributed 

environment was executing properly. 

8.3.1 Parameters Affecting Simulation Performance 

The various parameters for the distributed environment were then adjusted to determine 

whether or not they affected performance. All performance measurements were made with the 

Ada Task Tme Slicing facilities tLmed off. The use of time slicing degrades performance, since an 

inordinate amount of time is spent swapping tasks. The turning off of time slicing results in round 

robin task scheduling. Table 8.1 below shows the difference in execution times and total 
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messages sent. For this limited number of tasks the assignment of priorities to the tasks did not 

have any perceptible effect. The future event buffer lengths were set to 50. A change in the 

future event buffer length will affect performance directly, when there Is enough difference in the 

processing times of the tasks, causing the sending of cancelback messages. The use of a large 

buffer will improve performance. The bottleneck for this example Is at the transducer. The Time 

Window affected only the Generator and sswa models since the Transducer Is the bottleneck. 

The number of messages Is a count of the messages handled by the Communications_Manager 

only and Is a measure of the amount of work which had to be repeated. The minimum number of 

messages without having to repeat any work is 1203. The fossil collection time for all runs was 15 

seconds. Various times were used for the cancelback delay with 10 seconds providing the best 

performance for both the aggressive and lazy cancellation mechanisms. 

Cancellation Rollback Time Windowl Number Execution 
Type Support Cancelback Messages Time 

Delay (seconds) 

Lazy Y Inf! 0 3270 418.2 

Lazy Y Inf/10 1266 238.4 

Lazy Y 50.0/0 1203 226.2 

Lazy Y 50.0/10 1203 224.7 

Aggressive Y Inf/O 3355 421.0 

Aggressive Y Inf/10 1326 237.7 

Aggressive Y 50.0/0 1203 226.0 

Aggressive Y 50.0/10 1203 226.3 

Table 8.1. Effect of Time Warp Parameters on Performance 
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The resultS shown in Table 8.1 indicate given equivalent other parameters the 

best performance using Aggressive or Lazy cancellation Is essentially the same. However in the 

worst case Lazy cancellation performs slightly better than Aggressive cancellation with respect to 

the number of messages handled by the Communications Managl9f. The choice of cancelback 

delay affects execution time drastically as show in T~le 8.1. The choice of the amount of 

cancelback delay is model dependent and no conclusions can be drawn as to what the optimum 

time is. Restricting the optimisticity of the models provided the greatest speed up. This resulted 

from no cancelbacks or rollbacks being executed. From these resultS it can be easily seen that 

there are many parameters that must be considered when using a distributed simulation 

environment. 

8.3.2 Effect of Model Configuration On Performance 

To further illustrate the complexity of USing a distributed simulation environment and the 

ability of DEV5-Ada to map models to tasks (processors). The simulation of the Generator, 

Transducer, and SSWQ was also performed with all models enclosed by a Single Task. The 

single task (single processor) internal structure was constructed in two different configurations 

(Hierarchical and Flat) as shown In FlQures 8.5, 8.S, 8.7 and 8.8. 
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G-TFrame 

I Generator Transducer I ialSingle-server J 
J, t 

Figure 8.5. Hierarchical DEVS Model 

Distributed-Coordinator 

Figure 8.6. Hierarchical DEVS Abstract Simulator Structure 
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Single-Server 

Figure 8.6. Flat DEVS Model 

Distributed-Coordinator 

Figure 8.8 Flat DEVS Abstract Simulator Strucure 

The results of the simulation using these two configurations is shown in Table 8.2. These 

results indicate that there is a penalty associated with levels of hierarchy, however there is 

considerable gain in both cases since now rollback support is not needed. Both configurations 

perform better than the best performance achieved in the fully distributed case shown In Table 

8.1, even when rollback support is used. This illustrates even though parallelism may be present it 

may not be worth exploiting. 
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Configuration Rollback Support Execution Time 

Hierarchical No 140.7 

Hierarchical Yes 223.0 

Flat No 120.2 

Flat Yes 202.0 

Table 8.2. Overhead Required for Saving State History and use of Coordinator 

8.3.3 Local Replicative Validation 

The replicative validation configurations shown in Figures 8.9, 8.10, 8.11 and 8.12 were 

then executed for configurations of size N, where N ranged from 1 to 80, in the sequential and 

distributed environments. The assignment of priorities to the tasks significantly affected the 

performance of the distributed environment as shown in Figure 8.13 as the number of validation 

models increased. The actual priority assigned to tasks is not inportant only that the priorities are 

higher, lower, or equivalent. The order of priority from highest to lowest was: Global Virtual Time, 

Global Transducer, Validation Models. Since the valJdatlon models are a task type they all had the 

same priority. The limiting of the optimisticlty of the validation models became a factor also as the 

number of models increased. This resulted from the reduction In the number of rollbacks 

experienced by the Global Transducer. As the number of tasks became large the time dispersion 

of the models increased and hence messages were sent to the Global Transducer with receive 

time far Into the future. Even though models may have equivalent priorities, the Ada tasking 

model does not ensure all tasks will be executed fairly. The priority mechanism only guarantees 

that If two tasks are ready to run that the highest priority task will be executed. Some validation 

models, for example in several runs before the Time Window concept was implemented, reached 

the simulation stop time of 1000.1 while Global Virtual Tme was less than 600.0. If the dispersion 
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of jobs arriving at the Global Transducer was high enough the Global Transducer was executing 

those future events and then having to rollback when the inputs from the slower modes were 

received. For optimum performance the Time Window of the validation models and the Global 

Transducer should be strictly less than the observation interval. 

Sequential Validation Configuration 

Validation Model 1 

Experimental Frame 

I Normal Random Generator I 
I ! 

.., ... Single Server - - Without Queue 

Local Transducer ~ I Acceptor II -
• Global • 

Validation Model N - Transducer 

Exnerimental Frame T 
I Normal Random Generator I 

Single Server 
1- J, J' .. - -Without Queue 

I Acceptor II Local Transducer ~ ... -

Figure 8.9. Non-Distributed Replicative Validation Model Configuration 
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Root-Co-ordinator 

Figure 8.10. Non-Distributed Replicative Validation Abstract Simulator 
Configuration 
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Figure 8.11. Distributed Replicative Validation Model Configuration 
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The final result Is the potential for speed-up that can be realized by using DEVS-Ada in a 

distributed processing environment. The results from executing the non-distributed and the 

distributed configurations for 1 - 80 validation models Is shown in Rgure 8.14. It is interesting to 

note that even in sequential execution that when N becomes large that the distributed 

environment performance is better than the sequential environment. This is made possible by 

the ability to turn the saving of state history off when not needed. Also as is shown in Figure 8.14 

the average tine for model execution ina-eases in the sequential environment linearly with N. The 

normalized execution time per replication in the distributed environment is fairly constant which 
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indicates the amount of overhead to execute N model pairs is approximately linear in N. The 

linearity of the distributed environment illustrates that DEVS-Ada is exploiting the parallelism 

resulting from the non-interaction of the validation models. In the linear range, the executing of N 

models on N processors should take the same time as executing a Single model on a single 

processor (this assumes the tasking overhead in a multiprocessor environment is the same as 

that for a single processor). The non-linearity shows that as the global transducer becomes a 

sequential bottleneck as the number of inputs to the global transducer increases. The potential 

for speed-up is illustrated in Figure 8.15 since the total execution time for the sequential 

environment must be compared to estimated time in the distributed environment. 

8.4 Summary. 

This chapter has presented the results of modelling and simulation studies using the 

DEVS-Ada environment for modelling and simulation. The performance of the distributed 

environment was examined as environment parameter were changed. A comparison of the 

environment performance using flat and hierarchical models was made. The performance of the 

sequential and distributed environments was compared using the replicative validation of a single

server-without-queue model. Finally a projection of the estimated speed-up potential using the 

distributed environment was made. 
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CHAPTER 9.0 

Conclusions 
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An optimistic hierafch!c~ dIStributed modelling and simulation environment has been 

developed In Classic-Ada, an object-oriented extension of Ada. The implementation of the OEVS 

Formalism and its associated abstract simulators In combination with the Time Warp mechanism 

forms a very powerful simulation environment that can be executed in either a parallel or 

sequential environment. The environment provides a flexible means of mapping models to 

processors and model synthesis. 

The distributed environment is able to exploit the parallelism Identified by the OEVS 

Formalism and provides the capability to break the model validation bottleneck. Speed-up 

potential using the distributed environment is estimated to be linear in N. 

9.1 Contributions 

The contributions made to the field of distributed discrete-event simulation are: 

a Implementation of OEVS Tme Warp Hybrid In Ada - Previous work in distributed 

simulation has either focussed on the optimistic or conservative approaches to 

simulation. This work combines the conservative and optimistic approaches and 

further prOvides a sound basis for mapping models to processors. 

b. Support for distributed Model Validation - There has not existed any capability to 

support distributed model validation until the distributed OEVS-Ada environment 

was completed. The ability to support distributed model validation Is provided by 

the use of the CEVS formalism. and its abstract simulators in combination with the 

Tme Warp mechanism. 

c. Implementation of the Tune Warp Mechanism at the application program level to 

allow greater portability and use. - The current focus in optimistic distributed 
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simulation has been on the development of the Time Warp mechanism as an 

operating system. This dissertation has moved the Implementation to the 

application level away from the hardware to provide more portability and use at a 

more affordable price. 

d. Implementation of Cancelback with delay - Prior implementations of cancelback 

had relied upon the time required for a rollback to lessen the dispersion of the 

model local virtual times. However in many cases If there is a large disparity in 

model execution times the time required for a rollback is not sufficient to reduce 

the disparity in local virtual times. In these cases a large number of cancelbacks 

will be sent. The cancelbacks slow down the recipient of the cancelback by 

causing it to rollback but also there is an execution penalty paid by the sender 

(the slow modeQ. By introducing a delay factor the number of cancel back 

messages is significantly reduced. 

e. Implementation of "Intelligent" Aggressive Message Cancellation - Prior 

implementations send every negative message in an output buffer to its 

destination for message cancellation even though there are duplicate 

destinations. The ·Intelllgent· approach sends only the "oldest" negative 

message per destination to a destination. Thus In previous strategies If 30 

negative messages existed for a particular destination all 30 messages were sent, 

in the "Intelligent" approach only 1 negative message (the oldest) will be sent. 

f. Implementation of the DeVS formalism and abstract simulator concepts in an 

object-oriented extension of Ada. - Demonstrates the ability of using a strongly 

typed language such as Ada to implement the DeVS formalism and its associated 

abstract simulator concepts. 
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g. Ability to determine at run time whether or not state history needs to be saved. -

Current versions of Time Warp save object state histories for every object in the 

system whether or not the object will be rolled back. In DEVS-Ada the modeler 

has the capability to deciding whether or not model state histories must be saved. 

In the case of replicative validation this can result in tremendous speed-up. 

Additionally since each model in DEVS-Ada only represents a small portion of a 

model in conventional Time Warp, the time required to save model state and 

perform garbage collection can be minimized. 

h. Use of tasking with obje~1-oriented programming - No known attempts to 

encapsulate objects within tasks for distributed processing prior to doing so when 

implementing DEVS-Ada. 

i. Addition of the Map Model ClaSs to the DEVS Classes - Provides more efficient 

mode~ coupling than the Digraph class. The access time for model couplings is 

constant 0(1) when there are no collisions. 

j. Addition of the Distributed Coordinator Class to the DEVS Abstract Simulator 

Classes - Provides the capability to use DEVS In a distributed environment. 

9.2 Further Work 

Work needs to continue in two major areas: Distributed computing and knowledge-based 

simulation and design. The following are suggested areas for further work. 

a Verify the DEVS-Ada environment in a true multiprocessor environment. This will 

allow determination of the true performance and provide a test bed for 

developing local and global validation procedures. 
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b. Construct models of large complex systems using DEVS-Ada to verify its ability to 

support large-scale modelling and simulation. The implementation of large 

complex models will also verify the the distributed model validation concepts. 

c. Develop a graphical interface for construction and display of the System Entity 

Structure with an interface to DEVS-Ada that also is able to perform automatic 

model synthesis. 

d. Develop a graphical system for specifying the coupling between models which 

will produce the actual DEVS-Ada code needed to specify model couplings. This 

will provide increased reliability in model coupling and decrease the amount of 

time required to specify couplings. 

e. Extend the model classes present in DEVS-Ada to include all classes present in 

the DEVS-Scheme environment. These extensions will allow DEVS-Ada to use 

rule-based models, and to develop more efficient larger model structures. 
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APPENDIX 

Modelling and Simulation in the DEVS-Ada Environment 

A.1 Introduction 

This appendix provides an example of model development and simulation in the DEVS

Ada modelling and Simulation environment. To illustrate the use of DEVS-Ada. models will be 

developed for an Experimental Frame. a Single-Server-Without-Cueue (SSWC). and a Global 

Transducer that can be used for replicative validation of the SSWC. Recall that the Experimental 

Frame contains a minimum of three models: Generator. Acceptor and Transducer. 

A.2 Modeler Objectives 

For this example the job interarrival times are normally distributed. as is the service time. 

Each local transducer monitors for each job, the arrival and departure times, the number of new 

jobs, the number of jobs solved, the number of jobs lost. This transducer calculates the average 

of the turn-around times, the standard deviation of the turn-around times, and the SSWC 

throughput at user specified observation intervals. The global transducer receives the averaged 

turn-around times. and throughputs from the local transducers. The global transducer then 

estimates the mean turn-around time. mean throughput. and confidence intervals for these 

statistics after receiving all of the local transducer outputs at the end of each observation interval. 

The global transducer must be able to support the replicative validation of 1 - N SSWC models. 

A.a Experimental Frame Implementation 

The experimental frame defines the domain of validity for a particular model and the limited 

circumstances under which the model Is to be experimented with. The specifications for the 

individual models in the experimental frame are derived from the modeler's objectives. 
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A.3.1 Generator Model 

From the model reqlrements above the Generator must provide an input segment to the 

Single-Server-Without-Queue that is normally distributed. Additionally since the transducer must 

determine service times the Input segments provided by the Generator must be uniquely 

identifiable. Finally the Generator must only operate for some arbitray length of time. The DEVS. 

Ada implementation of a Generator meeting these requirements is shown in Figures A.1 a and 

A.1b. Firgure A.1a shows the model specification and Figure A.1b shows the model body. It 

should be noted that each model created In DEVS-Ada is either a subclass of Atomic-Models or 

Buffered-Output-Atomic-Models. 

WITH devs_type_deflnltlons; - Provides visibility to underlying data types 
USE devs_type_deflnltlons; 

CLASS NormaLRandom_Generator IS 

SUPERCLASS AtomlcJ.1odel; 

METHOD Create (New_Model: OUT ObjecUd; 
New_ModeLName: IN 

Str1ng40.Strln9-, Type); 

INSTANCE METHOD Delete; 

INSTANCE METHOD Initialize (ModeLName : 
IN StrIng40.Strln9-, Type); 

INSTANCE METHOD ExCA_S_E (Ext.Message : IN Message_Content); 
INSTANCE METHOD InLA_S; 
INSTANCE METHOD OuLA_S; 

END Normal_Random_Generator; 

Figure A.1 a. Normal Random Generator Class Specification 

The class specification shown in Figure A.1a is essentlallly the same for all models which 

are a subclass of Atomic-Models. The only element that changes is the name of the Class. Figure 
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A.1a S~10WS that the class is NormaLRandom_Generator and that it has a class method Create 

and instance methods Delete, Initialize, Ext_A_S_E, InCA_S, Out_A_S. The method Create is 

used to construct instances of the class. The intance method Delete is used to destroy specific 

instances of the class. The Instance method Initialize is used to Initialize specific instances of thj~ 

class to their own distinct state. Instance methods Ext_A_S_E, Int_A_S, and Out-"_S are the 

external transition, internal transition, and output methods respectively as defined by the DEVS 

formalism. The names of all of these methods must be the same for all models to allow 

polymorphism and inheritance. 

The actual implementation of the Generator is shown in FlQure A.1 b. Recall from Chapter 

5 that the model state consists of a set of state variables which are stored in a map data stnJdure. 

The state variables are declared in two parts: name and content structt.J'e. The name is always of 

a String40.String_ Type. The content structure may be one of 15 different subtypes: 

Strlng40_Type, String40_LisCType, Big_Float_Type, Medium_FloaCType, Small_FloaCType, 

Big_FloaCLisc Type, Medium_FloaCLisCType, SmalLFloaCLisC Type, Big_Integer,.... Type, 

Medium_Integer _Type, Small_lnteger_ Type, 

Medium_lnteger_LlsCType, SmalUntegecLisCType, or Simulation_Time_Type. The actual 

content structure is a variant record with two fields: Value_Type and Value_* (* is 

smaiUnteger ,medium_integer, big_Integer ,string, stringJist,smaiUloat, medium_float,big_float, 

smalUnteger _list, medium_intger _list, big_integer _list, smalLfloaClist, blg_floaClist, 

medlum_floaClist, simulation_time). The declaration of the types and use of the variant record 

structure are required since Ada is a strongly typed language. The permissible data types for a 

state variable content that may be used are defined In the package DEVS_ Type_Definitions. The 

definition of the numeric types such as smalljnteger, smaiUloat, etc are defined In the package 

DEVS_Numeric_Definitlons. 



WITH Atm_MdLState_Map; 
WITH Strlng40; 
WITH devs_typB_deflnltions; 
USE devs_type_deflnltlons; 
WITH devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
WITH CleacRecords; 

CLASS BODY NorrnaLRandom_Generator IS 

JOb_ld_Name : INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Mean_lnterarrivaLTlme: INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
InterarrlvaLTlma_Std_Dev: INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln~Type; 
RSeed : INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln~Type; 
JOb_ld : INSTANCE State_ Variable_Medlum_lntegec Type; 
Mean: INSTANCEState_Varlable_SmaILFloaLType; 
Std_Dev : INSTANCE State_ Variable_Small_Float_ Type; 
Seed : INSTANCE State_ Variable_BI~lntegec Type; 

METHOD Create ( New_Model: OUT ObjecUd; 
New_Model.-Name : IN Strlng40.Strin9-Type) IS 

BEGIN 
New_Model:= INSTANTIATE; 
SEND (New_Model ,Initialize, 

Model Name => 
NewjJ!odeLName ); 

END Create; 

INSTANCE METHOD Delete IS 
BEGIN 
SEND (SUPER, Delete); 
DESTROY; 

END Delete; 

INSTANCE METHOD Inltiallze(ModeLName: IN Strlng40.Strln~Type) IS 
BEGIN 
SEND (SUPER, Initialize, ModeLName => ModeLName); 
Strlng40.Asslgn(Name , ModeLName); 
JOb_ld_Name:= Strlng40.Vary ("Job_ld,; 
Mean_lnterarrivaL Time := Strlng40. Vary("Mean,; 
InterarrivaLTlme_StcCDev := Strlng40.Vary ("Dev,; 
RSeed:= Strlng40.Vary ("RSeed"); 
Phase_Value.Value_Strlng:= Strlng40.Vary("BUSY"); 
Mean.Value_SmaILFloat := 5.0; 
Std_Dev.Value_SmaILFloat := 0.0; 
Seed.Value_Blg.Jnteger := 1; 
Job_ld.Value_Medlum_lnteger := 0; 
SEND(SELF,SeLSlgma,Slgma_ Time => 0.0); 
SEND(SELF,SeLPhase,State_Phase => Phase_ Value. Value_String); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => JOb_ld_Name, State_Value => Job_ld); 
SEND (SElF,Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => Mean_lnterarrivaLTlme, 

State_Value => Mean); 
SEND (SELF, Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => InterarrivaLTlme_Std_Dev, 

State_Value => Std_Dev); 
SEND (SELF, Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => RSeed, State_Value => Seed); 

END Initialize; 
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INSTANCE METHOD Ext.-A_S_E ( Ext_Message: IN Message_Content) IS 
BEGIN 

IF Strlng40.Equal (ExLMessage.Portl_O_Port, ·Stop, THEN 
SEND (SELF, SeLSlgma, Sigma-.Time => Slmulatlon_lnt); 

END IF; 
END ExLA_S_E; 

INSTANCE METHOD InLA_S IS 
InLPhase : Strlng40.Strlng_ Type; 
ProcesslnQ-. Time: SmalLAoat; 

BEGIN 
SEND (SELF, GeLPhase, State_Phase => InLPhase); 
IF String40.Equal reUSY", InLPhase ) THEN 

SEND (SELF,GeLState,State_Name => MeanJnterarrivaLTime, 
State_Value => Mean); . 

SEND (SELF,GeLState,State_Name => InterarrivaLTlme_Std_Dev, 
State_Value => Std_Dev); 

SEND (SELF,GeLState,State_Name => RSeed, State_Value => Seed ); 
LOOP 

SEND (SELF, NormalJ)lstrIbutlon,Mean => Mean.Value_SmaILAoat, 
StcCDev => SUCDev.Value_SmalLAoat, 
Seed => Seed.Value_BlgJnteger, 

Random_NormaLValue => ProcesslnQ...Time); 
EXIT WHEN ProcesslnQ...Time > 0.0; 

END LOOP; 
SEND (SELF,SeLState,State,YJame => RSeed, State_Value => Seed ); 
SEND (SELF, SeLSlgma,Slgma_Time => Slmulatlon_T1me(PrOCesslnQ...T1me»; 

END IF; 
Strlng40.Clear(lnt_Phase); 

END InLA_S; 

INSTANCE METHOD OuLA_S IS 
OULPhase: Strlng40.StrlnQ...Type; 
OULMess: Message_ContenLMedlum_lntegecType; 

BEGIN 
SEND (SELF, GeLPhase, State_Phase => Out_Phase); 
IF Strlng40.Equa~·BUSY", Out,Yhase ) THEN 
SEND (SELF,GeLState, State_Name => Job_ld,YJame, 

State_Value => Job_Id); 
Job_ld.Value_Medlum_lnteger:= JOb_ld.Value_Medlum_lnteger + '; 
SEND (SELF,SeLState, State_Name => JOb_ld_Name, 

State_Value => Job_Id); 
OuLMess.PortDestination := Strlng40.Vary(-New_Job,; 
OULMess.Port.l_O_Port := Strlng40.Vary("OUT"); 
OULMess.Value_Medlum_lnteger := Job_ld.Value_Medlum_lnteger; 
SEND (SELF, Make_Content, Output => Out.-Mess); 

END IF: 
CleacRecords.Clear_Message_Content(OuLMess): 
Strlng40.Clear(OuLPhase): 

ENDOuLA_S; 

END Normal_Random_Generator; 

Figure A.1 b. Normal Random Generator Class Body 
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The states required for the Normal Generator are: Job Name, Mean Job Interarrlval Time, 

Standard Deviation of the Job Interarrlval Time, and the Seed for the pseudo random number 

generator. These states are given the names as shown in Figure A.1b and are declared as 

instance variables. The jobs will be uniquely identified as integer values. 

Instance methods Create and Delete are the same as discussed in Chapter 3 and will not 

further explanation. 

A.3.1.1 Instance Method Initialize 

Instance method Initialize as its narne implies sets the initial state of the mode\. The first 

action taken is to send a message to the Superclass in this case Atomic-Model for it to carry out its 

initialization. Then begins the intlalization of locally declared instance variables and inherited 

instance variables. Each subclass of Atomic-Model wiD have instance variables Sigma and Phase 

which are inherited from Atomic-Mode\. The first action taken in state variable initialization is to 

assign the string names to the state names, and the initial values to the state content structures. 

Once the state variable names and content structures have been Initialized the values must be . . 
put Into the model state structure. The setting of the model state structure is accomplished 

through methods inherited from Atomic-Mode\. Atomic-Model has Instance methods which allow 

direct setting and getting of the Sigma and Phase instance variables. The setting of Sigma and 

Phase is accomplished as shown in FIgure A.1 b. 

Since the number of inidividual states required by an Atomic-Model is unkwown there is 

no space created for them in the instance state map until the Instance is created and initialized. 

The instance method Make_lnitiaLState creates space in the model state map and binds the 

m~me of the state to its content structure in the state map. Each state variable declared in the 

NormaLRandom_Generator class is placed in the model state map using the Make_Initial_State 
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method Inherited from the Atomic-Model class. The Make_lnltiaLState has input parameters of 

State_Name, and State_Value as indicated In Flgurre Figure A.1b. 

A.3.1.2 

The Instance method for the external transition function of the 

NormaLRandom_Generator class is very simple. The purpose of this function Is to stop the 

generator. The generator Is stopped when is receives any message on ,-O_Port Stop. When the 

generator receives a message it sets state variable Sigma to time Simulation_lnf (defined as 

2,147,483.647 in package DEVS_Numeric_Definltlons). 

A.3.1.3 

The internal transition function of the Normal_Random_Generator class provides the 

normal distribution of the output segment. There are two local variables InCPhase, and 

Processing_Time which are used to hold values temporarily. The first action taken is to get the 

Phase of the Normal_Random_Generator instance and to determine that It Is equivalent to 

"Busy". If the Phase is "Busy" then the values for Mean job interrarival time, Standard Deviation of 

the interarrival time, and the value of the random generator seed are retrieved from the instance 

state map. Then a message Is sent to the inherited instance method Normal_Distribution. The 

instance method Normal_Distribution returns a new random generator seed and a normally dis

tributed random variate. If the normally distributed random variate Is greater than zero the loop as 

shown in Figure A.1b Is exited. The loop is required to ensure that a negative value is not 

returned since the value will be used to set Sigma. The instance then saves the returned seed for 

the next random generator seed. Note that now the Instance method used to save the seed In 

the model state structure Is Set_State versus Make_lnltiaLState used earlier in the Inltalize 

Instance method. Set_State must be used since It clears the binding of the state name and state 
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content and rebinds the state nwne with the new state content. This allows recovery of memory if 

the size of the state content changes as would be the case in a list. This also prevents the 

duplicate binding of state constents to a state name which will raise an exception in the underlying 

implementation of the state map data structure. 

A.3.1.4 

The output function of the NormaLRandom_Generator class provides the job unique 

identity and sends the job. Two temporary local variables are declared Out_Phase, and 

Out_Mess as shown in Rgure A.1 b. The first action taken Is to determine whether the Phase of 

the instance is equal to -Busy". If the Phase is -Busy" then the value of the last job must be 

retrieved from the Instance state map. The the value of the new job Is computed and stored in 

the instance state map as shown in Figure A.1b. The variable Out_Mess which is of type 

Message_Content is then assigned the appriopriate values as shown in Figure A.1b. 

Message_Content is a variant record structure with fields: Port, Value_Type, and Value_* 

(Value_* is the same as in the state content structure defined above). The port field of the 

Message Content is also a record with two fields: Destination and I_O_Port. Through the 

specification of these two fields appropriate model couplings can be constructed which will be 

discussed later. In this case the destination is assigned the string -New_Job- and the port Is as

signed the string -Out". 

A.3.2 Acceptor Model 

The Acceptor Model class is as shown in Figures A.2a and A.2b. This class is a very 

simple class. It merely monitors the time of receipt of the output segement from the 

Normal_Random_Generator and upon completion of an external event it continues In the same 
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phase. Only when the acceptor executes an internal event will it send a message to the 

generator's port Stop. Since the acceptor is such a simple class its methods will not be discussed. 

WITH devs_type_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_type_deflnltlons; 

CLASS Acceptor IS 

SUPERCLASS Atomic_Model; 

METHOD Create (NewJ,.1odel : OUT ObjecUd; New_ModeLName : IN Strlng40.Strln9..-Type); 
INSTANCE METHOD Delete; 
INSTANCE METHOD Initialize (ModeLName: IN Strlng40.Strlng_Type); 
INSTANCE METHOD ExLA_S_E (Ext_Message: IN Message_Content); 
INSTANCE METHOD InlJ\_S; 
INSTANCE METHOD OULA_S; 

END Acceptor; 

WITH StrIng40; 
WITH Object_List 

Figure A.2a. Acceptor Class Specification 

WITH Atm_MdLStateflap; 
WITH devs_type_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_type_deflnltlons; 
WITH devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
WITH CleacRecords; 
WITH texLlo; 

CLASS BODY Acceptor IS 

METHOD Create ( NewJ,.1odel : OUT OblecLld; 
Newflodel.-Name : IN Strlng40.Strln9..-Type) IS 

BEGIN 
New_Model:= INSTANTIATE; 
SEND (NewJ,.1odel ,Initialize, ModeLName => New_ModeLName); 

END Create; 

INSTANCE MElliOD Delete IS 
BEGIN 
SEND (SUPER, Delete); 
DESmOY; 

END Delete; 

INSTANCE METHOD Initialize (ModeL Name :IN Strlng40.Strln9..-Type) IS 
BEGIN 
SEND (SUPER, Initialize, ModeLName => ModeLName); 
Strlng40.Asslgn (Name ,ModeL Name); 
Phase_ Va!ue.Value_String := String40.Vary(WActivej; 
SEND(SELF,SeLSigma,Sigma_T1me => SimulatlOn_lnf); . 
SEND(SELF,SeLPhase,State_Phase => Phase_Value. Value_String); 

END Initialize; 

Contlnuted on Next Page 



INSTANCE METHOD ExtJ._S_E (Ext_Message: IN Message_Content)IS 
BEGIN 
SEND (SELF, Continue); 

END ExLA_S_E; 

INSTANCE METHOD InLA_S IS 
InLPhase: String40.Strlng_Type; 

BEGIN 
SEND(SELF,GeLPhase,State_Phase => InLPhase); 
IF Strlng40.Equal (-Actlve-, InLPhase ) THEN 
SEND (SELF, Passivate); 

END IF; 
Strlng40.Clear(lnLPhase); 

END InLA_S; 

INSTANCE METHOD OuLA_S IS 
OuLPhase: STring40.StrlnILType; 
ControLMess: Message_Content{Value_Type => Strlng40_Type); 

BEGIN 
SEND(SELF,GeLPhase,State_Phase => OULPhase); 
IF Strlng40.Equal(-Actlve-,OuLPhase) THEN 

ControLMess.PortDestination := String40. Vary(-Generator;; 
ControLMess.Portl_O_Port := Strlng40. Vary(-Controlj; 
ControLMess.Value_Strlng := Strlng40.Vary(-Stopj; 
SEND(SELF,Make_Content, Output => ControLMess); 
texUo.puUlne(-Acceptor sending stop to generator;; 

END IF; 
ENDOuLA_S; 

END Acceptor; 

Figure A.2b. Acceptor Class Body 

A.3.3 Local Transducer Class 
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The local transducer class is a subclass of Buffered-OUtput-Atomic-Models as shown in 

Figure A.3a. The output must be buffered since the statistics produced by the local transducer 

are printed on the screen. The implementation of the local transducer body is as shown In Figure 

A.3b. Notice the similarity In the Instance methods buffered-output and Out_A_S. 



WITH devs_!ype_definltlons; 
USE devs_type_deflnltlons; 

CLASS LocaLTransducer IS 

SUPERCLASS Buffered_Output.-Atomlc_Model; 
METHOD Create (New_Model: OUT ObJecUd; New_ModeLName: IN Strlng40.Strln9-.Type); 
INSTANCE METHOD Delete; 
INSTANCE METHOD Initialize (ModeLName: IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type); 
INSTANCE METHOD ExLA_S_E (ExLMessage : IN Message_Content); 
INSTANCE METHOD InLA_S; 
INSTANCE METHOD OO_S; 
INSTANCE METHOD Buffered_Output 

END LocaLTransducer, 

Figure A.3a. local Transducer Model Class Specification 

~Math; 
USE Math; 
WITH Strlng40; 
WITH Atm_MdLState_Map; 
WITH SmaiLFloaLUst; 
WITH SmalLFloaLLlsLUtilltles; 
WITH devs_!ype_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_type_deflnltlons; 
WITH devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
WITH CleacRecords; 
WITHtexUo; 

CLASS BODY Local_Transducer IS 

PACKAGE fi_lo IS NEW TexUo.f1oaUo(smaIUloat); 
PACKAGE InUo IS NEW TeXUo.lntegeUo(Medlum_lnteger); 
PACKAGE T1meJo IS NEW TexUo.Flxed_lo(Slmulatlon_T1me); 

-State Names 
Job_Clock: INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
TotaLTumfiound_T1me: INSTANCE Strlng40.StrlnILType; 
Solved_Job_Count: INSTANCE Strlng40.StrlnILType; 
Submltted_Job_Count: INSTANCE Strlng40.StrlnILType; 
ArrlvlnlLLIst : INSTANCE Strlng40.StrlnlL Type; 
Square_Tumfiound_Ttme : INSTANCE Strlng40.StrlnILType; 

Continued on Next Paae 
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- State Content variable declarations 
J_Clock: INSTANCE State_Variable_SmaILFloaLType; 
TA_T1me: INSTANCE State_Varlable_SmaILFloaLType; 
Solved_Count: INSTANCE State_Variable_Medlum_lntager_Type; 
Submitted_Count :INSTANCE State_Variable_Medlum_lntegecType; 
Problem_List: INSTANCE State_Varlable_SmaILFloaLLIsLType; 
Square_ TA_T1me :INSTANCE State_Variable_SmaILFloaLType; 
Trans_No :INST ANCE State_ Varlable_SmalIYloaLType; 

METHOD Create ( New_Model: OUT ObjecUd; 
New_ModeLName: IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type) IS 

BEGIN 
New_Model := INSTANTIATE; 
SEND (New_Model ,Initialize, ModeLName = > New_ModeLName); 

END Create; 

INSTANCE MElliOD Delete IS 
BEGIN 
SEND (SUPER, Delete); 
DESTROY; 

END Delete; 

INSTANCE MElliOD Initialize (ModeLName: IN Strlng40.Strlna-Type) IS 
BEGIN 
SEND (SUPER, Initialize, ModeLName => ModeLName); 
Strlng40.Asslgn (Name ,ModeLName); 
Job_Clock:= StrlngMl.Vary(-Job_Clockj; 
Solved_Job_Count := Strlng40.VaryfCompleted Job1; 
Submltted_Job_Count:= Strlng40.Vary(-lnltiated Job1; 
Total_ Tum_Around_ Tlme:= Strlng40.Vary("A1; 
Arrlvlna-Llst:= Strlng40.Vary(-Arrlvlng List"); 
Square_ Tumfiound_ TIme := Strlng40. VaryrB1; 
Square_TA_T1me.Value_SmaILFloat:= 0.0; 
J_Ciock.'./alu6_SmaILFloat:= 0.0; 
TA_T1me.Value_SmaILFloat:= 0.0; 
SOlved_Count Value_Medlum_lnteger := 0; 
Submitted_Count Value_Medlum_lnteger := 0; 
Trans_No. Value_SmalLFloat := 1.0; 
Phase_Value.Value_Strlng:= Strlng40.Vary(-Actlve1; 
SEND(SELF,SeLSlgma,Slgma_T1me => Slmulatlon_lnf); 
SEND(SELF,SeLPhase,State_Phase => Phase_Value. Value_String); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnltlaLState,State_Name => Name, State_Value => Trans_No); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnltlaLState,State_Name => Job_Clock, State_Value => J_Clock); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnltlaLState,State_Name => TotaLTumfiound_T1me, State_Value => TA_Tlme); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnltlal_State,State_Name => Square_Tumfiound_T1me, 

State_Value => Square3A_T1me); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnItiaLStata,State_Name =>Solved_Job_Count. State_Value => Solved_Count); 
SEND (SELF, Make_lnltlaLState,State_Name => Submltted_Job_Count 

State_Value => Submltte(CCount); 
SEND (SELF, Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => Arrivlna-LIst, State_Value => Problem_List); 

END Initialize; 

Continued On Next Page 
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INSTANCE METHOD ExCA_S_E (Ext_Message: IN Message_Content)IS 
Temp_List: SmaILFloaLLlstLIst; 
TumJu'ound_Tlme : SmalLAoat; 
Position_Counter: Positive := 1; 
ExLPhase: Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Temp_Job_ld : Small_Float; 
Temp_Job_Tlme: SmaiLFloat; 
Found_Job_Aag : Boolean := FALSE; 

BEGIN 
SEND(SELF,GoLPhase,State_Phase => ExLPhase); 
IF Strlng40.Equai(ExLPhase,·Actlve,,) THEN 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Job_Clock, State_Value => J_Clock); 
J_Clock.Value_SmaILFloat:= SmaILFloat(LocaI_V1rtuaLTlme); 
SEND(SELF,SeLState,State.-Name => Job_Clock, State_Value => J_Clock); 
IF Strlng40.Equal (·Arrlve·, ExLMessage.Portl_O_Port) THEN 
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Temp_Job_ld := SmaILFloat(ExLMessage.Value_Medlum_lnteger); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Submltted_Job_Count, State_Value => Submitted_Count); 
Submitted_Count Value_Medlum_lnteger:= Submitted_Count Value_Medium_Integer + 1; 
SEND(SELF,SeLState,State_Name => Submltted_Job_Count, State_Value => Submitted_Count); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => ArrIvln9-Ust. State_Value => Problem_List); 
SmaILFloaLLIsLUtillties.Construct«Temp_Job_ld, J_Clock. Value_Small_Float), 

Problem_Llst Value_SmaILFloaLLIst); 
SEND(SELF,SeLState,State_Name => Arrivln9-LIst, State_Value => Problem_LIst); 

ELSIF 
String40.EqualrSolved·,ExLMessage.PortLO_Port) THEN 
Temp_Job_ld:= SmaILFloat(ExCMessage. Value_Medium_lnteger): 

SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Arrivin{LUst. State_Value => Problem_List); 
Temp_Llst:= Problem_List Value_SmalLAoaLLISt 
And_Job: 
LOOP 

EXIT WHEN SmaILFloaLLlstls_Null(Temp_LIst); 
IF Temp_JobjD = SmaILFloaLUstHead_Of(Temp,...Ust)THEN 
Found_JobJjag == TRUE; 
EXIT Find_Job; 

ELSE 
Temp_list := SmaiLFloaLUst TaILOf(Temp_LIst): 
Temp_list := SmaiLFloaLUst TaILOf(Temp_LIst); 
Position_Counter := Position_COunter + 2; 

END IF; 
END LOOP And_Job; 

Continued on Next Page 



Continuation of EXT_A_S_E 

IF FoumCJob_Flag = TRUE THEN 
Temp_Llst:= SmalLFloaLLIst. TaILOf(Temp_LIst); 
Temp_Job_Tlme := SmaILfloaLUstHeacCOf(TempJ-lst); 

. SEND (SELF.GeLState.State_Name => Total_Tum....Around_Tlme. State_Value => TA_Tlme); 
SEND(SELF.GeLState.State_Name => Square_ Tum_Around_Tlme. 

State_Value => Square_TA_Tlme); 
Tum...Aroun<CTlme := J_CIock. Value_Small_Float - Temp_Job_ Time; 
TA_Tims.VaJue_SmaILFloat:= TA_TIme.Value_SmalLAoat + Tum_Around_Tlme; 
Square_ TA_ Time.Value_SmalLFloat:= Square_TA_TIme.Value_Small]loat + 

(Tum....Around_Tlme· Tum_Aroun<CTime); 
SEND (SELF.SeLState.State_Name => Total_Tum....Around_Tlme. State_Value => TA_Time); 
SEND(SELF.SeLState.State_Name => Square_Tum....Around_Tlme. 

State_Value => Square_TA_Time); 
SEND (SELF.GeLState.State_Name => Solved_Job_Count. State_Value => Solved_Count); 
Solved_Count Value_Medlum_lnteger:= Solved_Count Value_Medlum_lnteger + 1; 
SEND (SELF.SeLState.State_Name => Solved_Job_Count. State_Value => Solved_Count); 
SmaILFloaU.lsLUtilities.Remove_ltem (Problem_List. Value_SmalLFloaLLIst, 

Position_Counter); 
SmaILFloaLLIsLUtilities.Remove_ltem(Problem_LIst.Value_SmaILFIoaLLIst. 

Position_Counter); 
SEND(SELF.SeLState.State_Name => Arrivln9-LIst, State_Value => Problem_List); 

END IF; . 
ELSE 
texUo.puUlne ("Wrong Input portj; 

END IF; 
END IF; 
SEND (SELF. Continue); 
CleacRecords.CleacState_Content(Problem_LIst); 

END ExLA_S_E; 

INSTANCE METHOD InLA_S IS 
InLPhase : Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 

BEGIN 
SEND(SELF.GeLPhase.State_Phase => InLPhase); 
IF Strlng40.Equal (-ActIve-. InLPhase ) THEN 
SEND (SELF.GeLState.State_Name => Observation. 

State_Value => ObservatlonJntervaQ; 
SEND (SELF. SeLSlgma, Sigma_Time => 

Observatlon_lntervaI.Value_Slmulatlon_Tlme); 
END IF; 
Strlng40.Clear(lnLPhase); 

END InLA_S; 
Continued on Next Page 
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INSTANCE METHOD OuLA_S IS 
Out_Phase: STrlng40.Strlng_Type; 
Statistic_Mess: Message_ContenLSmall]loaLlIsLType; 
Average_ Tum_Around_llme: Small_Float:= 0.0; 
Thruput: SmaILFloat:= 0.0; 

BEGIN 
SEND(SELF,GeLPhase,State_Phase => OULPhase); 
IF Strlng40.Equal(-Actlve-,OuLPhase) THEN 

SEND (SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Observation, State_Value => Observation_Interval); 
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SEND (SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Solved_Job_Count, State_Value => Solved_Count); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Submltted_Job_Count, State_Value => Submitted_Count); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State.-Name => TotaLTum_Around_llme,State_Value => TA_llme); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Square_Tum_Around_llme, State_Value => Square_TA_llme); 
SEND (SELF,GeLState,State.-Name => Job_Clock,State_Value => J_Clock); 
SEND (SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Name, State_Value => Trans_No); 
IF SOlved_Count Value_Medlum_lnteger > 0 THEN 

Average_ Tum_Aroun<Cllme:= TA_llme.Value_SmaILFIoat I 
Small_Float (Solved_Count Value_Medlum_lnteger); 

e.tDIF; 
IF J_Clock. Value_SmalLFIoat > 0.0 THEN 
Thruput:= Small_Float (Solved_Count. Value_Medlum_lnteger)1 J_Clock.Value_SmaILFloat; 

e.tDIF: 
Statlstlc_Mess.PortDestlnation := Strlng40. VaryrGlot>aL Transducer;: 
StatlStlc_Mess.Portl_O_Port := Strlng40.Vary(-StatlstlcSj: 

SmaILFloaLLlsLUtlllties.Construct«Trans_No.Value_Small_Float, 
Average_Tum_Around_llme, 

Thrupu1), 
StatlStlc_Mess.Value_SmaILFloaLUst): 

SEND(SELF,Make_Content, Output => Statistic_Mess): 
END IF; 
CleacRecords.CleacMessage_Content(Statlstlcfless): 

ENDOuLA_S: 

Continued on Next Page 



INSTANCE METHOD Buffere<COutput IS 
Average_ Tum_Around_Time: SmalLFloat := 0.0; 
Thruput: Small_Float := 0.0; 
Standard_Deviation: Small_Float := 0.0; 
Average_Square_Tum_Around_Time : Small_Float:= 0.0; 

BEGIN 
SEND (SELF.GeLState.State_Name => Observation. State_Value => Observation_Interval); 
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SEND (SELF.GeLState.State_Name => Solved_Job_Count, State_Value => Solved_Count); 
SEND(SELF.GeLState.State_Name => Submltted_Job_Count, State_Value => Submitted_Count); 
SEND(SELF.GeLState.State_Name => TotaLTumfiound_Time. State_Value => TA_Time); 
SEND(SELF.GeLState.State_Name => Square_Tum_Around_Time. State_Value => Square_TA_Time); 
SEND (SELF.GeLState.State_Name => Name. State_Value => TransjJo); 
IF Solved_Count Value_Medium_lnteger > 0 THEN 

Average3um-l\round_Time:= TA_Time.Value_SmaiLFloatl 
Small_Float( Solved_Count Value_Medlum_lnteger); 

Average_Square_Tum_Around_Time := Square_ TA_Time.Value_SmaILFloatl 
SmaILFloat(Solved_Count Value~edlum_lnteger); 

Standard_Deviation := SmaiLFloat(SQRT(ABS (F1oat(Average_Square_Tum_Around_Time 
(Average_Tum_Around_Time ··2»))); 

END IF; 
IF Observatlon_lntervaI.Value_Slmulation_Time· Integer(OutpuLCounter) > 0.0 THEN 
Thruput:= Small_Float (Solved_Count Value_Medlum_lnteger)1 

SmaILFloat(lnteger(OutpuLCounter)· Observation_lntervaI.Value_Slmulatlon_Time); 
END IF; . 
texUo.puWLocaLTransducerj; 
fLlo.put(Trans_No.Value_SmaILFloat,3.3.0); 
texUo.put(- Observation Time Was j; 
Time_lo.put «Observation_lnterval.Value_Slmulatlon_Time 

• Integer(OutpuLCounter»); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texUo.put("The Number of Jobs Submitted Was j; 
InUo.put(Submltted_Count.Value_Medlum_lnteger.3); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texUo.put("The Number of Jobs Completed Was: j; 
InUo.put(Solved_Count Valuefledlum_lnteger.3); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texUo.putrThe Number of Jobs Lost Was: j; 
InUo.put«Submltted_Countvalue_Medlum_lnteger -

Solved_Count.value_MedlumJnteger).3 ); 
texUo.newJlne; 
texUo.put("The Average Tum Around Time is j; 
fLlo.put (Average_ Tumfiound_Time.5.5.0); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texUo.put("The Tum Around Time Standard Deviation is j; 
fLlo.put (Standard_Devlatlon.5.5.0); 
texUo.newJlne; 
texLlo.put ("The Processor Thruput is j; 
fLlo.put (Thruput,5.5.0); 
texLlo.newJlne; 
END Buffered_Output; 

END LocaL Transducer; 

Figura A.3b. Local Transducer Model Class Body 
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A.3.4 Model Class and Simulator Pair Constructors 

To facilitate ease of aeating instances of model classes and thei' associated abstract 

simulators constructor procedures are used. A constructor procedure must exist for each model 

class and Its associated simulator. Also constructor procedures are required for the Map-Model 

Class and its assoicated Coordinator, and for the Distributed-Coordinator class. The package 

specification and body which implements the constructor procedures is shown In FIgures A.4a 

and A.4b. The procedures to make an instance of a model and Its assoicated si'nulator are 

identical with the exception of the name of the class object. The acutual procedure calls for 

modeVsimulator pair instance construction is illustrated in FlQure A.8b. 



WITH String40; 

PACKAGE DEVS_Class_Constructors IS 

PROCEDURE Make_Dlstributed_Coordlnator ( ChlkUD : IN ObjecUd; 
Dlstributed_CoordlnatoUD : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
Dlstributed_CoordlnatocName : IN String40.Strina. Type; 
D _CoordjO_Buffer :IN IO_BuffeCTask_Ptr: 
Dlstribute(LMap_MdUd : IN OUT ObjecLld; 
Dlstributed_Map_MdLName: IN Strlng40.Strlna.Type); 

PROCEDURE Make_PalcNormaLRandom_Generator 
( ModeUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
ModeLName: IN Strlng40.Strina.Type; 
SlmulatoUd : IN OUT ObjecLld; 
SlmulatocName: IN Strlng40.Strina.Type); 

PROCEDURE Make_PalcSlngle_Server( ModeUd : IN OUT ObjecL\d; 
ModeLName : IN String40.Strlna.Type; 
Simulatocid : IN OUT ObjecLld; 
SlmulatocName: IN String40.Strina. Type); 

PROCEDURE Make_PalcTransducer( ModeUd : IN OUT ObjecL\d; 
ModeL Name : IN Strlng40.Strlna.Type; 
SlmulatoCId : IN OUT ObjecLld; 
SlmulatorJJame: IN String40.Strln9-Type); 

PROCEDURE Make_PalcGlobaLTransducer( ModeUd : IN OUT ObjecL\d; 
ModeL Name : IN Strlng40.Strlna.Type: 
Simulatocid : IN OUT ObjecUd: 
SlmulatorJJame: IN Strlng40.Strlna.Type); 

PROCEDURE Make_PalcLocaLTransducer( ModeUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
ModeL Name : IN Strlng40.Strina.Type; 
Simulatocid : IN OUT ObjecLld: 
SlmulatorJJame: IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type); 

PROCEDURE Make_Palr_Acceptar( ModeUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
ModeL Name : IN Strlng40.Strin9-Type; 
Slmulatocld : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
SlmulatocName: IN String40.StrintL Type); 

PROCEDURE Make_?a1r.JJ\ap_Model( ModeUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
ModeLName : IN String40.Strina. Type; 
CoordlnatoUd : IN OUT ObjecLld; 
CoordlnatocName: IN Strlng40.Strlna. Type); 

END DEVS_Class_Constructors; 

Figure A.4a. Specification of Package DEVS_Class_Constructors 
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WITH Simulator, Distributed_Coordinator, NormaLRandom_Generator, 
Single_Server, Map_Mode~ Coordinator, Acceptor, 
LocaL Transducer , GlobaLTransducer; 

WITH devs_type_deflnitions: 
USE devs_type_definitions; 
WITH devs_numeric_definltlons: 
USE devs_numeric_definitions: 
WITH 10_Buffer; USE 10_Buffer; 
With TexUo; 

PACKAGE BODY DEVS_Class_Constructors IS 

PROCEDURE Make_Distributed_Coordinator ( Child_ID : IN ObjecUd; 
Distributed_CoordinatorjD : IN OUT ObJecUd; 
Distributed_Coordinator~ame: IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type: 
D_Coord_IO_Buffer: IN IO_BuffecTask_Ptr. 
Distributed_Map_MdUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
Distributed_Map_MdLName: IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type) IS 

EvenLllme : Simulation_llme := 0.0; 
BEGIN 

SEND (Distributed_Coordinator. Class_Object, 
Create, New_Distributed_Coordinator => Distributed_CoordinatoUD, 
New_D_Coord_Name => Distributed_CoordinatocName, 

D_Coord_IO_Buffer => D_Coord_IO_Buffer); 
SEND (Distrlbuted_CoordinatoUD,SeCChild, 

ChilcCProcessor => ChikUD); 
SEND (Child_ID, SeCParent. 

My-Parent => Distributed_CoordinatoUD); 
SEND(Map_ModeI.Class_Object,Create, 

New_Model => Distributed-Map_MdUd, 
New_ModeLName => Distri:)uted_Map.JJIdl~ame); 

SEND(Dlstributed_CoordinatoUd,SeCDevs_ComponenUd, 
D_ComponenUd => Distributed_Map_MdUd); 

SEND(Distributed-Map_MdUd, SeCProcessor, 
My_Processor => Distributed_CoordinatoUd): 

SEND(Child_ld, G9Cllme_oCNeXCEvent, llme_N_Event => Evenc llme); 
SEND(Distributed_CoordinatoUd,SeCllme_OCNext_Event, 

llme_N_Event=> EvenCllme): 
END Make_DistrIluted_Coordinator; 

Continued on Next Page 
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PROCEDURE Make_PalcNormaLRandom_Generator 
(Mode Lid : IN OUT ObjecLId; 
Model~ame : IN Strlng40.Strln9.-Type; 
SlmulatoUd : IN OUT ObjecLId; 
SlmulatocName: IN Strlng40.Strln9-,Type) IS 

InitiaL Time : Slmulatlon_11me:= 0.0; 
BEGIN 
SEND (NormaLAandom_Generator.Class_Object, 

Create,New_Model => ModeUd, 
New_ModeLName => ModeL Name); 

SEND (Simulator. Class_Object, Create, New_Simulator => SlmulatoUd, 
New_Slmulator_Name => SlmulatocName); 

SEND (SlmulatoUd, SeLDevs_ComponenUd, D_ComponenUd => ModeUd); 
SEND (SlmulatoUd, SeLDevs_ComponenL,Name, D_ComponenL,Name => Model~ame); 
SEND (ModeUd, SeLProcessor, My_Processor => SlmulatoUd); 
SEND (ModeUd, GeLSIgma,Slgma_11me => InitiaL Time): 
SEND (SlmulatoUd,SeL Tlme_OCNexLEvent, 11me_N_Event => InitiaL Time): 

END Make_PalcNormaLRandom_Generator: 

PROCEDURE Make_PalcSlngle_Server( ModeUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
Model~ame : IN String40.Strln9.-Type; 
SlmulatorJd : IN OUT ObjecLld; 
Simulator~ame: IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type) IS 

InitiaL Time : Slmulatlon_Tlme:= 0.0; 
BEGIN 
SEND (Slngle_ServecWlthoULQueue.Class_ObJect, Create,New_Model => ModeUd, 

New.flodel~ame => ModeL Name); 
SEND (Slmulator.Class_ObJect, Create, New_Simulator => SlmulatoUd, 

New_Slmulator~ame => Simulator~ame); 
SEND (Slmulator_Id, SeLDevs_ComponenUd, D_ComponenLId => ModeLId); 
SEND (SlmulatoUd, SeLDevs_ComponenLName, D_ComponenLName => ModeLName); 
SEND (ModeUd, SeLProcessor, My_Processor=> SlmulatoUd); 
SEND (ModeUd, GeLSIgma,Slgma_11me => InItlaL11me); 
SEND (SlmulatoUd,8eL11me_OCNexLEvent, Tlme~_Event => Initial_Time); 

END MakeyalcSlngle_Server: 

PROCEDURE Make_PalcLocaLTransducer 
( ModeLId : IN OUT ObJecLld: 
ModeLName : IN Strlng40.Strln9.-Type; 
SlmulatoUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
Simulator~ame: IN Strlng40.Strln9.-Type) IS 

Inltlal_11me : Slmulatlon_11me := 0.0; 
BEGIN 
SEND (LocaLTransducer.Class_ObJect, Create,New_Model => ModeUd, 

New_Model~ame => ModeL Name); 
SEND (Slmulator.Class_ObJect, Create, New_Simulator => Simulatocld, 

New_SlmulatocName => SlmulatocName); 
SEND (SlmulatoUd, SeLDevs_ComponenUd, D_ComponenLld => ModeUd); 
SEND (SlmulatoUd, SeLDevs_ComponenL,Name, D_ComponenLName => ModeLName); 
SEND (ModeUd, SeLProcessor, My_Processor => SlmulatoUd); 
SEND (ModeUd, GeLSIgma,Slgma_11me => Inl1laL 11me); 
SEND (SlmulatoUd,SeLTlme_Of~exLEvent, 11me_N_Event=> InltlaL11me); 

END Make_PalcLocaLTransducer: 

Continued on Next Paoe 
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PROCEDURE Make_PalcGlobaLTransducer 
( ModeLId : IN OUT ObjecLId; 
Modet.Name: IN Strlng40.StrlnQ....Type; 
SlmulatoCld : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
SlmulatocName: IN Strlng40.Strlng_Type) IS 

InitiaL Time : Slmulatlon_Tlme:= 0.0; 
BEGIN 

SEND (Global_Transducer.Class_Object, Creata,New-,Y,odel => ModeUd, 
New.-ModeLName => ModeL Name); 

SEND (Slmulator.Class_Object, Create, New_Simulator => SlmulatoUd, 
New_SlmulatocName => SlmulatocName); 

SEND (SlmulatoUd, SeLDevs_ComponenUd, D_ComponenUd => ModeUd); 
SEND (SlmulatoUd, SeLDevs_ComponenLName, D_ComponenLName => ModeLName); 
SEND (ModeUd, SeLProcessor, My_Processor => SlmulatoUd); 
SEND (ModeUd, GeLSlgma,Slgma_Tlme => InitiaL Time); 
SEND (SlmulatoUd,SeLTlme_OCNext..Event, Tlme_N_Event=> InitiaL Time); 

END Make_Palr_GlobaLTransducer; 

PROCEDURE Make_Palrj.Cceptor( ModeUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
ModelJJame: IN Strfng40.StrfnQ....Type; 
SlmulatoUd : IN OUT ObjecLId; 
Simulator_Name: IN Strlng40.Strln{LType) IS 

InltiaLTlme: Slmulatlon_Tlme:= 0.0; 
BEGIN 
SEND (Acceptor. Class_Object, Create,New.-Model => ModeUd, 

New_ModeLName => ModeL Name); 
SEND (Simulator. Class_Object, Create, New_Simulator => SlmulatoUd, 

New_SlmulatocName => SlmulatocName); 
SEND (SlmulatoUd, SeLDevs_ComponenUd, D_ComponenUd => ModeUd); 
SEND (Slmulatocld, SeLDevs_ComponenLName, D_ComponenLName => ModeLName); 
SEND (ModeUd, SeLProcessor, My_Processor=> SlmulatoUd); , 
SEND (ModeUd, GeLSlgma,Slgma_Tlme => InitiaL Time); 
SEND (SlmulatoUd,SeLTlme_OCNexLEvent, Tlme_N_Event=> InitiaL Time); 

,END Make_PalcAcceptor; 

PROCEDURE Make_PalcMap_Mode~ ModeUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
ModeLName: IN Strlng40.Strin{LType; 
CoordlnatoUd : IN OUT ObjecLld; 
CoordlnatocName: IN Strlng40.StrlnQ.... Type) IS 

BEGIN 
SEND(Map_ModeI.CIass_Object,Create,New_Model => ModeUd, 

New_ModeLName => ModeLName); 
SEND(Coordlnator.Class_Object,Create, 

New_COOrdinator => COOrdlnatocld, 
New_COOrdlnator..Name => CoordlnatocName); 

SEND(COordlnatoUd,SeLDevs_ComponenUd,D_ComponenUd => ModeUd); 
SEND(CoordlnatoUd,SeLDevs_COmponenLName, D_ComponenLName => ModeLName); 
SEND(ModeUd,SeLProcessor,My_Processor => CoordlnatoUd); 

END MakeYalcMap.-Model; 

END DEVS_Class_Constructors; 

Figure A.4b. Package Body DEVS_Class_Constructors 
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A.3.5 Construction of Experimental Frame 

To facilitate the reuse of the experimental frame its constructor is contained in package 

experimental frame as shown in FlQUres A.Sa and A.5b. 

Package ExperimentaLFrame IS 

PROCEDURE ConstrucCExperimentaLFrame 
(GeneratocModeUd :IN OUT ObjecUd; 
AcceptocModeUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
TransducecModeUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
GAT_Map_ModeUd: IN OUT ObjecUd); 

END Experimental]tame; 

Figure A.5a. Package Specification for ExperimentaLFrame 

WITH ObjecCLIst; 
WITH ObjectJ.IsLUtllltles; 
WITH Strlng40; 
WITH devs_type_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_typ9_deflnltlons; 
WITH DEVS_Class_Constructors; 
USE DEVS_Class_Constructors; 
WITH IO_Couplin9-LIst; 

Package Body ExperimentaLFrame IS 

Procedure ConstrucLExperimentaLFrame 
(GeneratocModeUd :IN OUT ObjecUd; 
AcceptocModeUd : IN OUT ObjecUd; 
Transducer.-ModeUd : IN OUT ObjecCId; 
GAT_Map_ModeLId : IN OUT ObjecUd) IS 

Gen_Name,S_Gen_Name.S_Transd_Name: String40.Strln9-Type; 
GAT_Coord_Name. Transd_Name. GAT_Map_MdLNarr.a : String40.Strln9-Type; 
AcceptocName. S_AcceptocName: String40.String_Type; 
GeneratocSlmulatoUd : ObjecUd; 
AcceptocSlmulatoUd : ObjecUd; 
TransducecSlmulatoUd : ObjecUd; 
GAT_Coord_ld : ObjecUd; 
Coupling: IO_Coupllng; 
Coupling_List: IO_Couplin9-LIstLIst; 
Components: ObjecCListLIst; 
Priority_list: ObjecCListLlst 

Continued on Next Paae 



BEGIN 
Gen_Name := Strlng40.Vary(wGenerator;; 
S_Gen_Name := Strlng40.VaryrGenerator Simulator;; 
GAT _Coord_Name := Strlng40. VaryrGAT Coordinator;; 
S_TransdJJame:= Strlng40.Vary("Transducer Simulator;; 
Transd_Name := Strlng40.Vary("Transducer;; 
GAT_Map~dLName := Strlng40.VaryrGAT 10 Map,; 
AcceptocName:= Strlng40.Vary(wAcceptor;; 
S_AcceptorJJame := Strlng40.VaryrAcceptor Simulator;; 

Make_PalcNormaLRandom_Generator (ModeUD => Generator_ModeUd, 
ModeLName => Gen_Name, 
SlmulatorJD => GeneratocSlmulatorJd, 
SlmulatocName => S_Gen_Name); 

Make_PalclocaLTransducer (ModeUd => TransducecModeUd, 
ModeL Name => Transd_Name, 
SlmulatoCId => TransducecSlmulatoUd, 
Simulator_Name => S_ TransdjJame); 

Make_Palc.Acceptor(ModeUd => AcceptocModeUd, 
ModeL Name => AcceptocName, 
SlmulatoCId => AcceptocSlmulatoUd, 
SlmulatocName => S_AcceptocName); 

Make_PalcMap_Model ( ModeUd => GAT_Map_ModeLId, 
ModelJ.jame => GAT_Map_MdIJ.jame, 
CoordlnatoUd => GAT _Coord_ld, 
Coordlnator...,Name => GAT _Coord_Name); 

ObjecLlIsLUtllltles.Construct «GeneratocModeUd, AcceptocModeUd,TransducecModeUd), 
Components); 

ObjecLlIsLUtllltles.Construct «TransducecModeUd, AcceptocModeUd, GeneratocModeUd), 
Priortty _list); 

SEND (GAT _Map~odeUd,SeLChlldren,Chlldren_lIst => Components); 
SEND (GAT _Map_ModeUd,SeLPriority_lIst,P _list => Priority_list); 
ObjecLlIslClear(Components); 
ObjecLllslClear(Prlorlty _list); 

Continued on Next PaQ8 
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- setting Internal couplings 

Coupllng.Source_PortDestinatlon:= Strlng40.Vary("New_Job"); 
Coupllng.Source_Portl_O_Port := Strlng40.Vary("Out"}; 
Coupllng.DestInation_PortDestlnatlon:= Strlng40.Varyrrransducer"); 
Coupllng.DestInatlon_Port.LO_Port := Strlng40.Vary(·Arrlve,,); 
Coupllng.DestInatlon_ld := TransducecModeUd; 

IO_Couplln9.-L1stConstruct(Coupllng,Couplln9.-Llst); 

Coupllng.Source_PortDestinatlon := Strlng40.Vary("New_Job"); 
Coupllng.Source_PortLO_Port := Strlng40.Vary("Out,,}; 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_Port.Destinatlon:= Strlng40.Vary(·Acceptor"); 
Coupllng.DestInatlon_Port.LO_Port := Strlng40.Vary(·Arrlve"}; 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_ld := AcceptocModeUd: 

IO_Couplln9.-LlstConstruct(Coupllng,Coupllng_Llst); 

SEND(GAT _Map_ModeUd,SeUntemaLCoupllng, 
From_ModeUd => GeneratorJ/lodeUd, The_Couplln9.-Ust => Couplln9.-LIst); 

IO_Couplln9.-LlstClear(Couplln9.-LIst); 

Coupl!ng.Source_PortDestination := Strlng40.Vary("Generator"); 
Coupllng.Source_PortLO_Port := Strlng40.Vary("Control"); 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_PortOestinatlon:= Strlng40.Vary("Generator"); 
Coupllng.DestInatlon_Portl_O_Port := Strlng40.Vary("Stop"}: 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_1d := Generator_ModeUd; 

IO_Couplln9.-UstConstruct(Coupllng,Couplln9.-Llst); 

SEND(GAT_Map_ModeUd,SeUntemaLCoupllng, 
From_ModeLId => AcceptocModeUd, The_Couplln9-LIst => Couplln9.-LIst): 

IO_Couplln9.-LlstClear(Couplln9.-LIst): 

ContInued on Next Paae 
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- Setting Extemallnput Couplings 

Coupllng.Source_PortDestinatlon := Strlng40. Vary("Transduce,,; 
Coupllng.Source_Portl_O_Port:= Strlng40. Vary("Solvedj; 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_PortDestlnatlon:= Strlng40.Vary("Transduce,,: 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_Portl_O_Port := Strlng40. Vary("Solvedj; 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_ld := TransducecModeUd; 

IO_Couplln9-LlstConstruct(Coupllng,Coupllng_Llst); 

SEND(GAT_Map_ModeUd,SeLExtemaUnpuLCoupllng, 
From_ModeLId => GAT_Map_ModeLId,lhe_Couplln9-Llst=> Couplln9-L\st): 

IO_Couplln9-LIstClear(Couplln9-Llst); 

- Setting Extemal Output Coupling 

Coupllng.Source_PortDestinatlon := Strlng40.Vary(-New_Jobj; 
Coupllng.Source_Portl_O_Port := Strlng40.Vary("Outj; 
Coupllng.DestInatlon_PortDestinatlon:= Strlng40.Vary("EF _Coordlnato,,; 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_Portl_O_Port := Strlng40.Vary("Outj; 

IO_Couplln9-LlstConstruct(Coupllng,Couplln9-Llst); 

SEND(GAT _Map_ModeUd,SeLExtemaLOutpuLCoupllng, 
From,-ModeUd => GeneratocModeUd, lhe_CoupUn9-LIst => Couplln9-LIst): 

IO_Couplln9-LlstClear(Couplln9-Llst); 

Coupllng.Source_PortDestinatlon := Strlng40. Vary("GlobaL Transduce,,; 
Coupllng.Source_Port.LO_Port := Strlng40.Vary("Statlstlcs"); 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_Port.DestInatlon:= Strlng40.Vary("GlobaL Transduce": 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_Port.l_O_Port := Strlng40. VaryrStatlstlcs"); 

IO_CoupllnfLLlstConstruct(Coupllng,Couplln9-L1st): 

SEND(GAT _Map_ModeUd,SeLExtemaLOutpuLCoupllng, 
Fmm_ModeUd => Transducer,-ModeLId, lhe_Coupi In9-LIst => Couplln9-LIst): 

IO_Couplln9-LlstClear(Couplln9-Llst); 

END ConstrucLExperimentaLFrame: 

END ExperimentaLFrame; 

Figure A.5b. Package Body for ExperimentaLFrame 

A.4 Construction of Single-Server-Without-Queue-Model Class 
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The Single-Server-Wrthout-Queue-Model class is a subclass of Atomic-Models and as 

such has a specification identical to the NormaJ-Random-Generator-CIass with the exeption of the 
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class name. The class body Is as shown in FlQlJ"e A.6. Instance methods Create and Delete are 

not shown since they are the same as shown in the NormaLRandom_Generator class body. 

WITH Strlng40; 
WITH Atm_MdLState_Map; 
WITH devs_type_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_type_deflnHlons; 
WITH devs_numerlc_deflnltions; 
USE devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
WITH TexLlo; 

CLASS BODY Single_Server _WithouCQueue IS 
- State Name Declarations 
JOb_ld: INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Mean_Processln9-Tlme: INSTANCE Strlng40.strln9-Type; 
Std_Dev_Processln9-Tlme: INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
See(CN : INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 

State Content Declarations 
Job_ld_Value: INSTANCE State_Variable_Medlum_lntegecType; 
Mean: INSTANCE State_Variable_SmaILAoaCType; 
Std_Dev : INSTANCE State_ Variable_Small_FloaCType; 
Seed: INSTANCE State_Variable_Blg_lntegecType; 

INSTANCE METHOD Initialize (ModeLName : 
IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type) IS 

BEGIN 
SEND (SUPER, Initialize, ModeL Name => ModeU~ame ); 
Strlng40.Asslgn (Name ,ModeLName); 
Job_ld:= Strlng40.Vary,Job_ldj; 
Mean_Processln9-Tlme:= Strlng40.Vary\Meanj; 
Mean. Value_Small_Float := 4.0; 
Phase_Value.Value_String := Strlng40.Vary,PASSIVEj; 
Std_Dev_Processln9-Tlme:= String40.Vary,Devj; 
SeedJJ := Strlng40.Vary,RSeedj; 
SEND (SELF, SeCSIgma, Sigma_Time => Slmulatlon_lnf); 
SEND (SELF, SeCPhase,State_Phase => Phase_Value. Value_String); 
Job_ld_Value.Value_Medlum_lnteger := 0; 
SltLDev.Value_SmaILFloat:= 0.5 ; 
SEND(SeH, GeCSeed, Stream => 1, Seed => Seed.Value_BI9-lnteger); 
SEND (SELF, Make_lnltlaLState,State_Name => JOb_ld, State_Value => Job_ld_Value ); 
SEND (SELF, Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => Mean_Processln9-Tlme, State_Value => Mean); 
SEND (SELF, Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => Std_Dev_Processln9-Tlme, 

State_Value => Sid_DeY); 
SEND (SELF, Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => Seed_N, State_Value => Seed); 

END Initialize; 
Con1I nued on Next Page 



INSTANCE METHOD Ext.A_S_E (Ext_Message: IN Message_Content)IS 
Ext_Phase: Strlng40.Strlng_Type; 
ProcesslnILTlme: SmalLFIoat; 

BEGIN 
IF Strlng40.Equal ( -IN-, Ext_Message.Portl_O_Port) THEN 
SEND (SELF, GeLPhase, State_Phase => ExLPhase); 
IF Strlng40.Equal rPASSIVE", ExLPhase )THEN 
Job_ld_ Value.Value_Medlum_lnteger:= ExLMessage.Value_Medlum_lnteger; 
SEND(SELF,SeLState,State_Name => JOb_ld, State_Value => JOb_ld_ Value); 
ExLPhase := Strlng40.Vary,BUSY"); 
SEND (SELF, GeLState, State_Name => Mean_ProcesslnILTlme, State_Value => Mean); 
SEND (SELF, GeLState, State_Name => Std_Dev_ProcesslnILTlme, State_Value => Std_Dev ); 
SEND (SELF, GeLState, State_Name => Seed_N, State_Value => Seed); 
LOOP 

SEND (SELF, NormaLDlstributlon, Mean => Mean.Value_SmaiLFIoat. 
StCDev => Std_Dev.Value_SmaiLFIoat, Seed => Seed.Value_BlgJnteger, 

Random_NormaLValue => ProcesslnILllme); 
EXIT WHEN Processing_Time> 0.0; 

END LOOP; 
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SEND(SELF,HokUn,State_Phase => ExLPhase, SlgmCLllme => Slmulatlon_Tlme(ProcesslnILTlme»: 
SEND(SELF,SeLState,State_Name => Seed_N, State_Value => Seed); 

ELSE 
SEND (SELF,Contlnue); 

END IF; 
i:LSE 
texUo.puUlne ("Wrong Input portj; 

END IF; 
Strlng40.Clear(ExLPhase); 

END ExLA_S_E; 
INSTANCE METHOD Int.A_S IS 

InLPhase: Strlng40.Strlng_Type; 
BEGIN 

SEND (SELF, GeLPhase, State_Phase => InLPhase);. 
IF Strlng40.Equal (-SUSY", InLPhase ) THEN 
SEND (SELF,Passlvate); 

END IF; 
Strlng40.Clear(lnLPhase); 

END InLA_S; 
INSTANCE METHOD OuLA_S IS 

OuLPhase: Strlng40.StrlnILType: 
OULMess : Message_ContenLMedlum_lntegecType; 

BEGIN 
SEND (SELF, GeLPhase, State_Phase => OULPhase); 
IF Strlng40.EquairBUSY",OULPhase ) THEN 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => JOb_ld, 

State_Value => Job_Id_VaJue); 
OULMess.Value_Medlum_lnteger:= Job_ld_Value.Value_Medlum_lnteger; 
OULMess.PortDestination := Strlng40.Vary("Transducerj; 
OULMess.PortLO_Port := String40.VaryrSolved1; 
SEND(SELF,Make_Content, Output => OULMess); 

END IF; 
Clear_Records.CleacMessage_Content(OuLMess); 
Strlng40.Clear(OuLPhase); 

END Out.A_S; 
END Single Server WIthout Queue' 

Figure A.6. Single_Server_Without_Queue Model Class Body 
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A.5 Construction of Validation Architecture Task Type 

The DEVS model class and abstract simulator structure within the valildation architectlJ'e 

task type is as shown in FlQure A.7. The specification and the body of the task type is as shown in 

FlQures A.Sa and A.8b. Figure A.9 shows the hierarchical model encapsulated by the validation 

architecture task type. 

Single_Servae 
Without_Queue 

~~ Map-Model 

1E----:iM Map-Model 

Figure A.7. OEVS Model Class and Abstract Simulator Structure 



WITH devs_numeric_definitions; 
USE devs_numeric_definitions; 
WITH String40; 
WITH 10_Buffer; 
USE 10_Buffer; 

PACKAGE vf-p_arch IS 

TASK Type vfJ>_arch_task IS 
PRAGMA PRIORI1Y(75); - Assignment of Task Type Priority 
Entry StarLSlmulation (ModeLlO_Buffer : IN IO_BuffecTask_Ptr: 

BuffecName: IN String40.Strin9-Type; 
ModeL Name : IN String40.Strlng3ype; 
Rollback_Support: IN Boolean; 
GeneratocStream : IN SmaiUnteger; 
GeneratocMean : IN Small_Float; 
GeneratocStd_Dev: IN SmaiL Float; 
ServeCStream : IN SmalUnteger; 
ServecMean : IN Smalljloat; 
ServecStd_Dev: IN Small_Float; 
TransduceU<CNumber: IN SmaiLFIoat; 
Observation_Frequency: IN Simulation_Time; 
CanceLBack_Delay: IN SmaiUnteger; 
Slm_Stop_Tlme: IN Simulation_Time); 

END vf-p_arch_task; 

lYPE vf-p_modelJ)tr IS ACCESS vf-p_arch_task; - Pointer to task type 

END vf-p_arch; 

Figure A.Sa. Validation Model Task Type Specification 

With devs_type_deflnltlons; USE devs_type_deflnltlons; 
WITH devs_numeric_deflnltlons; USE devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
With DEVS_Class_Constructors; USE DEVS_Class_Constructors; 
WITH ExperimentaLFrame; 
WITH Simulation_Driver; 
WITH 10_Buffer; USE 10_Buffer; 
WITH Communications_Task_Pool; USE Communlcatlons_Task_Pool; 
WITH Global_Vlrtual_Tlme; 
USE GlobaLVIrtuaLTlme; 
WITH ObJecUJst; 
WITH ObJecLLlsCUtillties; 
WITH String40; 
WITH IO_Couplln9-Ust; 
WITH CleacRecords; 

Contilued on NeICt Page 
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PACKAGE BODY vt"p_arch IS 

TASK BODY vfJ>_arch_task IS 

Gen1, Accept1 ,Trans1, GAT_Map1, VF _P _Coord 1 , VF _P _Map1, O_VF _P _Coord1: ObjecUd; 
0_ VF _P _Coord-Map1 , Server1, Slm_Server1 : ObJecUd; 
0_ VF _P _Coord_Map_Name : Strlng40.strln9-Type; 
Coupling: 10_Coupllng; 
Coupling_List: 10_Couplln9-LIstLIst; 
Observation: Strlng40.Strlng_Type; 
Observation_Time: State_ Variable_Slmulatlon_ Time_Type; 
VF _P _Map_Name, VF _P _CoordjJame : Strlng40.StrIn{LType; 
ServecName, Slm_ServecName : Strlng40.Strlng_Type; 
RSead :Strlng40.Strlng_Type; 
Mean: Strlng40.Strln{LType; 
StcLOev : Strlng40.Strln{L Type; 
Seed_Value: BlgJnteger; 
Seed: State_Variable_BI9-lnteger_Type; 
Temp_Mean: State_ Variable_Small]loaLType; 
Temp_StcLOev: State_Varlable_SmaILFloaLType; 
Trans_No: State_Variable_SmaILFloaLType; 
Trans_Name: Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Components,Prlorlty-Llst : ObJecLLIstLIst; 
Slmulatlon_Stop_ Time: Simulatloo_ Time; 
My_Buffer: 10_BuffecTask_Ptr; 
My_ModeL Name : StrIng40.Strln9-Type; 
My_BuffecName: Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
G_Stream, S_Stream : SmalUnteger; 
G_Mean, G_StcLOev, S_Mean,S_StcCOev : Small_float; 
Rollback_Supported: Boolean; 
Cancelback_Delay : SmalUnteger; 
BEGIN 

Observation := Strlng40.VaryrObservatlon,; 
ServecName := Strlng40.Vary("Slngle Server WIthout Queue'; 
Slm_Server_Name := Strlng40.Vary(-Server Simulator"); 
VF _P _Coord~ame := Strlng40.VaryrEF Single Server Coordinator"); 
VF Y _Map_Name := Strlng40.Vary("EF Coordinator 10 Map,; 
Asead := Strlng40.VaryrRSead,; 
Mean := strlng40.Vary("Mean,; 
StcLOev:= Strlng40.Vary(-OeV1 ; 
Trans_Name := Strlng40.Vary(-Transducer"); 
D_VF _P _Coord_Map.-Name:= Strlng40.Vary("VF _P _Map1,; 

Continued on Next PaQe 
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saECT 
ACCEPT StarCSlmulation (ModeUO_Buffer: IN IO_BuffecTask_Ptr. 

BuffecName: IN String40.Strin9-Type; 
ModeL Name : IN StrIng40.Strln9-Type; 
Rollback_Support: IN Boolean; 
GeneralOcStream : IN SmaiUnteger; 
GeneratocMean : IN SmallFloat; 
GeneratocStCDev: IN SmaiLFloat 
ServeCStream : IN SmalUnteger; 
ServecMean : IN SmailFIoat; 
ServecStcCDev: IN Small_Float 
TransduceUcLNumber : IN SmaiLRoat 
Observation_Frequency: IN SlmulatlOn3lme; 
canceL Back_Delay : IN SmaiUnteger; 
Slm_SlOp_Tlme: IN Simulation_Time) DO 

My_Buffer:= ModeUO_Buffer; 
Strlng40.Asslgn(My_BuffecName,BuffecName): 
Strlng40.Asslgn(My_ModeLName,ModeLName); 
Rollback_Supported := Rollback_Support 
CancelBack_Delay := CanceLBack_Delay; 
G_Stream := GeneratocStream; 
G_Mean := GeneratocMean; 
G_SttCDev := GeneralOcStd_Dev; 
S_Stream := Server_Stream; 
S_Mean := ServecMean; 
S_SttCDev := Server_SttCDev; 
Trans_No. Value_Small_Float := TransduceUd_Number; 
Observatlon_Tlme.Value_Slmulatlon_Tlme := Observation_Frequency; 
Slmulatlon_Stop_Tlme:= Slm_Stop_Tlme; 

END StarLSlmulatlon; 
OR 
TERMINATE; 
END SELECT; 
Communlcatlons_Task_PooI.Manager.SeCDestinatlon(My_ModeLName, My_Buffer); 
ExperimentaLFrame.Construct.ExperlmentaLFrame(Gen1, Accept1 ,Trans 1 , GAT _Map1); 

SEND(Gen1,Set_Rollback_Support, Rollback_Supported => Rollback_Supported); 
SEND(Accept1,SeCRollback_Support, Rollback_Supported => Rollback_Supported): 
SEND(Trans1,SeCRollback_Support, Rollback_Supported => Rollback_Supported); 

- Setting Generator State 

SEND(Gen1,GeCSeed, Stream => G_Stream,Seed => Seed_Value); 
Seed. Value_BIa-lnteger := Seed_Value; 
SEND(Gen1,SeCState,State_Name => ASeed, State_Value => Seed); 

TempJdean. Value_SmaILFloat:= GJdean; 
SEND(Gen1, SeCState, State_Name => Mean, State_Value => TempJdean); 
Temp_Std_Dev. Value_SmalLRoat := G_StCDev; 
SEND(Gen1, SeCState, State_Name => Std_Dev, State_Value => Temp_S1CCDev); 

Continued on Next Page 
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- Setting Transducer State 
SEND(Trans1,SeCSlgma, SlgmCL Time => Observatlon_ T1me.Value_Slmulation_ Time): 
SEND(TranS1,SeCState,State_Name => Trans_Name, State_Value => Trans_No): 
SEND(Trans1,SeCState,State_Name => Observation, State_Value => Observation3Ime): 

- Setting Acceptor State 
SEND(Accept1,SeLSlgma,Slgma_T1me => Slmulation_Stop_T1me): 

Make_PalcSlngle_Server (ModeUD => Server1, 
ModeL Name => ServecName, 
SlmulatorjD => Slm_Server1, 

SimulatocName => Slm_ServecName); 

SEND(Server1 ,SeLRoliback_Support, Rollback_Supported => Rollback_Supported): 

- setting Server State 
SEND(Server1 ,GeCSeed, Stream => S_Stream,Seed => Seed_Value); 
Seed.Value_BI9-lnteger:= Seed_Value: 
SEND(Server1 ,SeCState,State_Name => RSeed,State_ Value => Seed): 

Temp_Mean.Value_SmaILFloat:= S_Mean; 
SEND(Server1, SeLState, State_Name => Mean, State_Value => Temp_Mean); 
Temp_StcCDev. Value_SmalLRoat := S_SttLDev; 
SEND(Server1, SeLState, State_Name => Std_Dev, State_Value => Temp_Std_Dev): 

Make_PalcMap_Model(ModeUd => VF Y -Map1, 
Model.-Name => VF Y _Map_Name, 
Coordlnatorjd => VF J' _Coord 1 , 
CoordlnatocName => VF _P _Coord_Name); 

ObjecUIstClear(Components); 
ObjecLLIstClear(Prlority-Llst): 
ObjecUISLUtllltles.Construct«Server1 ,GAT _Map1 ),Components); 
ObjecCLIsCUtllltles.Construct«Server1 ,GAT _Map1 ),Prlorlty_Llst); 

SEND(VF _P _Map1 ,SeLChlldren,Chlldren_Llst => Components); 
SEND(VF _P _Map1 ,SeLPrlority-ListP _List => Priority_List); 

ObjecUlstClear(Components); 
ObjecLLlstClear(Prlorlt' _List); 

Make_Dlstrlbuted_Coordlnator(ChlldJd => VF _P _Coord 1 , 
DlstrbutecCCoordlnatorjd => D_VF _P _Coord1, 
DlstrbutecCCoordlnatocName => MYJJ!odel.-Name, 

D_Coord_IO_Buffer => My_Buffer, 
DlstrtlutedJAap_MdUd => D_VF _P _Coord_Map1, 
DlstributecLMap_MdLName => D_VF _P _Coord_Map~ame); 

SEND(D_VF _P _Coord1,SeCRollback_Support, Rollback_Supported => Rollback_Supported): 

Continued on Next Page 
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- Set Distributed Map Coupling 
Coupllng.Source_PortDestination := Strlng40. Vary(-GlobaLTransducerj; 
Coupllng.Source_PortLO_Port := Strlng40.Vary(-Statlstlcs,,); 
Coupllng.DestInatlon_PortDestinatlon:= Strlng40.Vary(-GlobaLTran_Coord,,); 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_Portl_O_Port := Strlng40. VaryrIN"); 
IO_Couplln~UstConstruct(Coupllng, Couplln~Llst); 
SEND(D_VF _P _CoorcCMap1,SeLExtemaLOutpuLCoupllng, 

From_ModeLId => VF y _Map1, 
The_Couplln~LIst => Couplln~USt); 

IO_Couplinst-LIstClear(Couplinst-LIst); 

-setting Internal couplings 
Coupllng.Source_PortDestinatlon:= Strlng40.VaryrEF _Coordlnatorj; 
Coupllng.Source_PortLO_Port := Strlng40.VaryrOut"); 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_PortDestinatlon:= Strlng40. VaryrSlngle_Serverj; 
Coupllng.DestInatlon_Portl_O_Port := Strlng40. Vary(-IN,,); 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_ld := Server1; 
IO_Couplinst-LIstConstruct(Coupllng, Couplln9-LIst); 
SEND (VF _P _Map1,SeUntemaLCoupllng, 

From_ModeLId => GAT_Map1, 
The_Couplln~LIst => Couplln~lIst); 

IO_Couplln~LIst.Clear(Couplln9-LIst); 
Coupllng.Source_Port.Destination := Strlng40.Vary(~ransducerj; 
Coupllng.Source_Portl_O_Port := Strlng40.Vary(-Solved,,); 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_PortDestination := Strlng40.Vary\Transducerj; 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_Portl_O_Port := Strlng40.Vary(-Solved,,); 
Coupllng.DestInatlon_ld:= GAT-.Map1; 
IO_Coupllng_LlstConstruct(Coupllng, Couplln9-Llst); 
SEND (VF _P JJap1,SeUntemaLCoupllng, 

FromJJodeUd => Serven, 
The_Couplln9-Llst => Couplln~lIst); 

IO_Couplln9-LIstClear(Couplln9-Llst); 

- Set External Output Coupling 
Coupllng.Source_PortDestination := Strlng40. Vary(-GlobaLTransducerj; 
Coupllng.Source_Portl_O _Port := Strlng40. Vary(-Statlstlcs"); 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_PortDestination := 

StrIng40.Vary(-GlobaLTransducerj; 
Coupllng.Destinatlon_Portl_O_Port := Strlng40.VaryrStatlstlcs"); 
IO_Couplln9-LIstConstruct(Coupllng, Couplln~LIst); 
SEND (VF _P _Map1,SeLExtemaLOutpuLCoupllng, 

From_ModeLId => GAT _Map1, 
The_Couplln9-LIst => Couplln9-lIst); 

IO_Couplln~LIstClear(Couplln9-LIst); 
CleacRecords.CleaUO_Coupllng(Coupllng); 
Slmulatlon_Drlver.Slmulatlon_Control(D_ VF _P _Coord 1 , 

MyJJodeLName, 
Myj3uffer, 
My_BuffeLName, 
CanceiBack_Delay, 
Simulation_Step_Time); 

END vf-p_arch_task; 
END vf-p_arch; 

Figure A.ab. Validation Model Task Type Body 
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Validation Model Architecture 

Experimental Frame 

Trans 1 Server1 

Figure A.9. Hierarchical Validation Model Architecture 

A.6 Construction of Global Transducer 

The global transducer is a subclass of the Atomic-Model class and as such its class 

specification is identical to the Normal_Random_GeneratoCModel class with the exception of the 

class name. The class body of the GlobaI_ Transducer class is as shown in Figure A.1 O. Again the 

instance methods create and delete are not shown since they are identical to the methods 

contained in the Nonnal_Random_GeneratocModel class. 



WITH Math; 
USE Math; 
WITH Strlng40; 
WITH Atm_MdLState_Map; 
WITH devs_typ9_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_typ9_deflnltlons; 
WITH devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
WITH SmalLAoaLUtilltles; 
WITH SmaILFloaLUSt; 
WITH SmalLFloaLLIsLUtilitles; 
WITH CleacRecords; 
WITHtexUo; 

CLASS BODY GlobaLTransducer IS 
PACKAGE fUo IS NEW TexUo.floaUo(smaIUloat); 
PACKAGE InUo IS NEW TexUo.lntegeUo(SmalUnteger); 
PACKAGE M_lnUo IS NEW TexUo.lntegeUo(Medlum_lnteger); 
PACKAGE T1mejo IS NEW TextJo.FIxed_lo(Slmulatlon_T1me); 

- Class Constant Declaration for computing Confidence Intervals 
- The values are for alpha = .10 and .05, or t05, and t025 
- the values are taken from page 641 of Mendenhall, 
- Sheaffer & Wackerly, Mathematical Statistics with 
- Applications, 2nd ed, 1981 
FlrsLT: SmaIUnteger:= 1; 
LasLT: SmalUnteger := 30; 
T_Value_10: ARRAY(FlrsLT .. LasLT) OF Small]loat:= (6.314, 2.920, 
2.353,2.132,2.015,1.943,1.895,1.860,1.833,1.812, 1.796, 1.782, 
1.171,1.761,1.753,1.746,1.740,1.734,1.729,1.725, 1.721, 1.717, 
1.714,1.711,1.708,1.706,1.703,1.701,1.699,1.645); 
T_Value_05: ARRAY(ArsLT .. LasLT) OF Small_Float:= (12.706, 4.303, 
3.182,2.176,2.571,2.447,2.365,2.306,2.262,2.228, 2.201, 2.179, 
2.160,2.145,2.131,2.120,2.110,2.101,2.093, 2.086, 2.080, 2.074, 
2.069, 2.064, 2.060, 2.056, 2.052, 2.048, 2.045, 1.960); 

-State Names 
TotaLTum_Around_T1me : INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Square_Tum_Around_T1me: INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Tumfiound_Statlstics : INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
TotaL ThruPut : INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Squnre_ThruPut : INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
ThruPULStatlstlcs : INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
NumbecRepllcations : INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Inputs_Received : INSTANCE Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Confidence_Coefficient : INSTANCE Strlng40.Strin9-Type; 

- Content variable declarations 
TA_TIme :INSTANCE State_Varlable_SmaILFloaCType; 
TA_Square :INSTANCE State_Variable_SmaiLFloaLType; 
TA_Stats :INSTANCE State_Varlable_SmalLAoaLLIsCType; 
ThruPut :INSTANCE State_Variable_Small_FloaLType; 
ThruPuLSquare :INSTANCE State_Variable_Small]loaCType; 
ThruPuLStats :INST ANCE State_ Variable_Small]loaCLlSLType; 
NumbecModels :INSTANCE State_Varlable_SmaIUnteger_Type; 
NumbeUnputs :INST ANCE State_ Variable_Small.YIoaLLlSLType; 
CLCoefficlent :INSTANCE State_Variable_SmaILFloaLType; 
Jobs_Received :INSTANCE Medlumjnteger; 

Contilued on Next Page 
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INSTANCE METHOD Initialize (ModeLName: IN Strlng40.Strln9-Type) IS 
BEGIN 
SEND (SUPER, Initialize, ModeL Name => ModeLName); 
Strlng40.Asslgn (Name ,ModeL Name); 
NumbecReplications := Strlng40.Vary("NumbecReplicatlonsj; 
Inputs_Received := Strlng40.Vary,lnputs_Recelvedj; 
TotaLTum_Around3Ime:= Strlng40.Vary,Aj; 
Square_Tumjround_Tlme := String40.Vary,Bj; 
Turn_Around_Statlstlcs:= Strlng40.Vary(-Dj; 
TotaL thruPut := Strlng40.Vary(-Ej; 
Square_ThruPut:= Strlng40.Vary("P); 
ThruPuLStatistlcs := Strlng40.Vary,Gj; 
Confidence_Coefficient := String40.Vary,Confidence_Coefficientj; 
TA_Tlme.Value_SmaILFloat:= 0.0; 
TA_Square.Value_SmaILAoat := 0.0; 
thruPut. Value_Small_Float := 0.0; 
ThruPuLSquare.Value_SmaILFloat:= 0.0; 
CLCoefflcienlValue_Small_Float:= 0.10; 
NumbecModels. Value_SmalUnteger := 3; 
Jobs_Received := 0; 
Phase_Value.Value_Strlng:= Strlng40.Vary(·Actlvej; 
SEND(SELF,SeLSlgma,Slgma_Tlme => Slmulatlon_lnf); 
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SEND(SELF,SeLPhase,State_Phase => Phase_Value.Value_Strlng); 
SEND(SELF,MakeJnltlaLState,State_Name => TotaLTum_Around_Tlme, State_Value => TA_Tlme); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnltlaLState,State_Name => Square_ Tumjround_ Time, 

State_Value => TA_Square); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => Tum_Around_StatlStlcs,State_Value => TA_Stats); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => TotaLThruPU1, State_Value => ThruPut); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnItiaLState,State_Name => Square_thruPut, State_Value => ThruPuLSquare); 
SEND{SELF,Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => ThruPuLStatlStlcs, State_Value => ThruPut_Stats); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name =>NumbecReplicatlons,State_Value => NumbecModels); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => Inputs_Received, State_Value => NumbeUnputs ); 
SEND(SELF,Make_lnltiaLState,State_Name => Confidence_Coefficient, 

State_Value=> CLCoeffIcient); 
SmaILFloaLLlslClear(NumbeUnputs.Value_SmaILFloaLList); 

END Initialize; 

Continued on Next Page 



INSTANCE METHOD ExLA_S_E (ExLMessage : IN Message_Content) IS 
Ext_Phase : Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Busy : String40.strln9-Type; 
FoundJd_Flag : Boolean := FALSE; 
Position_Counter: Positive := 1; 
Temp_ld_LIst : SmalLFloaLListLIst; 
Replications : SmalUnteger; 
Temp_Job_ld : Small_Float; 
Tumfiound_ Time: SmalLAoat; 
Temp_ThruPut : SmalLAoat; 
Degrees_Freedom : SmalUnteger; 
Value_T : SmalLAoat; 
Mean : SmalLAoat; 
Std_Dev : SmalLAoat; 
Variance : SmalLAoat; 
High_Bound : SmalLAoat; 
Low_Bound : SmalLAoat; 

BEGIN 
SEND(SELF,GeLPhase,State_Phase => ExLPhase); 
IF Strlng40.Equal(ExLPhase:Actlve1 THEN 
Temp_Job_ld:= SmalLFloaLLislHead_Of (ExLMessage.Value_SmaILFloaLLIst); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Inputs_Received, State_Value => NumbeUnputs); 
Temp_ld_LIst := NumbeUnputs.Value_SmaILFloaLLIst; 
Flnd_lnpuLld: 
LOOP 

EXIT WHEN SmaILAoaLUstls_Null(Temp_ld_LIst); 
IF Temp....Job_ld = SmaILFloaLUstHea(COf(Temp_ld_Llst) THEN 
Found_ldjlag := TRUE; - Duplicate Input 
EXIT Flnd_lnpuLId; 

B.SE 
Temp_ld_LIst := SmalLFloaLLIst. TaILOf(Temp_Id_Llst); 

END IF; 
END LOOP And_lnpULId; 
IF Found_Id_FIag = FALSE THEN 
Jobs_Received := Jobs_Received + 1; 
SmaILFloaLLIst.Construct(Temp_Job_ld, NumbeUnputs.Value_SmaILFloaLLIst); 
SEND(SELF,SeLState,State_Name => Inputs_Recelved,State_ Value => NumbeUnputs); 
Tum_Around_Tlme := SmaILFloaLLlst.Head_Of (SmaILFloaLLIsl TalLOf 

(ExLMessage.Value_SmaILFloaLList); 
Temp_ThruPut := SmalLAoaLUslHead_Of (SmalLFloaLLisl TaU_Of( 

SmalLFloaLllslTalLOf (ExLMessage.Value_SmaILFloat_Ust»); 
SEND (SELF,GeLState,State~ame => Total_Tum_Around_TIme,State_Value => TA_Tlme); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State~me => Square_Tumfiound3Ime,State_Value => TA_Square); 
SEND(Self,GeLState,State_Name => TotaLThruPut,State_Value => ThruPut); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Square_ThruPut,State_Value => ThruPuLSquare); 
TA_Tlme.Value_SmaILAoat:= TA_Tlme.Value_SmalLFloat + Tumfiound_Tlme; 
TA_Square.Value_SmaILAoat := TA_Square.Value_Smalljloat + 

(Tum..,Around_Tlrne - Tum..,Around_Tlrne); 
ThruPut Value_Small_Float := ThruPut Value_SmaU_Float + Temp_ThruPut; 
ThruPuLSquare.Value_Small]loat:= ThrupuLSquare.Value_SmaILFloat + 

(remp_ThruPut- Temp_ThruPut); 
SEND (SELF,SeLState,State_Narne => Total_Tumfiound_Tlme, State_Value => TA_Tlme); 
SEND(SELF,SeLState,State~ame => Square_Tum_Amund_Tlme, State_Value => TA_Square); 
SEND(Self,SeLState,State_Name => TotaL ThruPut, State_Value => ThruPut); 
SEND(SELF,SeLState,State~ame => Square_ThruPut,State_Value => ThruPuLSquare); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Narne =>Number_Repllcatlons,State_Value => NumbecModels); 

Continued on Next Page 
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IF SmaIUnteger(Small]loaCList.Length_Of(NumbeUnputs. 
Value_SmalLFloat_LIst» = NumbecModels. Value_SmalUnteger THEN 
SmaILFloaCLIstClear(NumbeUnputs.Value_SmaILFloaCLlst); 
SEND(SELF,SeCState,State_Name => Inputs_Received, 

State_Value => Numbeclnputs); 
Repllcations:= Number-Models.Value_SmaIUnteger; 
Mean := TA_ Time. Value_Small_Float I SmaILFloat(Repllcatlons); 
Variance := ABS«TA_Square.Value_SmaILFloat I SmalLFloat(Replicatlons» - (Mean" Mean»; 
IF Replications> 30 THEN 

Degrees_Freedom := 30; 
ELSE 

Oegrees]reedom := Replications - 1; 
B'IIDIF; 

IF Degrees_Freedom >= 1 THEN 
SEND(SELF,GeCState,State_Name => Confidence_Coefflclent,State_ Value => CLCoefficlent); 
IF CLCoefflclent Value_Small]loat = 0.10 THEN 
Value_T:= T_Value_10(Degrees]reedom); 

ELSE 
Value_ T := T _Value_05(Degreesyreedom); 

8\lDIF; 
END IF; 
IF Degrees_Freedom < 1 OR ELSE 

SmaILFloaCUtilltles.ls_Zero(Varlance) THEN 
SUCDev:= 0.0; 
High_Bound := Mean; 
Low_Bound := Mean; 

ELSE 
Std_Dev := Small_Float (SQRT(Float(Varlance»); 
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Hlgh_Bound:= Mean +(Value_T * SmaILFloat(SQRT(Float(Variance I SmaILFloat(Repilcatlons»»); 
Low_Bound:= Mean - (Value_T" SmaILFIoat(SOAT(Float(Variance I SmaILFloat(Repilcatlons»»); 

END IF; 
SmaILFloaCLIstClear(TA_Stats. Value_SmaILFloaCLIst); 
SmaILFloaU_Ist-Utlllties.Construct«Mean,SUCDev, Low_Bound, High_Bound), 

TA_Stats.Value_Smal_ADaLUst); 
Mean := ThruPut Value_SmalLFloat I SmalLFloat(Repllcatlons); 
Variance := ABS«ThruPuCSquare. Value_Small_Float ISmalLFloat(Repllcatlons» - (Mean" Mean»; 
IF Degreesyreedom < 1 OR ELSE 

SmaILFloaCUtilltles.ls_Zero(Variance) THEN 
SUCDEV == 0.0; 
High_Bound == Mean; 
Low_Bound:= Mean; 

ELSE 
sUCOev := SmalLFloat (SORT(Float(Varlance»); 
Hlgh_Bound:= Mean +(Value_T" SmaILFloat(SORT(Float(Variance I Small_Float(Replicatlons»)))); 
Low_Bound:= Mean - (Value_ T" SmaILFloat(SOAT(Float(Variance I SmaILFloat(Repllcatlons»»); 

END IF; 
SmaILFloaCLlstClear(ThrupuCStats.Value_SmaILFloaCLIst); 
SmaILFloaCLIsCUtillties.Construct«Mean, SUCDev, Low_Bound,Hlgh_Bound), 

ThrupuLStats.Value_SmalLFIoaLList); 
SEND(SELF,SeCState,State_Name => ThruPuCStaflStlcs,State_Value => ThruPUCStats); 
SEND(SELF,SeCState,State_Name => Tum_Mound_Statistics, State_Value => TA_Stats); 

Continued on Next Page 



7A_Time.Value_SmaILFloat:= 0.0; 
SEND (SELF,SeLState,State_Name => TotaLTum_Hound_Time, State_Value => TA_Time); 
TA_Square.Value_SmaILFloat:= 0.0; 
SEND(SELF,SeLState,State_Name => Square_Tum_Around_Time, State_Value => TA_Square); 
ThruputValue_SmalLFloat := 0.0; , 
SEND(Self,SeLState,State_Name => TotaLThruPut, State_Value => ThruPut); 
ThrupuLSquare.Value_SmaILFloat := 0.0; 
SEND(SELF,SeLState,State_Name => Square_ThruPut, State_Value => ThruPuLSquare); 
Busy := Strlng40.Vary,Busyj; 
SEND(SELF,HokUn, State_Phase => Busy, Sigma_Time => 0.0); 

ELSE - Not AlllnpU1s Received 
SEND (SELF, Continue); 

END IF; 
ELSE - Duplicate Input 
SEND (SELF, Continue); 

END IF; 
END IF; 

END Ext.-A_S_E; 

INSTAf'IICE METHOD InLA_S IS 
InLPhase: Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Active: Strlng40.strlng_Type; 

BEGIN 
SEND (SELF,GeLPhase, State_Phase => InLPhase); 

, IF Strlng40.Equal("Busy",lnLPhase) THEN 
Active := Strlng40.Vary,Actlve"); 
SEND(SELF,HokUn, State_Phase => Active, Sigma_Time => Slmulatlon_lnf); 

END IF; 
Strlng40.Clear(lnLPhase); 

END InLA_S; 

INSTAf'IICE METHOD OULA_S IS 
OuLPhase: Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Temp_FloaLUst: SmalLFloaLLlstLIst; 

BEGIN 
SEND (SELF,GeLPhase, State_Phase => OuLPhase); 
IF Strlng40.Equal("Busy",OuLPhase) THEN 

SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => ThruPULStatlstics, State_Value => ThruPuLStats); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Tum_Hound_Statistics, State_Value => TA_Stats); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => NumbecRepilcations, State_Value => NumbecModels); 
SEND(SELF,GeLState,State_Name => Confidence_Coefficient, State_Value => CLCoefflclent); 

Continued on Next Page 
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IF SmaILFloaLUstlength_Of(TA_Stats.Value_SmaILFloaLLlst) > ° THEN 
SmaiLFloaLUstCopy(T A_Stats. Value_SmaILFloaLllst, Temp_FloaLllst); 
teXUo.put("The Global Transducer Observation Time Was j; 
timeJo.put (locaL VirtuaL Time); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texUo.putrThe Number of Processor Replications Wasj; 
InUo.put(NumbecModels. Value_SmaIUnteger,3); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texUo.put("Mean Tum Around Time Is "): 
fUo.put (SmaILFloaUlslHead_Of(Temp_FloaUlst),5,5,O); 
texUo.newJine; 
SmaILFloaUlsLUtliities.Remove_ltem(Temp]loaLllst, 1); 
texUo.put('7um Around Time Standard Deviation Is j; 
fUo.put (SmaILFloaUIstHead_0f(Temp_FloaUlst),5,5,O); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texUo.putrConfidence Interval Coefficient Is: j; 
fUo.put (CLCoefficlenl Value_SmaILFloat,3,3,O); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
SmaILFloaUiSLUtilities.Remove_ltem(Temp_FloaLllst, 1); 
TexUo.put("Tum Around Time confidence Interval Is: j; 
flJo.put (Smaii_FloaUlslHead_0f(Temp_FloaUIst),5,5,O); 
texUo.putr , j; 
SmaILFloaUiSLUtilities.Remove_ltem(Temp_FloaLllst, 1); 
fI_lo.put (SmaILFloaUIstHead_0f(Temp_FloaUIst),5,5,O); 
texUo.new_line; 
SmaILFloaLllslclear(Temp_FloaLllst); 
SmaILFloaLListCopy(ThrupuLStats.Value_Small]loaLl\st, Temp_FloaLLIst); 
teXUo.put ("The Mean Processor Thruput Is j; 
flJo.put (SmaILFloaUIstHead_0f(Temp_FloaUIst),5,5,O); 
texUo.newJine; 
SmaILFloaUiSLUtilities.Remove_ltem(Temp_FloaLllst, 1); 
texUo.put("1'hruput Standard Deviation Is j; 
fI_lo.put (SmaILFloaUIstHead_0f(Temp_FloaUIst),5,5,O); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
SmaILFloaLiiSLUtilities.Remove_ltem(Temp_FloaLlIst. 1); 
TexUo.put("Thruput confidence Interval Is: j; 
fI_lo.put (SmaILFloaUIstHead_0f(Temp_AoaUlst),5,5,O); 
SmaILFloaUiSLUtilities.Remove_ltem(Temp_Float_Llst,1 ); 
texUo.putr , j; 
fI_lo.put (SmaILFloaUIstHead_0f(Temp_FloaUist),5,5,O); 
SmaILAoaLLlslClear(Temp_FloaLUst): 
texUo.new_Hne; 
texUo.put('7otal Jobs Received j; 
M_lnUo.put(Jobs_Recelved); 
texUo.new_lIne; 

END IF; 
END IF; 

ENDOuLA_S; 
END GlobaLTransducer; 

Figure A.10. GlobaLTransducer_Model Class Body 
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A.7 Construction of Global Transducer Task 

Since there will only be one globaUransducer model the DEVS structure implementing 

the global transducer will be encapuslated in an Ada task. The DEVS model and abstract simulator 

structure of the global transducer task Is as shown in FiglJ'e A.11. The implementation of the 

global transducer specification and body is as shown In FaglJ'es A.12a and A.12b. 

GlobaLTransducecModel 

Figure A.11. Global Transducer Task DEVS Structure 



WITH devs_numeric_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_numeric_deflnltions; 
WITH Strlng40; 
WITH 10_Buffer; 
USE 10_Buffer; 

Package GlobaLValldatlon_Transducer IS 

TASK GlobaLTransducecTask IS 
PRAGMA PRIORITY (80); 
Entry Start.....Slmulation (TransducecBuffer: IN IO_BuffecTask_Ptr: 

TransducecBufferYJame: IN Strlng40.Strfn9-Type; 
Rollback_Support: IN Boolean; 
NumbecRepllcations : IN SmalUnteger; 
Confidence_Level: IN Small_Float 
Slm_Stop_Tlme: IN Simulation_Time); 

END GlobaLTransducecTask; 

END GlobaLValldatlon_ Transducer; 

Figure A.12a. Global Transducer Task Specification 

WIth devs_type_deflnltions; USE devs_typ9_deflnltions; 
WITH devs_numeric_deflnltions; USE devs_numeric_deflnltions; 
With DEVS_Class_Constructors; USE DEVS_Class_Constructors; 
WITH Simulation_Driver; 
WITH 10_Buffer; USE 10_Buffer; 
WITH Communlcatlons_ Task_Pool; USE Communlcatlons_ Task_Pool; 
WITH StrIng40; 
WITH IO_Couplln9-LIst; 
WITH CleacRecords; 
PACKAGE BODY GlobaLValldatlon_Transducer IS 

TASK BODY GlobaLTransducecTask IS 
D_GlobaLTran, GlobaLTran, S_GlobaLTran : ObjecUd; 
D_Coord_Map_GlobaLTran : ObjecUd; 
D_Coord_Map_GlobaLTran_Name: Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
GlobaLTran_Name, S_GlobaLTran_Name: Strlng40.strln9-Type; 
D_GlobaLTran_Name: Strlng40.Strfn9-Type; 
No_Reps: Strlng40.strln9-Type; 
NumbecModels: State_Variable_SmaIUnteger_Type; 
CLLevel: State_Variable_SmaiLFloaLType; 
CLCoefflclent: Strfng40.Strfng_Type; 
Coupling: 10_Coupling; 
Couplln9-LIst : IO_Couplln9-UstLlst 
Simulation_SlOp_Time: Simulation_Time; 
TransduceUO_Buffer: IO_BuffecTask_Ptr: 
BuffecName: Strfng40.Strfng_Type; 
Rollback_Supported: Boolean; 

Continued on Next Paae 
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BEGIN 
Accept StarCSlmulation (TransducecBuffer: IN IO_BuffecTask_Ptr; 

Transducer_BuffecName : IN Strlng40.Strln!L Type; 
Rollback_Support: IN Boolean; 
NumbecRepllcations : IN SmaiUnteger; 
Confidence_Level: IN SmalLAoat 
Slm_Stop_llme: IN Simulatlon_llme) DO 

TransduceUO_Buffer := TransducecBuffer; 
Strlng40.Asslgn(BuffecName,TransducecBuffecName); 
Rollback_Supported := Rollback_Support 
NumbecModels.Value_SmaIUnteger := NumbecRepllcations; 
CLLevel.Value_SmaILFloat := Confidence_Level; 
Slmulatlon_Stop_llme:= Slm_Stop_llme; 

END StarcSlmulatlon; 
D_GlobaLTran_Name := Strlng40. Vary("GlobaLTran_Coord1; 
D_Coord_Map_GlobaLTran_Name := Strlng40.Vary(wGlobai Trans Map Model1; 
No_Reps := Strlng40.Vary(-Number_RepllcatlOns1; 
CLCoefflclent := Strlng40. Vary(WConfldence_Coefflclent1; 
Communlcatlons_Task_PooJ.Manager.SeCDestinatlon(D_GlobaLTran_Name, 

TransduceUO_Buffer); 
Make_PalcGlobaLTransducer(ModeUD => GlobaLTran, 

ModeLName => Global_Tran~ame, 
SlmulatoUD => S_GlobaLTran, 
Simulator~ame => S_GlobaLTran~ame); 

SEND(GlobaLTran ,SeCRollback_Support,Rollback_Supported => 
Rolback_Supported); 

SEND(GlobaLTran ,SeCState, State_Name => No_Reps, 
State_Value => NumbecModels); 

SEND(GlobaLTran ,SeCState, State_Name => CLCoefflclent, 
State_Value => CLLeve\); 

Make_Dlstrlbute<CCoordlnator(ChlkUd => S_GlobaLTran, 
DJstri>utecLCoordlnatoUd => D_GlobaLTran, 
Dlstribute<LCoordlnatocName => D_GlobaLTran_Name, 

D_Coord_IO_Buffer => TransduceUO_Buffer, 
Dlstributed_Map_MdUd => D_CoordJJ\ap_GlobaLTran, 
DlstrlbutedJJ\ap_MdLName => D_CoordJJ\ap_Global_Tran~ame ); 

SEND(D_GlobaLTran ,SeCRollback_Support,Rollback_Supported => Rollback_Supported); 
10_Couplln~LlstClear(Couplln~LJst); 
CleacRecords.CleaUO_Coupllng(Coupllng); 
Strlng40.Clear(CI_Coefficlent); 
Strlng40.Clear(S_GlobaLTran_Name); 
Strlng40.Clear(GlobaLTran~ame); 
Strlng40.Clear(No_Reps); 

texUo.puUlnerCompleted Making Global Transducer Model 1; 
Slmulatlon_Drlver.Slmulatlon_Control(D_GlobaLTran, D_GlobaLTran_Name, 

TransduceUO_Buffer,BuffecName, 0, Slmulatlon_Stop_llme); 
END GlobaLTransducecTask 

END GlobaLValldatlon_Transducer; 

Figure A.12b. Global Transducer Task Body 
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A.8 Construction of Replication Validation Model 

The construction of the replication validation model is fairly straight forward since it it 

primarily an instanlation of validation task types, global transducer task, the global virtual time task, 

io_buffer task types, and the communications manager. The implementation of a 3 replication 

validation model Is as shown in Ftgure A.13. The extension to N replications is obvious. 

With devs_type_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_type_deflnltlons; 
WITH devs_numerlc_deflnltlons; 
USE devs_numerlc_deflnltlons; 
With DEVS_Class_Constructors; 
USE DEVS_Class_Constructors; 
WITH Validation_Frame; 
WITH Simulation_Driver; 
WITH 10_Buffer; 
USE 10_Buffer; 
WITH Communicatlons_Task_Pool; 
USE Communicatlons_Task_Pool; 
WITH GlobaLVirtuaLTime; 
USE GlobaLVirtuaLTime; 
WITH IO_BuffecTask_LIst; 
WITH IO_BuffecTask_List_Utllltles; 
WITH ObJect_List; 
WITH ObJecCLisCUtilities; 
WITH String40; 
WITH IO_Couplln9-Ust; 
WITH CleacRecords; 
WITH Text_lo; 
WITH VF _P _Arch; 
USE VF _P -.Arch; 
WITH GlobaLValidatlon_ Transducer; 
USE GlobaLValidatlon_ Transducer; 

Continued on Next Page 



Procedure dlscvali<:late_3_VF _Servers IS 
Message_Trace,Dlsplay_Clock: Character; 
Cancellation : Character; 
Slm_Stop_Tlme: Simulation_Time; 
Maxlmum_ModeLLead_Tlme: Simulation_Time; 
Maxlmum_TransducecLead_Tlme: Simulation_Time; 
GVT_Frequency: MedlumJnteger; 
CanceLBack_Delay : SmalUnteger; 
Observation_Frequency : Simulation_Time; 
GeneratocStream : SmalUnteger; 
GeneratocMean : Small_Float; 
GeneratocSttCDev : Small_Float; 
ServerCStream : SmalUnteger; 
Server2_Stream : SmalUnteger; 
Serverr3_Stream : SmalUnteger; 
Server_Mean: SmalLRoat; 
ServecSttCDev : Small_Float; 
Confidence_level: Small_Float; 
Rollback_Support: Character; 
GlobaLTran_Roliback_Support: Character; 
GlobaLTran_Roliback_Supported: BOOLEAN; 
Rollback_Supported: BOOLEAN; 
NumbecRepllcations : SmalUnteger; 
TransduceUO_Buffer: IO_BuffecTask_Ptr; 
TransducecBuffer_Name: Strlng40.Strlng_Type; 
Slm_IO_Buffer1 : IO_BuffecTask_Ptr; 
IO_Buffer1_Name : Strlng40.Strln9-Type; 
Slm_IO_Buffer2: IO_BuffecTask_Ptr. 
IO_Buffer2_Name : Strlng40.StrlnrL Type; 
Slm_IO_Buffer3: IO_BuffacTask_Ptr. 
IO_Buffer3_Name: Strlng40.StrlnrLType; 
VF _P _ModeU : VF _P _ModeLPtr. 
VF _P _ModeL2 : VF _P _ModeLPtr. 
VF y _ModeL3 : VF _P _ModeLPtr. 
Rollback_Method: Rollback_Type; 
ModeLBuffecLength : Medium_Integer; 
TransducecBuffecLength : MedlumJnteger; 

Package fUo Is new text..lo.floaUo(smaIUloat); 
Package InUo Is new textJo.lntegerjo(smaIUnteger); 
Package Medlum_lnUo Is new texUo.lntegerjo(medlum_lnteger); 
Package Tlme_lo Is new texUo.flxed_lo(Slmulatlon_Tlme); 

TASK Initialize_Simulation IS 
PRAGMA PRIORITY (99); 

END Initialize_Simulation; 

Continued on Next Page 
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TASK Body Initialize_Simulation IS 
10_BufCLIst : 10_Buffer_Task_LIst.L1st; 

BEGIN 
TransducecBuffecName := Strlng40.VaryrGlobal Transducer 10 Buffer"); 
10_Buffer1_Name:= Strlng40.Vary("VF 10 Buffer 1j; 
10_Buffer2_Name := Strlng40.Vary("VF 10 Buffer 2j; 
10_Buffer3_Name := Strlng40.Vary("VF 10 Buffer 3j; 
TextJo.putJlnerlnltlallzlng Validation of 3 VF _P Test j; 
text_lo.putrDo you want a message trace? Enter Y or N j; 
text.Jo.get(Message_Trace); 
text_lo.put(Message_ Trace); 
textjo.new_lIne; 
texUo.putrDo you want to display slmuatlon time? Enter Y or N j; 
textJo.get(Dlsplay_Clock); 
textJo.put(Dlsplay_Clock); 
textJo.new_lIne; 
textjo.put(-Enter the simulation S10P time as a float j; 
tlme_lo.get(Slm_Stop_Tlme); 
tlmejo.put(Slm_Stop_Tlme); 
textJo.newjlne; 
textJo.putrEnter the GVT collection frequency as an Integer: j; 
Medlum_lntJo.get(GVT _Frequency); 
Medlum_lntJo.put(GVT ]requency,3); 
text_lo.new_lIne; 
textJo.puWEnter the Cancel Back Delay as an Integer: j; 
IntJo.get(CancsLBack_Delay); 
IntJo.put(CanceLBack_Delay,3); 
textJo.new_lIne; 
textJo.put(-Enter a 'Y' If Aggressive or 'N' If Lazy Cancellation j; 
text_lo.get(Cancellatlon); 
textjo.put(Cancellatlon); 
textJo.new_lIne; 
textJo.puWEnter Output StatlstJc Frequency, float j; 
tlme_lo.get(Observatlon_Frequency); 
tlmejo.put(Observatlon_Frequency); 
textJo.newjlne; 
textjo.putrEnter the Generator Stream Number 1 - 100, Integer j; 
IntJo.get(GeneratocStream); 
IntJo.put(GeneratocStream,3); 
textJo.new_L1ne; 
teXl,lo.puWEnter the Generator Mean Job Interarrlval Time, Float j; 
f1_lo.get(GeneratocMean); 
fUo.put(GeneratocMean,5,5,0); 
text,lo.new_line; 
teXl,lo.putrEnter the Generator Interarrlval Time Std Dev, Float j; 
fUo.get(GeneratocStcCDev); 
fUo.put(GeneratocStd_Dev,5,5,0); 
teXl,lo.new_lIne; 
teXl,lo.put(-Enter the Number of Model Replications 1 - 3,lnteger j; 
IntJo.get(NumbecReplicatlons); 
IntJo.put(NumbecRepllcatlons); 
teXl,lo.new_lIne; 
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texUo.put(-Enter the Maximum length of Model Buffers> ° ,Integer j; 
medlum_lnUo.get(ModeLBufferJ-ength); 
medlum_lnUo.put(ModeLBuffeclength,5); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texUo.put("Enter the Maximum length of Transducer Buffer> O,lnteger j; 
medlum_lnUo.get(TransducecBuffeclength); 
medlum_lnUo.put(TransducecBuffeclength,5); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texUo.pu~Enter the Maximum Model Time Window as a float j; 
tlme_lo.get(Maxlmum_ModeUead_ Time); 
time_lo.put(Maxlmum_ModeUead_ Time); . 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texUo.put("Enter the Maximum Transducer Time Window as a float j; 
time_lo.get(Maxlmum_ Transduceclead_Tlme); 
time_lo.put(Maxlmum_ Transducer_lead_Time); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texLlo.putrEnter the Server 1 Stream Number 1 -100, Integer j; 
InUo.get(Server1_Stream); 
InUo.put(Server1_Stream,3); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
IF NumbecRepllcations >= 2 THEN 
texUo.puWEnter the Server 2 Stream Number 1 -100, Integer j; 
InUo.get(Server2_Stream); 
inUo.put(Server2_Stream,3); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
END IF; 
IF NumbecRepllcations >= 3 THEN 
texLlo.put(-Enter the Server 3 Stream Number 1 -100, Integer j; 
InUo.get(Server3_Stream); 
InUo.put(Server3_Stream,3 ); 
texUo.new_Llne; 
END IF; 
texLlo.puWEnter the Server Mean Job Solution Time, Float j; 
fl_lo.get(ServecMean); 
fl_lo.put(ServecMean,5,5,0); 
texLlo.new_"ne; 
texLlo.put(''Enter the Server Solution Time Std Dev, Float j; 
fUo.get(ServecStd_Dev); 
fUo.put(ServecStd_Dev,5,5,0); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texLlo.put(-Enter 0.05 or 0.10 for computing Confidence Interval j; 
fl_lo.get(Confldence_level); 
fl_lo.put(Confldence_level,5,5,0); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texLlo.put 
(-Do you want Rollback Support for validation Servers, Enter Y or N: "); 
texLlo.get(Rollback_Support); 
texLlo.put(Roliback_Support); 
texLlo.new_"ne; 
texUo.put 
(-Do you want Rollback Support for Global Transducer, Enter Y or N: "); 
texUo.get(GlobaLTran_Roliback_Support); 
texUo.put(GlobaLTran_Rollback_Support); 
texUo.new_lIne; 
texLlo.new_"ne; 
texLlo.puUlne(-Completed Input of Initialization Values j; 
texLlo.new_"ne; 
textJo.new_"ne; 
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IF Cancellation = 'Y' OR ELSE Cancellation = "I THEN 
Rollback_Method := AGGRESSIVE; 

ELSE 
Rollback_Method := LAZY; 

END IF; 
IF Rollback_Support = 'Y' OR ELSE Rollback_Support = 'r THEN 

Rollback_Supported := TRUE; 
ELSE 

Rollback_Supported := FALSE; 
END IF; 
IF GlobaLTran_Roliback_Support= 'Y' OR ELSE 

GlobaL Tran_Rollback_Support = Y THEN 
GlobaL Tran_Rollback_Supported := TRUE; 

ELSE 
GlobaLTran_Ronback_Supported := FALSE; 

END IF; 
IF Message_Trace = 'Y' or Message_Trace = Y THEN 

StarL Tracing (-dIsLvalldate_3_vfJ).Iog,; 
END IF; 
TransduceUO_Buffer:= New IO_BuffecTask; 
TransduceUO_Buffer.SeUO_BuffecName(TransducecBuffecName,TransducecBuffer_Length, 

Maxlmum_TransducecLead_Tlme, Rollback~ethod,Slm_Stop_Tlme); 

GlobaL Transducec Task.Start_Slmulatlon(TransduceUO_Buffer, TransducecBuffecName, 
GlobaLTran_Rollback_Supported, NumbecRepllcatlons, 

Confidence_Level, Slm_Stop_Tlme); 
IO_BuffecTask_LlslConstruct(TransduceUO_Buffer,IO_BufLLlst); 

IF Number_Replications >= 1 THEN 
Slm_IO_Buffer1 := New IO_BuffecTask; 
Slm_IO_Buffert.SeUO_BuffecName(IO_Bufferl_Name, ModeLBuffer_Length, 

Maxlmum_ModeLLead_Tlme, Rollback_Method, Slm_Stop_Tlme); 
IO_Buffec Task_LlSlConstruct(Slm_IO_Bufferl,IO_Buff_Llst); 

VF _P ~odeU := NEW VF _P _Arch_Task; 
VF _P _ModeU .StarLSlmulatlon(Slm_IO_Buffert, IO_BufferCName, 

IO_Buffert_Name, Rollback_Supported, 
GeneratocStream,GeneratocMean, GeneratocSUCDev, 
Servert_Stream,ServecMean, ServecStd_Dev, 
1.0, Observation_Frequency, CanceLBack_Delay,Slm_Stop_Tlme); 

END IF; 
IF NumbeLReplications >= 2 THEN 
Slm_IO_Buffer2:= New IO_BuffecTask; 
Slm_IO_Buffer2.SeUO_BuffecName(IO_Buffer2_Name,ModeLBuffer_Len9th, 

Maxlmum.-ModeLLead_Tlme, Rolback_Method,Slm_Stop_Tlme); 
IO_BuffecTask_LIslConstruct(Slm_IO_Buffer2, IO_Buff_Llst); 

VF _P _ModeL2 := NEW VF _P _Arch_Task; 
VF _P _ModeL2.StarLSlmulatlon(Slm_IO_Buffer2, IO_Buffer2_Name, 

IO_Buffer2_Name, RoUbacILSupported, 
GeneratocStream,Generator.-Mean, GeneratocSUCDev, 
Server2_Stream, ServecMean, ServecSkLDev, 
2.0, Observationyrequency,canceLBack_Delay, 

Slm_Step_Tlme); 
END IF; 
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IF NumbecRepllcations >= 3 THEN 
Slm_IO_Buffer3:= New IO_BuffecTask; 
Slm_IO_Buffer3.SeUO_BuffecName(IO_Buffer3_Name, ModeLBuffeclength, 

Maxlmum_ModeLlead3ime, Rolback.-Method,Slm_Stop_Time); 
IO_Buffer_Task_llst.Construct(Slm_IO_Buffer3,IO_Buff_llst); 

VF _P .-ModeL3:= NEW VF _P _Arch_Task; 
VF _P _ModeL3.StarCSlmulatlon(Slm_IO_Buffer3,IO_Buffer3_Name, IO_Buffer3_Name, 

Rolllack_Supported,GeneratocStream, Generator_Mean,GeneratocStcLDev, 
Server3_Stream, ServecMean, ServecSUCDev, 
ao, Observation_Frequency, canceL Back_DelaY, Slm_Stop_Time); 

END IF; 
GlobaLVlrtuaLTime_Task.StarLSlmulatlon(GVT _Frequency, Slm_Stop_ Time, 

Display_Clock, IO_Buff_list); 
END Initialize_Simulation; 

BEGIN 
Null; 
EXCEP110N 

WHENTASKING ERROR=> 
TexUo.put("TaSking Error Occurred During Activation,,); 

END dlscvalldate_3_vf_servers; 
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